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SUPERPOV/ER: ITS SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PHASES
OUTLINE
PREFACE
I. INTRODUCTION (p. 1)
1. The concept of power and its giant off-
spring, superpower.
2. Electric utilities in the making.
3. Natural and expected growth of superpower.
II. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF ELECTxlIC UTILITIES (p.l5)
1. The local electric power company.
2, Holding companies.
5. Investment trusts.
III. MANAGMENT OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES (p. 25)
1. Management organizations.
2. The need for centralised management of
superpower companies.
3. Savings effected by management organi-
zations.
IV. OWNERSHIP OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES (p. 37)
1. Public or political ownership.
2. Private ovmership,
3. Relation of ownership to development
of superpower.
V. GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES (p. 50)
1. State public service commissions and
electric companies.
2. Hydroelectric developments and the Federal
Power Commission.
3. Superpower and the Interstate Commerce
Commission
.
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VI. SUPERPOvVER MD INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (p. 67)
1. Unlimited amounts of pov/er available,
2. Inaccessible areas supplied through
interconnection
,
3. Increased industrial activity arising
from cheap power rates,
VII. superpov;er and agricultural development (p. 76)
1. Power on the farm.
2. Restoring the balance between industry
and agriculture.
3. Power and its distribution.
VIII. SUPERPOWER AND HIDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS (p. 93)
1. Destruction or preservation of scenic
v/onders.
2. Enormous wastage in unused water power.
3. Progress in hydroelectric development.
IX. SUPERPOWER AI'ID THE ELECTRIFICATION OF RAILROADS (p. 104)
1,
Some obstacles to electrification of railroads.
2.. Northeastern United States.
3. The Middle V/est.
X. INTERCONNECTION AND THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE INDUSTRY (p. 140)
1. Electricity in the home.
2. Increased demand for electric appliances.
3. Expansion of superpower and increased
need for electric appliances.
XI. ADVANTAGES MD LIMITATIONS OF SUPERPOV.ER (p. 148)
1. Obstacles to the progress of superpower.
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fi. Advantages of superpower.
5. Economies effected by superpower.
HARJIESSING THE TIDES (p. 165)
1. Imaginative appeal.
2. Scientific possibilities.
5. Passamaquoddy Bay Development.
SUPERPOWER IN AI^iERICA (P. 174)
1. Electrification of North America.
2. America’s water power and its possibilities.
3. Superpov/er as an aid to national defense.
THE FUTURE OF SUPERPOWER (p. 198)
1. Superpov/er itself the embodiment of
expansion,
2. Attitude of government toward grov/th
of superpov/er.
The outlook for superpower.3.
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v/ithin the past forty-five years science and
human ingenuity have advanced our electrical industry
from a lowly beginning to its present high state of ef-
ficiency; yet our scientists tell us that we are only
at the threshold of greater wonders. The progress of
our nation has been largely due to the introduction of
power. The electric light and power industry has played
an important and prominent part in this development. Ten
years before the Civil vVar there was no electrical in-
dustry; there were no telephones, no automobiles, no air-
planes, no submarines, no electrical railways. The gas
industry was young and the telegraph was still in its in-
fancy. The steam railroad industry, with about nine thou-
sand miles of track, was Just getting started. There was
little or nothing in the way of a power substitute for
physical labor, and nothing in the way of aevices to pro-
duce artificial light except those which did so by burning
something, such as gas, oil, or tallov/. Now, in many
cities and towns, more than 90 per cent of the dwellings
are lighted by electricity; but this tells only part of
the story, for the silent electric servant also washes,
cleans, irons, cooks, refrigerates, and performs count-
less other household tasks which win for it the blessing
of the housewife. Today electricity is used so widely
that it plays a part in the production, manufacture, or

distribution of nearly every commodity that touches our
everyday life. There are approximately twenty- two mil-
lion automobiles in daily use in the United States be-
cause of electricity. Every pov/er stroke and every cyl-
inder begins with an electric spark, and the factories
that produce the automobile are electrically equipped.
It may be fairly said that the progress of civilization
has been characterized by the untiring search of man for
artificial light and power devices to take the place of
physical labor, ho tale has in it more of romance or
achievement than the story of the electrical industry.
iVhen we visualize how these electric utility services
affect the personal life of every man, woman, boy, and
girl, how they contribute to their comfort, convenience,
and needs, surely something of our responsibility comes
home to us.
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I. IIJTRCa)UCTION
In the "beginning of our thesis it seems neces-
sary to lay emphasis on the fact that the term “super-
power" is misleading, viftien the average man hears the
word “superpower" he conjures up an idea of something new
and gigantic, whereas, as a matter of fact, a superpower
system is so called merely because it makes a super--
meaning a better--use of the generating facilities of an
interconnected electric system. <i(hen utility men speak
of an interconnected system they do not necessarily mean
a system which produces some vast amount of electricity.
They merely mean that modern methods of interconnection
have been applied to that particular system. The meaning
of the term “superpower" can best be clarified by quoting
from President Hoover’s speech at iian Prancisco in the
summer of 1925, \»^en he referred to electric interconnection
and interchange of power as an evolution:
“I do not propose to refer to this evolution as
either ’superpower' or ’giant power.' Both these terms
are blamed with connoting something that is not existent
in power production. 'Superpower' has been envisaged as
some overwhelming sinister encroachment into public rights.
'Giant power' has been interpreted by extremists to be like
any giant hitherto known, as having its only realism as a
bogey or as entertainment for children or as a side show
for the political circus. The practical everyday fact is
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that all this development is simply a centralization of
power houses and interconnection of distribution systems.
We had better stick to our engineering terms to describe
what the thing really is-- central generation and inter-
connection of distribution systems. If anybody can find
evil or humor or poetry in these terms, he will need to
be ingenious.**
In the days before interconnection each separate
electric plant was compelled to maintain equipment within
its own walls sufficient to carry its peak load and to
take care of inevitable emergencies. Thus, if every elec-
tric lamp in the community were lighted at the same in-
stant. and if at that same time the local industries using
electric power were still going at full blast, the local
electric plant was required to have sufficient generating
capacity to meet this maximum demand . It might happen--
and in many instances it did happen-- that this peak load
lasted for only one or two hours, and during the remaining
twenty- two hours of the day the local plant used only a
small fraction of its full capacity. Ttir tiie rmore , since
electricity mus t be available at the instant the consumer
desires it, the local plant was forced to maintain spare
equipment--generally equal to its largest unit-- in addi-
tion to that essential for its peak load, as emergency
insurance against breakdowns. Now, another plant, per-
haps only twenty miles away, might be in precisely the
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sar-ie situation except that its peak load, because of dif-
ferent local conditions, caine at a different time than the
peak load of the first plant. One plant, for instance,
might be in a community where electricity was used only
for lighting the streets and the houses at night; the
second plant might be in an industrial conmunity where
the peak demand for electrical power was to turn the
wheels of industry during the day. One plant might need
majcirnum power at six o'clock in the evening when homes
were being lighted and transportation systems were car-
rying their rush-hour loads. The other plant might be
in a coal district where the mines closed at four o'clock
in the afternoon, releasing practically all the power used
in the mines. Common sense and thrift dictated that the
transmission lines of these separate plants should be con-
nected so that surplus power could flow from one transmis-
sion system into the other. By this interconnection the
generating capacity of the first plant- -otherwise idle
during the day— could be used to supplement the capacity
of the second plant, w^ich needed additional daytiroe power.
Similarly, the generating capacity of the second plant,
which was busiest during the day, could be used after
four o'clock to supplement the first plant, which sup-
plied its peak load at night. iHirthe rmore , since power
could be transmitted from one plant to the other, the
need of spare capacity would be reduced in both, inasmuch
as the interconnected lines would make any idle capacity
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in one plant available to make up a shortage of capacity
in the other. Take the simple illustration just given
and, instead of thinking of two interconnected plants,
think of five or ten or twenty plants so tied together,
and you will obtain a picture of what modern electrical
interconnection really means. Interconnection is as
different from the giant power “bogey" as day is from
night. It is the application of American engineering
and common sense to the practical economies of the pub-
licly regulated and publicly controlled electric industry.
Giant power is merely the application of a catch-phrase
to a theory v^ich never worked and never can work.
^en a barrel of apples is shipped from Oregon
to Uew York, the apples delivered in New York are the
identical apples that were shipped from Oregon. In the
interchange of electricity through interconnection the
kilowatt-hours received at one end of the system are not
necessarily the same kilowatt-hours which a plant with
surplus capacity may be generating at the other end. It
may be well to point out here that there is also a funda-
mental difference between the transfer of freight between
railroads and the transfer of electricity from one elec-
tric system to smother. In the one case it is a commodity
and in the other a service. It is not consistent to refer
to kilowatt-hours in the same way that apples, wheat, and
coal are mentioned. Practically all the misunderstanding
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that exists today with relation to the electric industry
arises from the fact that many well-meaning people per-
sist in regarding electricity as a cornmodity instead of
as a service and assume that all their conclusions are
correct, whereas, as a matter of fact, they are all founded
on a false premise. Witness Mrs. Jones’ bill for X cents
per kilowatt-hour in Ontario, compared with Mrs. Smith’s
bill f or Y cents per kilowatt-hour in Washington, with
reference to Z cents per kilowatt-hour in a household
lighting bill in Oshkosh. Then witness a comparison of
all tliese bills with the kilowatt-hour price charged at
Niagara i'alls or in Chicago for the power supplied to
some large and constantly running manufacturing industry.
The people idiio make these comparisons are sure that elec-
tricity is a commodity and that the price per kilowatt-
hour is the proper unit of measurement for electricity,
irrespective of the time, place, and manner in which it
is provided. They think they understand the matter and,
therefore, believe that their comparisons are apt and fair.
To the mind of the man who really understands that elec-
tricity is a service, a price of X cents per kilowatt-hour
with no further explanation means no more than the state-
ment that a certain thing is as long as a string. In other
words, electric service not only differs from every com-
modity, such as potatoes, clothes, or shoes, but it also
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differs from every other type of service supplied to the
public, because the standards demanded by the public for
individual, instantaneous electric service are the most
exacting known. The electric system must be ready to
supply full service to every one, not when it feels like
doing it, but at the very instant each consumer desires
it. If the factories in a particular community are buying
their power from an electric company--and most of them do
so now--and if through some breakdovm, or because of a
great drought, this station should be unable to furnish
power on a given day, every industry in the community
would suffer unless there were some other way of securing
power. Interconnection supplies this added insurance
against breakdowns and gives this added protection to
American industry.
Interconnection has come to stay, as each new
link is forged in the chain of interconnected systems we
shall be that much nearer the super- efficiency of an in-
dustry which today supplies the United States with more
electricity than is used in all the rest of the world com-
bined.
The foregoing is a rather lengthy exposition of
the meaning of superpower, some of the more important at-
tributes of which are summarized as follows:
Reliability of Service : The presence of power
is even more important than its cost. Its supply should
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be synchronous with its demand. The superpower principle
calls for the supply of energy, not from one or two, but
from many sources, thus giving a far hi^er guarantee of
its presence when required.
Diversity Economy : The saving made by inter-
connecting generating stations v^ose peak loads are reached
at different times, and so distributing the load among sta-
tions of different unit operating costs as to deliver power
at minimum cost.
Improved Load I'actor : Load factor is the ratio
of the average load to the maximum load, the maximum load
being taken as the highest average obtaining over a given
period (usually sixty minutes) of the peak load of the
station. Through the law of diversity, superpower opera-
tion always tends to lift load factor, and the lifting of
load factor means, of course, the more effective use of
capacity installed from both the investment and the oper-
ating standpoint.
Reserve ; As high as 50 per cent reduction in
stand-by capacity is possible in practicing the principles
of superpower.
Real Estate : Far less area per unit of installed
capacity is required for superstations (sometimes a con-
trolling consideration in large cities).
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Lower Costs ; In almost every case it can be
said that up to a certain point the larger the power sta-
tion and the units included in it. the lower are the an-
nual fixed and operating costs per unit of power produced.
Guy E. Tripp combines the foregoing attributes
in his definition of superpower, as follows:
“Superpower is a system f o r generating electric
power in large volume by water and fuel at the most favor-
able locations for economy and reliability and distributing
it over viide areas by great interconnected transmission
systems
.
The year 1382 marks the construction of the
first Edison station— the first to fulfill our present
conception of a central station, i. e., a source of elec-
tric supply divisible for sale to each and all. Two
Edison stations were started in 1331-1882: one in Ilew
York City, operated by steam; the other in Appleton, Wis-
consin, operated by water power. The Pearl Street Station,
the first Hew York central station, was started on Sep-
tember 4, 1882, supplying power to a territory covering
about 2,000 square feet. The rating of the station was
2,000 horsepower, with 5,500 lamps in the circuit. It
rapidly developed, and in the fourteenth month of con-
tinuous running had wired 508 customers' premises for
12,732 lamps. The lamp employed was not one- sixth as
“Electric Development as an Aid to Agriculture", G. E. Tripp.
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efficient as those used today, and it had not one-quarter
the life of the present lamp, whereas the cost of manufac-
tiire was many times greater. The system employed was the
Edison two-wire main- and- feeder system. The plant and
system ran for about fourteen months without a hrealcdown)
a remarkable record for a pioneering commercial experiment.
Some time after the construction of the Pearl Street station
was begun, a small central sta.tion plant of only 250 sixteen'
candlepower incandescent lamps, driven by water power, v/as
projected at Appleton, Wisconsin. The Appleton plant was
given its first test and placed in operation October 15,
1332, nearly six weeks after the Pearl Street station in
New York v/as put in operation. Thus New York in the East
and Appleton, Wisconsin, in the heart of the central West,
were pioneers in a business which in less than fifty years
has gowa from nothing to an investment in this country
alone of more than ten billion dollars. The next plant
to be operated was that of the Western Edison Light Com-
pany at 51 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, November 10, 1332. The
Chicago Edison Company was formed in this same year and
built its first station at what is now 120 West Adaras Street
The success of the Pearl Street station resulted in the ex-
tension of the New York system, and in 1338 two stations
were built, one in 26th Street and the other in 39th Street.
These were followed by the building of a station in Boston
and another in Brooklyn.
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The first demonstration of a di rect- connected
dynamo and engine outside of Menlo Park was at the Paris
Exposition in 1381. The unit was manufactured in ilew
York by Mr. Edison and shipped to Paris. In June 1333
a Sinall station was started in Dijon, Prance, and in the
same year installations were made in Holborn Viaduct,
London, and in Manchester, England. The Edison system
was installed in some score of European cities during the
next fev/ years. All these early Edison plants operated
incandescent lamps almost exclusively. One cent a lamp-
hour was considered a very fair charge, equivalent to
about 14 cents per kilowatt-hour. Most lamps were charged
for at a monthly rate. In form, then, the early Edison
stations sold illumination and not current. Arc lamps
were rare on these circuits. In 1386 the commercial sit-
uation had developed the need for further inventions.
The arc light companies located in every city could ex-
tend their circuits for some miles and reach every part
of the city, but could only sell arc illumination and
were hungry for a wider field of service. The Edison
companies, located in few cities only, could supply in
principle every need with the 220-volt dir ect- cur rent
service, but could deliver current only a short distance,
a very few thousand feet from the station. Then came the
beginnings of alternating current development. The arc
light companies quickly recogiized the opportunity to add
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indoor incandescent lighting to their service, and within
a few years hundreds of high-voltage alternators were set
up alongside the older arc dynamos, primary wires erected
alongside the arc circuits, and alternating current dis-
tributed for incandescent lighting without those limita-
tions of distance that were so restricting to the Edison
companies. The arc companies had now made the definite
start toward furnishing a complete central station service.
The allied modern hydroelectric development was started
in 1390 by building a long-distance line in the V7est to
transmit alternating current from a water power station.
All these earlier alternating systems v/ere of high fre-
quency, i.e., 125 or 133 cycles per second. Integrating
watt meters or v/atthour meters to measure the sales of
alternating current became available v/i tli the invention
around 1338 of Shallenberger and Thomson. One more great
invention was necessary to start the unification of these
various electric systems and to promote the universality
of electric supply, hikola Tesla had been annoyed in
some early work by the sparking of a dynamo commutator,
ana his study of such phenomena v/as to be rewarded by one
of the greatest of inventions. The fruition came in 1338
with his polyphase apparatus, giving us the coramutatorless
alternating current motor, with better means of extending
the limits of transmission, and of correlating the work of
alternating and direct currents without restricting the
usefulness of either.
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The unification of electric supply, that is,
supplying from one station and one type of generator
electricity for each and every purpose, had become pos-
sible with the preceding inventions; manufacturing and
patent interests had been harmonized to an important de-
gree, professional relations were more friendly, and the
ten years from 1393 to 1903, while partly years of busi-
ness depression, were marked principally as the active
years of developing central station inventions and methods
and introducing them into general practice. Advances in
engineering design, decreased cost, application to new
uses, the constantly growing appreciation of convenience
and economy, all pushed by aggressive managements of the
local companies, had caused motor consumption of current
to increase at a higher rate than lighting consumption.
In June 1901 a 1,500 kilowatt steam turbine unit was in-
staJ-led at Hartford, Connecticut. This was the first
steam turbine alternating current unit used as a central
station prime mover in this country, having been preceded
by some smaller units used in England. Shortly afterward
a 5,000 kilowatt steam turbine was installed in Chicago,
where in 1903 the first all- turbine station was built.
In 1394 two 200 kilowatt direct- current EeLaval units were
used for central station power in Hew York. Up to this
time the reciprocating engine had perhaps reached its
largest size in practical physical dimensions in the
.
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7,500 kilowatt units at the Manhattan station of the
Interhorough Company in hew York. The efficiency of
this station, about 2-^ pounds of coal per kilowatt-hour,
represented the best recorded performance of a recipro-
cating engine plant. It was soon realized that the
steam turbine, with its better efficiency, lower initial
cost, smaller dimensions, and its evident availability
for use in larger sizes as experience pointed the way,
would become the medium of a new era in the size and
character of our central stations and in the development
of the electrical industry. Today units of 50,000 kilo-
watts are commonly in use. A few as large as 100,000
kilowatts are installed, and one of 200,000 kilowatts is
under construction. Our best central stations are now
capable of generating a kilowatt-hour on one pound of coa.l.
The location of the earlier station was close to the "load",
without regard to coal deliveries by rail or condensing
water supply. The outputs v/ere diminutive, hours short,
and engines non- condensing . The housing of the earliest
stations was often in the cheapest wooden structure, some-
times partly of corrugated iron, sometimes a basement or
other factory space, occasionally a brick building, and
never with any architectural effect. The steam supply
came from horizontal return tubular boilers, in sizes
of 75 to 125 horsepower and operated at about 80 pounds,
with cheap iron stacks. The motive power was secured
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from high-speed engines, horizontal, center, or side-
crank, of 60 to 125 horsepower, a,nd with economies, low
at best, dependent on valves of uncertain tightness.
The dynamos were all "belted; those for Edison incandes-
cent system were of 30 to 60 kilowatts each; those for
arc systems, of 30 to 50 lights (15 to 30 kilowatts) each;
those for railw'ay, of 60 or 62 kilowatts each. The sv/itch
board instruments had wooden backs and v/ere screwed to
wooden frajaes or v/alls . Eo watt meters were available
to measure output, nor any recording instruments. As
stations grew there followed an uncomfortable multiplica-
tion of boilers, engines, and dynamos. Subsequently,
good practice in new stations required water- tube boilers,
140 pounds working pressure, compound condensing engines,
26 inches vacuum, direct connected generators, and marble
or slate switchboards-- all housed in fireproof stations
of attractive design. Station outputs were outgrowing
the economic ca.pacity of steam or gas engines, and tl'ic
steam turbine came to the rescue. The feature of the
last ten or fifteen years has been the great expansion
of central station service. To make ail the magnificent
inventions permitting tLie creation of the industry has
been a great task but one requiring the services of com-
paratively few great men; to overconie the inertia of the
genereil public, to educate it, to mpiie it assimilate and
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absorb the invented appliances actuated bjy so unknov/n
an agency, has been a greater task, and one requiring
the services of many men of the most varied ability.
In certain districts in the United States
they will not hereafter install any generating units
of less than 50,000-kilowatt capacity, or about 67,000
horsepower each. Units of larger capacity v/ill be in-
stalled, of course, as conditions warrant, but nothing
smaller. The largest unit ever designed--200, 000 kilo-
watts (about 270,000 horsepower ) --has been ordered for
one plant. This station is planned for an ultimate
generating capacity of not less than 1,000,000 kilowatts,
with at least five turbo-generators, each of 200,000-
kilowatt capacity or more.
II. ORGAKI2LATI0N AliD ADMI b^ISTRATIOh OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES
With the engineering advaiices in the art of long
distance transmission of electricity and the improvement
in design of large turbo-generator units, privately op-
erated power companies vigorously commenced the construc-
tion of interconnected systems covering large areas and
with the major generation concentrated in larger efficient
plants. This marked a decided advance in econorr^ and ef-
ficiency in the generation and distribution of electricity
It brought greater security in power supply, fuller util-
ization of equipment, reduction in idle reserve, more ef-
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fective use of both fuel and water. Mass production and
distribution of electricity becarre a reality. The con-
struction of high-voltage transmission lines between large
cities was accomplished. These lines becarrie sources of
electric supply for hundreds of smaller tovms and corrmuni tie s
,
The eagerness of these small communities to taice service
from high-tension transmission lines lAienever the opportunity-
offers, either purchasing power or selling their systems
outright, showed that these communities realized triat iso-
lated service was not to be compared with service from an
interconnected system when it could be secured. And often
the citizens of the municipality are glad to be freed of
the burdens attending such operation.
Industrial expansion is at the command of small
communities immediately that their power sources are high-
tension lines from large private generating systems. Iso-
lated generating plants of limited capacity are not able to
supply large amounts of power to factories. Manufacturing
development, necessarily, is restricted unless electric
power is available in sufficient quantities. But when
these smller communities are able to offer to prospective
industries and manufacturers the advantages of modern
electrification, a vital deterrent has been removed. High-
line connections with private systems insure ample supplies
of power. Interconnection has made possible the building
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up of industries av/ay from the congregated, congested
centers. Other results have been to diffuse industrial
development with agriculture, to increase the wealth of
the smaller places, to bring to them larger values, so
that at reasonable rates sufficient public funds may be
raised through taxes to furnish adequate support for good
schools, good roads, and other governmental functions.
Interconnection of cities and towns through high-voltage
transmission lines is taking place with great rapidity.
It insures fev/er interruptions of service from accident
or storms, and makes full-time service available to com-
munities that otherwise would have to wait years for de-
velopment. Interconnection places small and large com-
munities on an equal footing by enabling private companies
in small localities to dispense sufficient power for the
service of industry. But, above and beyond all that, it
has brought adequate, reliable, efficient, economical,
tv/enty-four-hour per day electric service, with sufficient
elasticity in the large system to meet any sudden demand
for pov/er. Through unification of control of the service
over these v/ide areas there is placed at the disposal of
the service of the smaller places the same specialized
skill in management, in engineering, in operation, in fi-
nancing, that previously the large company in the large
city alone had had. Under this method small tov/ns and
f>3;j393iioo orU ao'i'l \ii5«v6 ’291'id‘aubrtx Ip
IftiilatAbni QP.u'l'iio o^ nesp ovsrf isri^Q .s'i9 :tnpo
lo d^‘lBo.y yriJ pecoionJ: at d^Jr-'. d.T9fa{joj:BV95
02 ^.20oisv Tog'Tsf icsdJ' at o^ ^csoxsXq lolliima odd
ed -.SC! abn*.'! oilduq ;t nOioil'iL'E 203- s-i eldanoassi ds dBdd
ooG*"- 'lol dioqquz edBL'psjB rlaxmo'! od rfaxjo'xdd bsaisi
.anpldbnul I^dnyinmevos loddo bna boos ^ECooiioe
eS-^/dlov-risli' ligfjo'ifid aiTtvod brie a^idio Ic noldopnnooTodnl
.'.^diijlqs'i dfis*!^, ddxw 90 sindrXsd 8l a^nil nolaexrranBTd
dn^i^ioos ’noi* aolvi'^e lo anoldqxmodnl leA'S'i asijjsax dl
-rtoo od oLdBXisvB qo^vipz. omld-Llifl Xas ^e^.nQd3 *10
~9b lol a'lisox dlBY/ od svad blL-ijVf eslw-ierldo dBrid aoidXiiuin
-icoo bn.Q. Ilsma aaosla rtoidoexinooiodnl .drro^iqolsv
aeXr^qr:ao edBYdaq i^rrlldBno gnidool iBx/ps m^s no aeldbram
odd ^px drfgxoxxXixe aenoqaib od saXdXXaooI Xlfima nl
di ^^^rdd riB jr'O^ced ^ns evods ,dv^T. .'cidaubnl lo aoJtvios
t Cisoi^onociQ ^dn^.io t'ilP ^alde/Xoi ^9d/3Jdp9Ds drigi/oicf sad
dceXox'xlxra rfd iv, ^oo rvi^d oxidooXs '^sb i9q *x)JorI-TJJo'i-''2;drf9wd
bnsGisb nsbbi/a ’:iis daop. od loodaxa osxol odd nX vdloidasXo
oviv'i^s odd lo lo-idfioo lo noId soX'iirrxf iIs/roirlT .ttowoq toI
‘tc XoBoqexb 9rfd da booolq. 2x o-iodd cossia obxw oeodd navo
boxXXalooqa Sinaa odd aeoaXq 'loIXarra odd lo ooivioa 9 ^‘^d
-Xl fiX ^ftoXdsieqo nX
^
nnxToonXgns nX ^dnaaiogsna.ii nX IlX^le
9S*r-^L odd nX ’'jaoqniop ogicX odd xXaooxTonq dijfid ,s^XonBn
bno armod IXama boddora aXfid lobnU .br,d barf onolij ^dio
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country places have been made cities so far as their
electric service is concerned, and all that depends upon
power. Farmers are being served in increasing numbers by
the privately operated companies as a result of intercon-
nection .
The principle of larger volume and diversifica-
tion as applied to various risks in order to stabilize
results through the law of averages is not new. It has
been followed successfully for years in insurance and
banking circles and has been tried more recently by holding
and investiiient companies in the electric light and power
industry. If this industry were ojoerating with five thou-
sand separately owned and managed utilities, the waste in
money, in man-power, and in ill-directed developments would
be enormous, and service standards would be much lower than
they are. The holding company as a fiscal agent, as a man-
ager and consultant, as a conmercial, operating, and fi-
nancial specialist, brings to bear the highest grade of
executive talent upon the development of the smallest
utility property. It makes possible enormous savings by
bringing about interconnections and bulk-power steam and
hydro developments. It gives financial stability to the
industry and makes possible the raising of funds which
are necessary to service developments.
The holding company has been evolved as an eco-
nomic asset leading to better and cheaper electric service.
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By and large, the history of the holding company has been
one of accomplishment, as numerous communities can testify
The following tabulation shows the growth of an Eastern
electric light and power company under the "isolated" type
of management from 1919 to 1922, inclusive, and under cen-
tralized management from 1923 to 1927, inclusive. It is
impossible to determine how much of the growth is due to
the holding company’s organization and methods, but it is
absolutely certain that the development of the property
would have been less rapid had the old regime continued*
Vigorous and systematic commercial development supported
by the headquarters organization increased the use of the
service per capita and in toto; the number of customers
was markedly increased, and skilled management applied the
benefits of interconnection and many other economies. The
price of the service to the public went down, and the
prox)erty entered upon an era of development and usefulness
During the entire period analyzed the population served
remained practically constant, thus eliminating a vari-
able often troublesome in utility era comparisons.
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Comparison of Operations of Small Eastern Utility*
Four Years* Results with Bach Ty.Be
Type of Management
Single Holding
Company Company
Total operating revenue
Total operating expenses
Total net operating revenue
Total Icilowatt-hour sales
Kwh, sales excluding sales to
other companies
Number of customers in 1919
Number of customers in 1926
Gain in customers in four years
Average population served
Total production cost (generated
plus purchased energy)
Peak load in kw. - minimum
Peak load in kw, - maximum
Increase in peak load kw. (8 years)
Station rating in kw.
Total investment growth (4 years)
Investment in 1919
Investment in 1926
Cost of electricity purchased
Cost of coal burned in plant
Average price of electricity per
kwh, - total sales, cents
Decrease in above price in per cent
under holding company
Average operating ratio in per cent
Use of generating station
^1, 101,163
$732,496
$363, 672
10,320,976
9,287,676
2.337
1,361
27,000
$411,579
1,060
1,500
$178,919
$715,674
None Pur
chased
$271,296
10.71
66.3
All Pro-
duction
Average plant investment per dollar
operating revenue
Average kwh. sales per dollar of
investment
Average kiAih . sales per capita
per year
Average system load-factor in per cent
Per cent houses wired
Electric appliance sales per customer
per year
Average cost per kwh. at bus, cents
Saving in cost per kwh, at bus, cents
Saving in price per kwh. sold to the
public, cents
Ratio, saving to public in average
price per kwh, to saving ob-
tained by company per kwh. pro-
duced
$2.95
3.36
33
34.5
67
$2.12
2.6
$1,708,195
$1,012,263
$696,722
21,647,234
13,913,918
8,051
3,240
27,000
$517,132
2,390
1,330
1,500
$337,600
$1,330,542
$350,914
$101,040
7.94
25.8
59.6
Standby
$2.73
4.62
171
37.0
94
$5.24
1.97
0.63
2.77
4.4 to 1
*
"Electrical World", May 28, 1927, p. 1143.
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An exajnple of the complexity to which holding
companies can attain is well illustrated by the follov;ing
ik-
chart of The United Light & Power Company:
•I
noi rw Ov ix ^Iqr- jO oriJ
V.t’ - -LL' Jvsj:‘ jiJ c^j 11 Xl8 w 8- n2>;o ^
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‘•Properties mrked A are properties on which
there are no underlying bonds in hands of the public, and
the first and refunding mortgage of the United Light &
Power Company is a first mortgage on physical properties*
and all securities of the subsidiary companies and ail of
the securities of these companies are deposited under the
lien of the mortgage. Property marked AA is where a very
small amount of common stock is still owned by the public
but all other securities are deposited under the mortgage
of the United Light & Power Company. Properties marked AA
are those of the Tri-City Railway & Lignt Company, v;hich
have no funded debt in the hands of the public, and all
of whose securities are deposited under the lien of the
Tri-City Railway & Light Company mortgage or tnat of the
United Light & Power Company. Property mrked AB is triat
on v/hich there is a small mortgage debt in tiie hands of
the public, but otnerwise all of the securities are de-
posited under the lien of the Tri-City Railway & Light
Company mortgEige or that of the United Light & Power Company.
Property marked B is the Tri-City Ra.ilv/ay & Light Company,
of Y/hich all but 0.3 per cent of the common stock is owned
by the United Light & Power Company and which has out-
standing in hands of the public but $4,201,000 of funded
debt and $1,444,200 of 6 per cent preferred stock. Property
marked C is the United Light & Railv/ays Company, v;hich has
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outstanding no funded debt, but has $7*250.000 face
amount of preferred stock in hands of public. All of the
ccmnion stock of this corax)any. amounting to $29,130,600,
is ovmed by the United Light & Power Company. Against this
stock there are no liens and the United Light & Railmys
Company securities are not subject to the mortgage of the
parent company. This company in turn owns all, or prac-
tically all, of the common stocks of the Continental Gas
& Electric Corporation, the Brooklyn Borough Gas Company,
the Riverside Power Manufacturing Company, the United Realty
Company and the Ohio Utilities Company, and also large
holdings of comraon stock of the American Light & Traction
Company. Property marked I) is the Continental Gas & Elec-
tric Corporation, which in turn owns all of the stock, pre-
ferred and common, of the companies marked DA, only two of
which have any mortgage debt--naraely , the Lincoln Gas &
Electric Company, $1,500,000, and the Lincoln Light, Heat
& Pov/er Compaiiy, $1,500,000. The Continental Gas & Electric
Corporation also owns all of the common stock and preferred
stock of the Kansas City Power Securities Corporation,
wiiich in turn owns all of the common stock of the Karisas
City Power & Light Company. It also owns practically all
of the common stock and a large amount of the preferred
stock of the Columbus Railway, Power & Light Company.
Properties marked E--all of the stock of these companies,
which have no funded debt, is owned by the United Lignt &
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Power Company and/or the United Light & Railways Com-
pany. These companies, composing the United Light &
Power Engineering & Construction Company and the United
Realty Company, are departmental companies through vAiich
the United Light & Pov/er Company operates its properties,
sells its securities and owns certain office "buildings,
on which there is no debt. The Riverside Power Manu-
facturing Company and the Northwestern Manufacturing
Company own generating stations favorably situated on
which there is no mortgage de"bt and which are not public
utilities--whole saling power only to public utility com-
panies. These are designated by X on the chart."
V/hile in our considerations heretofore we
have not made a sharp distinction between the holding
company and the investtient trust, we consider it v/ell
to bring out the point now that they ao differ, the
difference being principally one of degree of invest-
ment. The investment trust ordinarily purchases merely
a non- controlling minority stock interest in various
electric operating companies and in holding companies
themselves, whereas holding companies purchase a con-
trolling and frequently an overwhelming majority stock
interest in a group of local electric operating companies
which the holding company directs and controls to function
more as a unit than as independent companies.
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I II . MALJAGEMSUT OF ELECTRIC UTILITIES
Closely allied to holding companies and from
which the holding company idea may have arisen are man-
agement organizations. For the purpose of setting forth
some of the functions of management organizations we sum-
marize below the principles underlying group managen^nt
and the duties of the management corporation as repre-
sented by Byllesby Engineering & Management Corporation:
Budget Control ; A committee prescribes the
form and methods by which all construction budgets are
prepared and reviews them in detail after they are sub-
mitted before approval. Proposed additions and improve-
ments are first segregated into two classes, viz., neces-
sary and desirable. Inclusion in the first classifica-
tion may be due to service demands, municipal or state
regulations, or safety requirements. Inclusion in the
second group may result from public policy considerations,
profitable returns from new business, or increased economy
of operations. V/hen the budgets have been revised to in-
clude only necessary or desirable items, they are approved
by a committee and, subject to final approval by the di-
rectors, constitute the primary control over capital ex-
penditures for the year. Improvement requisitions cover-
ing each item must, however, receive individual approval
by the committee as the work progresses, and careful
check is maintained throughout the year to determine
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the amounts expended and the over or under run of actual
costs compared to budget estimates.
Public Relations : Satisfactory public rela-
tions are considered so important that every phase of
construction or operation that may conceivably affect
such relations receives careful consideration by the
committee. Many expenditures are authorized on this
account which promise no immediate adequate return, and
many operating practices have their origin in the desire
to satisfy the public rather than from technical require-
ments .
Governmental Contact ; Operation of the com-
bined properties involves contact with hundreds of mu-
nicipal officials, more than a dozen state utility com-
missions, and even the federal government. The knowledge
and ex]perience gained from such wide and varied contact
is a valuable guide in the proper handling of other con-
troversies or negotiations.
Emergencie s; Accidents may at any time se-
riously affect the local property, and fire, flood, or
tornado may not only paralyze utility service but destroy
whole communities. At such times the resources of the
large organizations are most needed and appreciated. The
central organization can and does immediately muster the
necessary money and supplies for relief work and the men
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and mterials from its own organization or neighboring
properties to restore service.
The causes leading to holding or management
company control of financing, the necessity for sound
engineering design and economical construction, arid the
requirement that the property be operated with low run-
ning and overhead costs are present in all properties
mELnaged, The type of management afforded by Byllesby
Engineering and Management Corporation or any other en-
gaged in like occupation cannot exist unless it is built
upon a firm foundation. This foundation must be that of
good service at low cost. It must' constitute an advantage
to the local or affiliated company. In order to make
clear that a properly organized and efficiently directed
management corporation can be of benefit to the affil-
iated or managed properties, in order to stress the im-
portant facts already developed, and in order to develop
certain other facts having to do with the local property,
these facts and principles v/ill be applied in the form
of a concrete illustration. In this illustration the
cost of equivalent services or materials, or the cost
of a substitute organization, will at times be used as
the measure of benefit to the subsidiary, as this has
heretofore been found tc be the most logical basis of
comparison of such facts.
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Assuifle for purposes of illustration a fairly
good-sized utility doing an annual gross business of
$10*000,000, having a plant account of $50,000,000, ana
capitalized accordingly, serving the public with elec-
tricity. According to the policy of the Byllesby Engi-
neering and Management Corporation the managers assume
the duty of furnishing much of the executive talent re-
q.uired by the subsidiary without cost to it other than
the regular management fee. In line with this policy,
the vice-president and general manager of the proj^erty
is assigned to the property as resident manager, and his
salary is paid by the management corporation. Other of-
ficers of the management corporation also serve as offi-
cers of the local property without pay, so that it usually
happens tYia.t only the secretary or treasurer is paia by
the local property. The administrative talent necessary
to operate a utility propert;y successfully must be of
high order. This is as true for utilities as it is for
industrial management generally, v;here those in respons-
ible charge have won and are maintaining their positions
in the competitive struggle that in one form or another
is prevailing everywhere. Any one at all fainiliar v/ith
utility operation knov/s that there are innumerable mat-
ters of policy, not only of an administrative nature but
of technical significance as well, which must be deter-
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mined quickly ajid correctly. The electric industry is
making tremendous progress in extending the scope of
its usefulness, but much more can still be done. Kew
means of improving system load factors are being evolved,
proved, and put into operation, to the end that the cost
of service may be reduced. Expansion programs involving
engineering, financial, and operating study are prepared,
not only for the immediate future but for years in tl'ie
future, in order that sufficient capacity to serve v;ill
be available v/here and when needed and in order to avoid
ti^t kind of piecemeal construction which eventually re-
sults in a physical property unsuited to its then pur-
pose and uneconomical in operation. Agreements covering
interchange of electric power with bordering companies
are being developed in order to reduce the reserve ca-
pacity required of each and to effect ocher operating
economies. Service must be made available to new classes
of users, such as rural customers. Investment in rela-
tion to gross and net earnings must be carefully watched.
Security markets must be found and enlarged as the utility
grows. By reason of their wiuer general experience v/ith
a number of properties, officers cf management corpora-
tions are usually' better equipped to handle all these
problems, particularly with respect to the smaller prop-
erties, which exist in far greater numbers than do the
larger independent utilities. This being true, it is a
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corollary that the replacement of such executive tal-
ent by a complete local staff will he an extremely ex-
pensive operation. A utility of the size mentioned
would he obliged to go into the open market for a pres-
ident. vice-president, and general manager, second vice-
president in charge of engineering, secretary, treas-
urer, and an assistant general manager. The president
is, of course, in general charge of the company, re-
sponsible to the hoard of directors and to the stock-
holders for the proper manageroent of the property. In
addition to such general responsibility, he must assume
direct responsibility for the financing of the company.
He must have personal contact with banks, hankers, in-
vestment houses, a.nd trust companies. He must know the
intricate fields of finance. He must he a judge of mar-
ket conditions and of economic trends in order that he
may place his securities at the lowest costs in the long
run. He must be a man ^ose previous record inspires
confidence in the project. He must have a broad knowl-
edge of the utility field, with a temperament which will
not restrict the progressive efforts of his responsible
subordinates.
The vice-president and general manager vail
be second in command. He also must be a man versed in
economic and business trends, a-ble to administer the
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property according to those trends and to execute the
general policy of the company* to advise and assist the
president in all matters of policy and in general to ac-
complish operation in such a manner that the puhiic will
receive the best service at the lowest cost. As general
manager he will have contact directly and through his
subordinates with every phase of the company's business.
He will be informed as to the local situations at each
of the many communities served. He will advise the dis-
trict managers with respect to their particular problems.
He v.dll be gene rod. ly conversant with the usual rates
charged for service and the fixed and operating costs in-
volved in such service. He mil be familiar v/ith the pro
duction costs at the generating stations and the costs of
distribution* and will be constantly seeking to improve
them. He will encourage the acquisition of certain
classes of loads and the means used in securing hi^er
load factors and improved efficiency. In particular* he
will encourage the grov/th of the good will of the company
by assuring the customers adequate service, courteous and
prompt attention to complaints, and reasonable rules and
regulations. He will approve publicity programs which
educate the customers in the problems of the utility.
The duties of the manager are so broad and gen-
eral that the services of an assistant nanager v/ill be re
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quired to see that the policies of the manager are
fully carried out* to attend more particularly to the
oversight of the opera.ting department, to study and
report concisely to the manager the various special
and routine reports and analyses which are submitted
in detail to the majiager, and, in general, to relieve
him of much of the routine work and work of lesser im-
portance so that the maxim^um of time may be given to
constructive thought and its application to the policies
of the utility.
The second vice-president will be charged with
the leadership of the engineering and construction de-
partment. The duties connected with the physical ex-
pansion and replacement of the plant are of such import-
ance that the president is warranted in assi^ing them
to an executive practically coordinate in rank to the
first vice-president and general manager, and in assign-
ing them to an executive reporting directly to him. The
position requires the services of a particularly skilled
and technically trained engineer, for he must be respons-
ible for the selection and installation of apparatus that
is as economical in first cost as possible, running costs
being considered. In this connection, and relating par-
ticularly to power plant construction especially, keen
Judgment is necessary in the construction of a plant
v/ith the lowest over- all cost, since there a.re so many
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v/aye in \ihich running costs may be saved, but many of
these ways create added fixed costs in greater amount
than the operating savings produced. The ability to
maintain a reasonable investnient figure per kilov;att
of capacity largely depends upon this officer.
The secretary must possess a fair degree of
knowledge regarding tax laws, commercial law, and cor-
poration law. He must be versed in corporate procedure
and espjecially wi th reference to processes involving
federal, state, and local governments, to which bodies
he must frequently submit various reports. This office
requires a definite knowledge of modern utility accounting
practice, although in the main the responsibility of di-
rect supervision of accounting will rest in the general
auditor or controller. The treasurer must work closely
with the secretary because of the fact that these two of-
fices are so closely bound together.
There is a direct saving in the cost of finaiicing
amounting, for a company of the size and capitalization of
the one under consideration, to at least 1 per cent on the
entire investriient or capitalization, v/hich is equivalent
to about 5 per cent of the annual gross earnings. Another
saving in smaller degree results from the various fiscal
v/ork of the management corporation in connection with the
routine handling of matters pertaining to dividends, stock
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transfers, etc., of the subsidiary companies. This prob-
ably amounts in this case to 0.2 per cent of gross earnings
Specific mention has been made of the saving to local prop-
erties in architects* fees, contractors’ profits, etc., in
connection with engineering work. It has been shown that
savings in the purcriasing of materials and supplies are
made. It has been shovn that interconnection of plants
by transmission lines affects savings in the reserve ca-
pacity necessary and thorough operating savings accomplished
Such savings exist even after the deduction of transmission
fixed charges. It is entirely within reason to assume that
a net saving of from 10 to 15 x)er cent can be made in the
cost of construction. Such savings are reflected directly
in the capital structure of the property and in the course
of time reflect the same percentage decreases in the amount
which the utility must earn for depreciation and returns
on its investment. Advertising services are in much the
same class. An advertising manager for such a local prop-
erty would command a salary of upward of $7,500, besides
which, clerical and stenographic assistance, office space,
etc., must be considered. An amount of $10,000 a year is
likewise conservative for such services. The rriaintenance
of a self-sufficient auditing and accounting ste.ff would
be necessary for such a property if ina ependently managed.
At least one extra high-grade accountant would be required,
with more clerical and stenographic assistance. Such as-
1
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sistance would doubtless cost more than ^10*000 a year.
The accumulation of these savings in operation, as stated
herein, totals $136,000 per annum for this group. This
amount is in addition to the other savings discussed.
The foregoing exposition of public utility
group management lioay be summarized by the statement that
it is nothing more than the application of the principle
of quantity production to produce a better product at a
lower unit cost, enabling the use of the best niethods
of organization, production, and distribution. This
principle has placed American industry in a pre-eminent
position, and its application to utility service is no
less logical or successful. It has proved to be the only
economical method of making good service available to
the average community, and if the benefits of such ser-
vice are to be applied successfully to agriculture, this
principle must provide the means. If group management
had no other result than the wide distribution and bet-
terment of utility service, it would be fully justified.
However, the facts presented herein and other available
facts indicate that a saving of from 10 to 12 per cent
or more of gross earnings is made for the public. Other
savings not evaluated herein may even increase this fig-
ure. In some cases outsiae assistance can be secured
in replacement of services in valuations ana rate cases,
but that in the main these sources lack the advantage of
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continuous contact with a given situation. Certain
other functions* such as purchasing advantages or in-
surance savings* are not replaceable under any other
form of organization.
A brief review of the vs.rious operating func-
tions previously mentioned will serve to show the accu-
mulation of operating savings yrtiich result from group
management
:
In the matter of operating efficiency it has
been shown how the building up of transmission network
serves to reduce plant investment and to permit of more
advantageous operation. This is largely true for all
the properties of this corporation, for while some large
cities are served, about twenty times as many small com-
munities are served. It is doubtless true that the in-
dividual plants comprising each property would make some
progress in operation economies; but to a larger extent
it is true that such progress has been hastened by per-
haps as much as five or ten years and carried very much
further through management corporations. In the matter
of purchasing, an average saving of about 10 per cent or
more is effected. There is likev/ise a geat saving in
the purciiase of operating materials and supplies, where
the same principles apply. Sven materials purchased by
the local properties are subject in large degree to the
sarue considerations, for bidding thereon is based on a
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knowledge of the purchasing power back of the local prop-
erty. The experience of management corporations is that
more than ;#25»000 per annum will be saved in operation for
such a group as is under consideration. Savings made by
local properties in insurance are large. I'or properties
of the size under consideration, annual savings of $75,000
have been made. Property valuations once made must be re-
vised in the course of time. Perhaps a nev/ valuation every
six or seven years will be required. Sometimes circumstances
require that this work be done oftener; on other properties
it may not be done that often. Careful estimation of the
difference in charges of independent appraisers, and the
cost of management organization appraisers indicates that
the saving, spread over the period of usefulness of the
valuation, will approximate from $6,000 to $7,000 a year.
The value of services on rate matters has been given care-
ful consideration. Savings in this respect will aggregate
$10,000 a year, for such an amount must be spent either
in the hiring of specialists from time to time or in the
employment of a rate staff by the local group, and the
amount named seems conservative on either basis.
IV. O^iyilERSHIP CP ELI GTRIG UTILITIES
Should the politicians or the people control
and manage the electric utilities? The ansv/er to this
question is clear. Private initiative and enterprise

should develop and raana^^e, under suitable public regu-
lation, the great natural resources of this country. Under
such auspices science v/ill create improved methods and in-
dustry will bring about larger production and greater pros-
perity for all. The utility corporations pay large taxes
to the city, state, and federal governm.ents , and this tax
varies from between 8 and 20 per cent of the gross revenue,
v/ith an average of over 10 per cent. Furthermore, the in-
come received as the return on the investment of such pri-
vate capital is again subject to personal income tax. The
citizen who has not aided in building up the enterprise
thus profits by a reduction in his taxes, due to the large
tax revenue derived by the city, state, and nation from
the electric utilities, and by the a.dditional amount paid
by the security holders in income taxes. On the other
hand, with political ownership of utilities, even the
people #10 cannot use the service are taxed to meet any
deficit in operation, and their real and personal property
is included in the mortgage created by the issuance of
bonds of the municipality in -vrfiich they live, or by those
of the federal government. The question of federal, state,
or municipal ownership of utilities has been the subject
of controversy for many years. In fact, it is nearly as
old as the utilities themselves. In this country we
have built up electric utility service largely by pri-
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vate capital, although there have "been experiments in
municipal oi^^nership. Other countries have tried both
governmental and municipal control to a far greater ex-
tent. Under our method electric service has advanced to
a position which leads the world. The same can be said
of our railroad administration.
As Great Britain has had wider experience with
publicly, or, more correctly expressed, politically owned
railroads and electric utilities, it is of value to an-
alyze the situation in that country in 1925. According
to the latest available statistics in that year» 65 per
cent of the installed capacity of public service elec-
tric generators in Great Britain was municipally ovirnea,
as against about 5 per cent in this country, in conse-
quence of which the British worker has about one-fourth
the mechanical power back of his labor that is enjoyed
by the American operative. His v/ages are correspondingly
low. The Nev/ York worker receives two and one-quarter
times the wages (expressed in terms of purchasing power),
of the London worker. As this is practically the ratio
of the power back of the American and English v^orkers,
the conclusion is reached that the greater the amount
of power at the workman’s disposal the greater his out-
put and the higher his wages, while at the same time
the cost of production and the market price for his
product are lowered. This has led to the recommendation
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that Great Britain begin at once the development of a
nation- viide electric system corresponding to the methods
now in vogue in the United States. 'Quoting from the
Lloyd George Coal and Power Report* , where it refers
to the question of ownership:
’’Experience is overwhelmingly against the
successful administration of a business enterprise by
a bureaucracy. Producing commodities is a function v;e
believe the State to be utterly unfitted to perform suc-
cessfully. There is a common notion that the State can
get capital on cheaper terms, or bear the losses result-
ing from unsuccessful management. This we believe to
be a pure delusion. The experience of Socialism vhich
has been gained in other lands in the last few years
confirms our view.”
In referring to nation-wide interconnection
of electric service systems, the Report further states:
"Our present proposals place the whole execu-
tive management in the hands of private enterprise. If
ix> is found that vested interests, that is, municipal
powers, are prepared to block the way, the line must be
cleared and the Electricity Commissioners must have power
to effect the clearance. Whether we make the right use
of this heaven-sent opportunity for redeeming the mis-
takes of the past depends upon v/hether we use from the
* Lloyd George Goal and Power Report, 1925.
** Ibid.
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outside wise methods of regulation and control 7/ithout
sacrificing the driving pov/er of private enterprise."
Signor Titoni, President of the Italian Sen-
ate, heartily condemns the governmental operations of
railv/ays, electric service companies, and other forms
of utilities. Mr. P. G. H. Gordon*, in recounting the
experience of Kew South V/ales in its public ownership
ventures, states:
"In many respects the Australian states have
the greatest democracy on earth. They were the first
to adopt the socialistic schemes of political and eco-
nomic democracy; they were the first to grant universal
suffrage to all citizens, women and men; and they have
made the greatest plunge into state socialism of any
states anywhere. As a result of this extensive schene
of public ownership, no one can say whether or no their
public debts will ever be paid. It is pretty clear*
however, that the debt of one of her most progressive
states, ITew South Wales, can never be paid. Year by
year this state has been piling up the public debt
until at the present time her state debt is almost a
billion dollars. New South V/ales had in 1925 a popu-
lation of 1,650,000 or about 41 per cent of the Sta.te
of Massachusetts. Her population is much less than
half that of Michigan. Imagine Massachusetts and
Michigan with state debts of more than , 000, 000, 000;
The Protectionist, 1925.
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then you have a clear idea of the vast burden of indebt-
edness that rests upon the people of that socialistic
state of New South '»7ales. The basis of this vast indeb-
edness is public ownership. New forms of taxation are
enacted with every session of the Legislature, with the
hope that some way may be found to solve her financial
difficulty. But the more taxes she raises the more she
spends, and the state debt grows larger and larger. Her
socialized industries generally show an annual deficit.
She is forced to pay, in most instances, 5^ per cent in-
terest upon her gigantic debt. Like all governments
which engage in public ownership and operation, she has
duplication costs all along the line In New South
Wales and all over Australia, there is duplication in
every department, for this socialistic state owns and
operates the railroads, the telephone and telegraph,
scm.e mines, hotels, cafes, factories of many kinds, mar-
kets, ships, machine shops and so on.... I do not knov/ of
a single advantage that this socialistic state enjoys
through public ownersh ip--no t one. The service is poor,
compared with service in this nation; the system is over-
staffed, as are all government- owned enterprises. If
we take wages, interest, taxes and freight rates into
joint consideration, and compare all these with private
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ownership in our nation, we find that iiew South Wales
loses about ;#39,000,000 annually because of public
ownership and operation of her 5,000 miles of steam
railways. New South 7/ales and all the other Australian
states are plunging deeper and deeper into public in-
debtedness, largely due to public ownership."
President Hoover, when Secretary of Commerce,
emphasized the position taken by ex-President Coolidge
by saying:
"Either we are to remain on the road of in-
dividual initiative, enterprise and opportunity regu-
lated by law, on which American institutions have so
far progressed, or we are to turn down the road M\hich
leads through nationalization of utilities with the ul-
timate absorption into government of all industry and
labor."
The late Samuel Gcmpers, Presiaent of the
American Federation of Labor, in a speech in 1920 said:
"I believe there is no man to whom I would
take second position in my loyalty to the Republic of
the United States, and yet I would not give it more
power over the individual citizenship of our country....
It is a question of whether it shall be Government owner-
ship or private ownership under control ... .If I v/ere in
the minority of one in this convention, I would want
to cast my vote so that the men of labor shall not wil-
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lingly enslave themselves to Government authority in
their industrial effort for freedom. .. .Let the future
tell the story of who is right or who is wrong, who has
stood for freedom and who has been willing to submit
their fate industriailly to the Government."
Mr. Theodore Dwight*, formerly associated with
the Society for Electrical Development, stated:
"Ownership by confiscation is abhorrent to the
American idea and flavors too much of autocracy to be
popular. Private capital and personal genius which have
built up successful business, often with great risk of
failure and loss of money invested, are entitled to fair
returns for the enterprise, especially where it can be
shown that they can continue to give better service to
the public than if trieir functions were turned over to
the control of changing political groups or parties.
"Private enterprise can secure the services of
able executives and engineers because economic reasons
insure their tenure of office. Public office is the
plaything of the politician- -changed as parties change
and even when new officials of the same party are elected.
Appointees, be they Federal, State, or Municipal, depend
more on political activity than on efficiency to hold
their jobs.
* Evening Post Public Utilities and Engineering Review,
March 29, 1919.
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"Officials of corporations are not only amenable
to the control of interested stockholders but to regula-
tion by legislative bodies, elected by the people at large.
Ability is the governing factor in selecting the staff of
a corporation-- and by staff is meant the whole working or-
ganization. Appointees in public works depend on political
pull, both for appointment and advanceiTient . Inefficient
work of individuals in private enterprises is corrected
by dismissal, while in public departments the abuse can
generally be corrected only by a complete change in polit-
ical control with a disruption of organization. Knov;ledge
of local conditions is essential to the successful opera-
tion of utilities, and this can only be obtained by the
intimate experience gained by long service. Good service
from privately owned public utilities is assured through
regulations enforced by public service commissions, vhose
duty it is to see that both the public and the corporations
receive just treatment. With few exceptions this has been
the result accomplished by these regulating bodies in re-
cent years. Economics is the fundamental basis of private
business- -in public administration it is an almost unknown
word. When we were drawn into the World War the best
business talent in this country, without regard to party
lines, volunteered its services to the Government, but
how many of those vho served are willing to continue in
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public office, with its restricted opportunities, now that
the. emergency is passed? Politics, using this Y/ord in
its best sense, to indicate the art of Government, is
very different from economics, which is the scientific
maiiageraent of industry and business. The function of
Government, as its name implies, should be to govern and
properly regulate the activities of enterprises which
are licensed by Pederal, State, or Municipal authority
to use the public hi^ways or pr ope rty . . . .One thing at
least is impossible in the United States, that is the
virtual confiscation of property, or its taking over at
other than fair valuation. Purely local ownership and
control of utilities by municipalities have many drawbacks.
It would tend to retard the development of large, effi-
cient pov/er plants, centrally located, to serve a number
of adjoining communities, and also the interconnection of
such plants into still larger systems to effect further
economy in operation. This last feature has been one of
the splendid results of cooperation brought about by war
conditions, when uninterrupted supply of power was such
an important factor in producing munitions and other ma^
terial to win the war. Municipal and State boundaries
v/ould greatly handicap such development if Municipal and
State ownership existed. A logical sequence of Municipal
control is State control. The next step would bring Ped-
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eral interference with State rights. Are we ready for
this?
“Another phase of public, as opposed to pri-
vate, operation of utilities, which is not often taken
into consideration in the discussion of the subject is
the effect on the development of the use of electricity
for industrial purposes. Executives of private enter-
prises are constantly striving to improve the efficiency
of their power plants by seeking to increase the use of
current for light, heat, and power in industrial plants.
A central station which sells current for lighting only
will find that the major part of the equipment is idle
during the greater part of the twenty- four hoiurs, and is
only earning a return on its high cost for a brief hour
or two daily. As public service commissions can require
that the revenue of utilities shall be limited to a fig-
ure which will give only a certain fixed return on in-
vestment, every user benefits from efficient and economic
management in the lov/ering of rates. Interest returns
on capital invested in a public utility should be commen-
surate with the risk, and the rates charged for electric
service should be sufficient to insure a steady return
at a rate that will attract investment by the people.
Additional capital is constantly required for extensions
to rreet the demand of new ana increased business. Ear
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"better than public operation is customer ownership of
utilities. In the last two or three years many of the
progressive central station companies have offered their
securities to those who use their service, that is, to
their cus tome rs .... This editorial points out tiiat public
ownership is not the solution of the public utility problem;
that, however, the practical ownership of utilities by the
people as investors in these enterprises is the safer plan.
This, it says, is possible with few exceptions, and such
investment would assure virtual control over the adminis-
tration of these enterprises by the citizens served....
Abundant supply of power is often the determining factor
in the industrial development, the expansion of business,
and consequently in the growth of a community. Private
enterprise and initiative have always stood ready to meet
this condition, and to risk tne money necessary to provide
such power. Public officials and taxpa;yers have seldom
had the vision or foresight to work out such development--
in fact, might not have the borrov/ing power to do sc. Many
instances could be cited where communities, with great nat-
ural advantages, have been retarded in their growth for
this reason, and private capital was not attracted because
of local municipal ownership. The public should not lose
sight of this phase of the problem ana the further fact that
electric utilities pay annually over ;|135 , 000, 000 in taxes."
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The summary of conclusions from an investi-
gation made of utility operation under both private and
government management* reported to the Na,tional Elec-
tric Light Association in 1921, was as follows*:
’’After a careful analysis of the governmentally
ov.Tied, controlled and operated electric utility structure
as represented in the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario I am of the opinion, firstly* that the principles
of its application can find no place in the United States;
secondly, that to attempt the substitution of its prin-
ciples of control and operation within the States would
be to strike a blow at economic structures* the present
existence of which are not only far better equipped to
protect the public interests in their conjunctive rela-
tion with the public service commissions of the States
regulating their rates, but it would also be to strike
an equal blow at the shareholders of the electric util-
ities which are now serving the American public; and,
thirdly, that the Hydro-Electric Pov/er Commission owes
its being only to the fact that a public service com-
mission on the order of those operating in the States
was not in existence in the Province of Ontario at the
time of its creation.”
* Report of Investigation of Utility Operation under
Both Private and Government Maiiagement, V/. S. Murray,
Engineer
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V. G0VBRIT?.IS3}JTAL REGULATION OF XLxECTRIC UTILITIES
Among the most important legislative accomplish'
ments in the various states in recent years has been the
creation of the public utility commissions. The plan
originated in Hew York and has now been folloy;ed by al-
most every state in the Union. When first appointed,
these commissions generally interpreted their first duty
to be the study of the rates charged by electric service
companies, as these were generally considered excessive
by the public. While such a condition was found to exist
in some cases, and was promptly corrected, it soon de-
veloped that the greatest service which the commissions
could render the people was so to adjust the rates--
strictly in accordance with the provisions of the law--
as to permit the charge to provide a reasonable return
on the investment--no more, no less. Such action insured
fair treatinent to the people and at the same time pro-
tected the utilities from ruinous and confiscatoiy de-
mands to lo;ver rates, which, if granted, would destroy
one of the greatest advantages y^ich the American public
enjoys, namely, adequate electric service. Each year
since public service commissions were created has brought
about a keener recognition on the part of the commis-
sioners of the responsibility they ov/e the public, and
has led to a definite policy on their part to see that
the rates should provide a sufficient sum to cover the
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cost of operation and maintenance i and the necessary
reserve to meet obsolescence with a reasonable return on
the money invested by the public in the enterprise.
This policy, by insuring the soundness of the securi-
ties, makes it possible for the utilities to secure
I
new capital to take care of the constant and increasing
expansion of service. The duty of the electric utility
commissions lies in control and exercise of judgments
which v;ill secure for the people an adequate and reliable
service from the electric utilities at reasonable rates.
Another function v/hich they are performing is to lend
support to any efforts on the part of the utility com-
panies to improve service, such as by interconnection
and superpower development. The principles of superpo;ver
and the policy of the public service commissions are in
complete accord, as the aim of botii is to secure for the
public adequacy ana reliability of service, together
with the most reasonable rates for energy tijat a careful
administration can furnish, wi tti minimum capital expen-
diture anu reasonable rate of return. Only v/nen the prin^
ciples of the superpower formula are carried out can
these reach the full measure of accomplishment. The
public service ccramission is a public institution wisely
thought out, and is functioning not only in the puolic’s
interest and for its protection as to rates, but is also
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designed to protect that ssune public's inves trijent . It
assures an adequate, reliable, and economic power policy,
and makes confiscation of property impossible. The se-
curities of the power structure are open to subscrip-
tion by the public in the broadest possible sense.
Uo matter how many consolidations are made,
the public service commissions and the courts have finger
and eye upon questions respecting investments and rates
in the electric utility field, and the public will con-
tinue to be the judge of both in the performance of
their duties. Power in increasing amount is time’s
arch desideratum. Every time a physical consolidation
takes place the factory motor stands less chance of
shutdown and streets are surer of their illumination,
since this act creates new paths by which electricity
can flow to them. No matter how many individual plants
may be united through interconnected transmission for
the purpose of primary generation, in the last analysis
the meter rate of the local company furnishing the
power is under the control of the public through the
public service commissions. The chief reason for the
creation of regulatoiy' bodies was to insure adequate
and safe service at reasonable and nondiscri minatory
rates. The power to regulate property, services, or
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business can be invoked only under special circumstances.
The authority to regulate the conduct of a business rests
upon the police po’.ver and exists only -where the business
or the property involved has become "affected with a
public interest." Certain properties and kinds of busi-
ness it obviously includes, such as common carriers,
ferries, telegraph, telephone, water, gas, and electric
light and po'wer companies. V/ith the gradual recognition
on the part of the public that electric service, to be
efficient and economical, must be non-competitive, came
the necessity for some control ^hich, \'\hile protecting
the utility, would guarantee adequate service at rates
that were reasonable and just to all parties concerned.
This gave rise to regulatory bodies, or public service
commissions, charged with the enforcement of specific
laws and endov/ed with supervisory and sorabtimes quasi-
judicial powers. As the public utilities have multi-
plied in numbers, service, and conveniences, so have
the problems governing their regulation grown in com-
plexity and numbers. The basic principles controlling
rates and service have been fairly well established by
courts and commissions, and the principal question under
regulation is the proper application of these principles
to the various situations that arise. The necessity
for public utility commissions is to protect, by regu-
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latiorii the great public interest in the utilities. The
public interest to be protected is not only that of the
customer of the utilities but also that of the investor
in the utilities. Each needs protection and considera-
tion for both to receive their full measure of satisfac-
tion from utility service. One cannot exist without the
other. The customer cannot secure service until the in-
vestor provides the money. The investor will not provide
the money unless the customer pays such rates as will
show ample earnings with which to pay a fair return upon
the investment. So » in the interest of the general public
th^ interests of the investor must be considered in any
plan of regulation.
The conditions which led to the establishment
of state regulation, in place of scattered control by
municipalities, were summarized by Judge Owen of the
Wisconsin Supreme Court* as follows:
“The relations existing between the respective
municipalities and their public utilities were most un-
satisfactory. The impotency of the municipalities to
deal with them so as to secure adequate and satisfactory
service for reasonable charges was abundantly demonstrated
“The officers of the municipalities lacked the
training in the technique of the public utility business
* Superior V/ater & Light Company vs. Citj^ of Superior,
131 k.W. 113.
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v/iiich was essential either to protect the interests of
the citizens or deal justly with the public utility com-
pany, whether the relations between the municipality and
the public utilitj>^ compaiiy were that of open war or su-
pine acquiescence on the part of the city to the demands
of the company mattered little to the consumer. Unreason-
able demands made by the city as a result of lack of in-
formation concerning the public utility business were as
fruitless of just results as meek submission to the ulti-
matums of the utility.
‘*The situation resulted neither in justice to
the consumer nor stable business conditions to the utility.
So it was determined to take from the municips,li tie s , v/hich
were not equipped to fix standards of service v/hich might
reasonably be demanded under the circumstances and determine
reasonable rates therefor, the regulation and control of
public utilities and vest that power with the Railroad Com-
mission, which body, through its staff of experts, could
acquire the information necessary to fix and enforce ap-
propriate standards of service and just and reasonable
rates which should adequately compensate the utility for
the service rendered. The legislation has been welcomed
by the public and the public utility companies alike."
The regulation of public utilities is strictly
a legislative function of the government. This power must
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be exercised either directly by the state or be dele-
gated to some subdivision of the government or special
agency. Legislatures are not equipped for, nor have
they the time to give to, rate-maicing TiE,tters, Such
work has now been delegated to commissions in most states,
and in fixing rates commissions are acting for the leg-
islatures. In other words, public service commissions
perform strictly legislative functions, delegated to
them by the law-making bodies. In most of the states
public service commissions have wide powers and exercise
full jurisdiction over all phases of utility service.
They supervise, regulate, and control rates for a.11
classes of service; they define service standards and
regulations; they prescribe specific accounting methods;
they require periodical reports of financial affairs and
physical properties and prompt records of all accidents;
and in many states they exercise control over the issu-
ance of securities. If new conditions, unforeseen changes
develop-- for example, changes in the art of producing or
distributing the service, or marked changes in the price
level of coal, labor, equipment, and supplies which are
used- -then the rates may be adjusted, upv/ard or downvmrd,
as changed conditions may require. While the state may
regulate with a view to enforcing reasonable rates and
charges, it is not the owner of the property of public
•
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utility companies and is not clothed with the general
pov/er of management incident to ownership. The commis-
sion is not the financial manager of the corporation and
is not empowered to substitute its judgment for that of
the directors of the corporation. There are certain
limitations beyond which regulatory bodies cannot go.
The utility is entitled to a fair return upon the fair
present value of its property. A commission cannot le-
gally regulate rates so far downward that they will not
yield a fair return on the fair value of the property
in use and usefulness. If the rate of return described
%
by the regulating body seems so low that it is less than
a fair or reasonable return on the value of this property,
the possibility of appealing to the courts is always open.
Generally, speaking, the commission's right to establish
rates arises only where, after a hearing and upon evidence,
it is found that an existing or proposed rate is unjust
and unreasonable or otherwise unlawful. A rate which re-
turns more than enough to escape the charge of confisca-
tion is not on that account extortionate or unreasonable.
There is no uniform rate of return which alv/ays
and under all circumstances must be adhered to. The courts
have held that a utility is entitled as a minimum, to such
rates as will permit it to earn a return on the value of
the property which it employs for the convenience of the

public, equal to that generally being made, at the same
time and in the same general part of the country, on in-
vestment and other business undertakings which are at-
tended by corresponding risks and uncertainties. The
rate must be sufficient to yield the amounts required to
pay taxes and proper operating charges, depreciation, and
a sum sufficient to constitute just compensation for the
use of the property employed to furnish the service. The
return should be reasonably sufficient to assure confidence
in the financial soundness of the utility and should be ad-
equate to maintain and support its credit. It should at-
tract an adequate flow of capital for investment purposes
to the particular utility and maintain the integrity of
the investment, so made, so that the utility may secure
ample capital to build and extend its physical properties
in anticipation of the requirements of the territory and
customers served by that particular utility. Much thought
and investigation always precedes a decision involving the
forming of a new public utility or extending the services
of an established one. Everything is carefully weighed
in the minds of the men behind the movement. Advantages
and disadvantages are carefully considered. Many diffi-
culties have to be overcome before actual v/ork is started.
In many states, before a franchise can be secured from
the local government, a certificate of convenience and
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necessity must be secured from the regulating commission.
This certificate is for the protection of existing public
utilities and of the public. Experience has clearly
shown that competition in the public utility field is
undesirable and that a non-competitive service will
best suit the interests of all concerned. Many state
public utility laws have provided against unnecessary
duplication of such properties by requiring companies to
obtain certificates of convenience and necessity from the
regulating commission before entering territory not already
served hv them. Where an existing company is adequately
serving the territoi^/- economically, the regulating com-
mission 'usuall;/ rules that there is no reason for issuing
a certificate of convenience and necessity to another
company, and refuses to do so.
Under commission regulation rates sometimes
are fixed or specified for a definite contractual period.
Usually, hov:ever, the lav/ or the practices and rules of
the regulating commission provide that they may be modi-
fied, adjusted, or altered from time to time by the ad-
ministrative board or commission. It is a method which
quickly may respond to new conditions and unforeseen
changes requiring an adjustment of rates either upv/ard
or dov/nward, in the interest of fairness and justice to
hes icO't'1 be*n{0ii2 ed ^^atnn Viesoooa
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the public and to the company. Under this plan the
companies operate upon terminable permits instead of
local franchises. Vihiere state commissions have been
established, the franchise rate provisions have in most
instances given way to a full control of such rates by
the commissions. The question of the rates paid for
utility service is, of itself, a very small part of the
problem of utility regulation. It is of far more im-
portcLnce to the public to secure all the utility ser-
vice it needs v;hen and v/here it wants it than to .pay
a rate involving a fraction more or less for this ser-
fice, provided alv^ays the rate is reasonable. V^Tiat de-
termines whether a rate is reasonable? A rate is rea-
sonable v/hen, on the one hand, it does not exceed the
value of the service rendered, and, on the other hand,
is sufficient to pay operating expenses, including main-
tenance, depreciation, taxes, etc., and a reasonable re-
turn on the fair value of the property used and useful
in the public service. A rate between these two points
is reasonable to the public and to the consumer, and
offers a fair incentive of reward to investors in the
utility.
One of the chief advantages of public utility
commissions, especially to those companies which supply
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many communities v/ith one or more classes of utility ser-
vice, is that the companies have to deal with one body of
trained experts v/hose duty it is to be informed on and
settle only utility problems instead of having to deal
with as many bodies as there are towns served by the
company. Such town bodies are not usually as full^;- in-
formed as are utility commissioners, since to them utility
problems are only among many municipal activities and mean
the continuance of municipal politics in public service.
State commissions are usually quasi-judicial bodies that
should, and usually do, pass without prejudice upon any
difference betv/een the utilities and the communities they
serve. On the other hand, a municipal regulating body
cannot but be prejudiced in favor of its own community
on any differences arising. The commissions, therefore,
provide the utilities and the public v/ith a disinterested
arbiter. This is particularly important in cases dealing
v/ith the question of rates. Mviniclpal rate regulation
is often settled by prejudice, whereas commission rate
regulation is usually settled by reason. Rate regulation
by prejudice and not by reason invariably hurts the public,
as ill-advised reduction of rates results in lessening the
credit of the utility and decreasing its ability to se-
cure the money to provide the service necessary to meet
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the demands of the public. Adequate and safe service
has been assured under regulation and the absence of
competition, resulting in a decrease in the cost of
service in numerous cases. The public interest has
been jealously guarded by the commissions, which have,
for the most part, at the same time realized that ade-
quate service at reasonable rates can only be secured
by such fair and “equitable treatment of utilities as
will enable them to build upon a firm financial founda-
tion and maintain a sound financial structure.
The Federal Water Pov/er Act^^-^ approved June 10,
1920, created a Federal Power Commission, and provided
for the development of water powder, the improvement of nav-
igation, and the use of public lands in relation thereto.
The Federal Pov/er Commission is composed of the Secretary
of War as Chairman, the Secretary of the Interior, the
Secretary of Agriculture, and an Executive Secretary.
This Commission is, consequently, a federal agency having
jurisdiction over all projects involving the construction,
operation, or maintenance of dams, water conduits, reser-
voirs, power houses, transmission lines, or other project
Vol. 41, U. S. Statutes at Large, p. 1063;
U. S. Code, p. 440, Sec. 791 to 825.
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works xor the development, transmission, and utiliza-
tion of pov/er (except permits or valid rights-of-way
granted prior to and existing on June 10, 13£0)
,
v/hich
affect:
(a) Navigable waters of the United States
as defined in the Federal V/ater Pov/er Act;
(b) Other v/aters of the United States over
which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority
to regulate commerce with foreign nations or among
the several states, when the Commission finds that
the interests of interstate or foreign commerce
will be affected. Any one proposing to build a
project on waters over which he considers the
jurisdiction of the commission doubtful may file
a declaration of intention under Regulation 7 of
Rules and Regulations Governing the Administra-
tion of the Federal Vi'ater Power Act, The Commis-
sion will thereupon make an investigation and de-
termine Y/hether the proposed project will affect
the interests of interstate or foreign commerce.
If the Commission finds that such interests will
be affected, the project comes under its juris-
diction and cannot lawfully proceed except under
permit or license issued by the Commission, If
b£in ^^ola elicsnifiS ^Ifissiqclevsb 9fit lo'l »jIiow
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the Commission does not so find, the act author-
izes the project to proceed upon compliance v/ith
state laws.
(c) Public lands or reservations (except
national monuments and national parks)
,
including
lands for v/hich patent has been issued with an ex-
press reservation therein under Section 24 of the
Federal Y/ater Power Act, or for which locations,
entries, selections, or filings have proceeded to
approval or patent under and subject to the limi-
tations and conditions contained in Section 24 of
the Federal Water power Act.
Although the Commission has been in existence
only a few years, it has received and approved hundreds
of applications for hydroelectric projects, which involve
a total installed capacity of several hundred thousand
horsepower. This gives an estimate of the degree of in-
terest which the Federal Government is taking to conserve
the pov/er resources of the country and to control and
regulate their use.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is also a
federal agency, and at present has jurisdiction over rail-
roads engaged in interstate commerce. lYliile the Interstate
Commerce Commission has no jurisdiction at present over
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electric utilities engaged in transmitting electricity
across state boundaries, it is not unlikely that the
interstate transmission of electricity will become sub-
ject to federal regulation in the near future. The elec-
tric utility deals v/ith an intangible commodity thoroughly
differing in its nature and attributes from the commod-
ities handled by the railroads. However, this intangible
energy or commodity is transferred across state bo^ondaries
and, therefore, this electric service may be subjected to
the same form of agitation that so long hampered and, in
fact, nearly destroyed railroad service in the United States,
and the electrical industry must be prepared to face such
agitation in the forum of public opinion, for either gov-
ernment ov/nership of the electrical industry or central-
ized control and regulation of a bureaucratic nature in
Washington. The fact is, we have enough regulatory ma-
chinery already set up within our states to care for all,
or practically all, the essential problems growing out
of the sale and distribution of electrical energy, even
though some of this energy is tramsmitted across state
boundaries. Also, it may be said that these problems,
as they develop, can find a far better solution right on
the ground where they occur. Here all the conditions that
surround them are within the close view of those v/hose
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interests are at stake in their solution. What public
benefit can possibly be secured by assigning local prob-
lems to another Washington bureau far removed from
their point of germination and before a court mani-
festly incapable of adequately handling it? Indeed,
such federal procedure must involve great loss in time
and an ever-growing burden of expense v/hich is wholly
unnecessary if our state jurisdictions are conserved.
The ultimate result would be negative as to benefits,
and positive only as to the burdens of expense and time.
The consumers of electric service have the right to an
Immediate, informal, and Inexpensive tribunal for passing
judgment upon any of their demands and complaints. Present
state machinery is now excellently designed to deal v/ith
the matter, and can function far more expeditiously, in-
expensively, and correctly than some new v/ing of the
Interstate Commerce Commission or other federal body
which must function at long distance and with attendant
mistakes. To all of this may be added the fact that
our Constitution permits two or more states to enter
into compacts with one another, providing, of course,
that such compacts receive the approval of Congress.
It is almost beyond conception that, after these many
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years of electrical production, the existing amity be-
tween the states cannot be continued in matters per-
taining to the transmission and exchange of electric
energy across their borders. The public service com-
missions of our states already possess the machinery
to effect the necessary regulating, and in their past
service they have won public confidence in the great
majority of our states by protecting the people.
VI. SUPERPOWER MD INDUSTRIAL DEVELQPMEMT
Every one is vitally concerned, whether di-
rectly or indirectly, v/ith the industrial productivity
of our country. That is the factor v/iiich determines
how much and how long we must work in order to live; and
more than that, it determines how well we may live. The
application of electricity to industry is almost com-
pletely the product of American genius. It was begun
by Americans and guided by Americans through the critical
early stages, and brought by Americans to the present
state of efficiency, and all this in the space of one
generation of men. Moreover, it is only v/ithin ten
years that the art has so progressed that it is now
tciking on aspects of a national service, and the next
few years 7d.ll be a period of creation of larger and
larger service systems and greater organizations which
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will serve large geographical areas, linking up distant
water powers with huge steam stations favorably located.
It will be done because it must be done to meet the require-
ments of the people. This irresistible tendency is gener-
ally understood by the public to be based upon the urge
of sound economics, but the fear of mere size is now being
added to the many arguments which are advanced in favor of
government ovmership or super restrictive legislation. The
condition of the common people in this world remained prac-
tically stationary for all the thousands of years of re-
corded history until about 120 years ago; for example, a
citizen of Rome could travel to Britain j'ust about as
quickly in 500 B.C. and by the same means as v/ere still
in use in 1800 A, D. Then applied science appeared on the
horizon of the v/orld, but it was slov/ in rising. Our ovm
Federal Constitution, in one of its many flashes of pro-
phetic vision, empowered Congress "to promote the progress
of science and useful arts by securing for limited times
to. . . .inventors, the exclusive right to their. . . .discov-
eries," and the laws of 1790 laid the duty of granting
letters patent upon the Secretary of State, Secretary of
vVar, and the Attorney-General, or any two of them. The
volume of applications increased but slowly, and it v/as
not until 1837 that it was found necessary to create a
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separate department, and even at this late date elec-
tricity was still slumbering as a purely abstract science
in the great minds of a long list of distinguished sci-
entists who were mainly European. Nearly tv/o generations
more passed before the American electric era was ushered
in by men whose great names are familiar, most of whom
are now living; and, in the brief period of a young man's
lifetime, has come an American development v/hich has
changed the course of the life of practically every man
and woman in our country.
About 1919 a critical turning point was reached
in the nature of additions to the nation's power equip-
ment. This v/as a change, in the minds of many engineers,
as significant as the industrial revolution when machinery
commenced to replace hand labor. About 1919 the totals
of locally installed boiler and engine equipment within
factories, mines, and quarries, came to a standstill.
Since that time the total increase of over eleven million
horsepower in the nation's power equipment has been in
the piLants of the public utility companies. Electrifica-
tion is in rapid progress. Increasingly the intercon-
nected electrical systems are becoming the source of mo-
bile and reliable power supplies for all purposes. Elec-
tric power plants are becoming the point of conversion of
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beiedau aaw aris oiidoelo osoliomA odd oiolocf f>oaaaq oiojh
moii'K lo daoai OTr> aoiusa dasng oaodw ooai \d nt
a'afitn gnuox s lo boxioq loiid odd gi tbcus ignivll won sis
aari dcddw daoinqolovab rtBol*i9ii:A ns eaioo asri tOoJtdelil
nam xieve '^IXBOxdoB-iq lo sill odd lo ec'iuoo odd besnsdo
.^•id 01/00 *11/0 a± oBfliow broB
bodoBS*! aav/ doloq gnlmi/d Isold l«ia s 6IGI duodA
-qri/po isv^oq a^aoldan odd od ancldlbbs lo eii/dso odd nl
^a'leodlgfio ^OBr* lo abnlci odd ox ^ogoBdo s asw aidT .dnoan
X^oniuoaa o©dw noldulovsi laladai/bol odd aa dnsolllngla as
aifidod end 6IGI do-odA .lodol boaxi eoslqoi od boonojiuaoo
nix:!dlT; dnontixi/po ooxgxio boa lallod boIXsdanl x-CXbooX lo
V
.Xlldaonsda s od oaiso ^aoimsx/p bos ^aoxilci ^eoliodosl
aolXXis novoXo novo lo oasoaonl Xadod odd ocald dadd oonlS
nl 0990' aad doOiacli/po iswoq a^aoidsn oxld nl tewoqosiori
-solliirooXS .aelnaqmoo ^cdlXldi/ olXdJ/q odd lo adoAlq sdd
-noo'iodol odd x-tS-isseionl .aao-igonq blqB^i nl ax no Id
.
-osn lo eoiuoa odd snlmoood oia amodax^ XBOxidooXe bedooa
-09x3 .aoaoqiuq IXs aol aoiXqqua lowcq oldalXsi bciB olid
lo aola-iovnoo lo dnloq exid gnlEioood oas adnolq lOTroq olid
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our natural resources, fuel, and falling v/ater into
useful form. No more effective or efficient means has
yet been devised by man for utilization of these re-
sources and for the general distribution of their bene-
fits to people over wide areas. There has been enormous
increase in the use of power by v/orkmen in our factories.
The total increase of 6,500,000 horsepower in factories
since 1919 has been in electric motors. The degree of
factory electrification varies with different industries.
In some it has already reached nearly 100 per cent. In
all American factories '70 per cent of the prime movers
are electric motors. This is the highest degree of in-
dustrial electrification in the world; Germany has 66 per
cent; England 48 per cent. This large use of power, in-
creasingly electrical, is an important factor in the in-
creased productiveness of our factories, the basis of
high wage levels contributing so much to the nation^
s
recovery from the war and to present levels of prosperity.
An outstanding accomplishment of the nation in the period
since the war has been the decided gain in productivity,
maintenance of high wage levels, and steady enhancement
in standards of living. Increased use of electric pov/er
has contributed largely to this. Department of Commerce
information shows that since 1319 the output of factories
on a quantity basis, with price variations thereby elim-
ov
oJ-nl led-sw aniXIsl bns ^Xeul ^esouLroaei IsiiJCtsn luo
asn' arxeeir: Xnrjolllo io 9vlc^09‘ll9 eiom oM .rciiol luleei;
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ai/Gdioro n99d aerf s^edT .ebqis sbiw i9vo siqoeq o;d a^il
.aaiio^o il ii;o nl rsBUDiicm /v;d lovvoq 'to s^eii add n± seBsionl
ssiiod’ofi'l nl lewoqeeiori 000^005,3 .Io sasaisnl Iscfod^ sdT
xO 9915.9b 9dT .aiod-oja oiidosle oi naod zbA GISX eoalz
/29iid‘3i/bnJ: d-neiellib xtfiw asiisv nold-DclIiidoels \iodOBl
nl .drieo isq 001 xXisen bedoBei ebiX emoa nl
aiBYofe OEXicf 9ri^ lo dnoo 19q CV asiiodoBl rtsoliecrA- IIb
-nl lo G9i39b dssrislri 9ri^ ai elrlT .eiod'oin oltioeLa eiB
i9q 3o dfiri jbliow ori:^ nl noilsoillilosl© Islilanb
-nl ^lewoq lo ean ssisl elxlT .dneo isq 8^ bnsIsnS jdnso
-nl odl nl lod'OBl Irusdioqni ns 3± ^Xsoiicfoele \I?.nJ:8fieio
lo axesd eril ^eeliolosl mo lo aaensvlloutM^iq boasaio
a^noidsn oiil od rlourc oa snldudiidnoo elevsl egsw rf3 l:ri
,',:d iiGqaoiq Ic alsval dcraasiq od bna isvt add moil xi^voosi
bolisq add nl aotf&n arid lo dneinriellqnoooB snibnsdaduo nA
^^dxY-tdosboiq nl nlsg babioab add need asrl isw erid oonle
liiSuteonntins xbseda bns ^aXsvaX egsw dglri lo aonsnsdnlsfi
lawoq olidooXs lo aaxr becsaionl .scXvXX lo abisbcsde nl
A
aoisn^iroD lo dnemdisqaCI .axrid od XX931SX bslirdlidnoo asri
aaiiodosl lo duqdso erid 6XGX 9onla dsiid Bvofi& noidsarrolnl
- ;lXs x^9iedd anoldsliBv ©oliq ridiw ^ aland xlllnBisp s no
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inated, has increased 26 per cent v/hile the number of
workers required has actually decreased 6 per cent. But
the significant fact is that the quantity of pov/er util-
ized by our workers has increased 22 per cent—virtually
all of it electrical. The increasing horsepower placed
behind our industrial machinery, making available (as
there is available today) four horsepower, or the equiv-
alent of forty man-power for every industrial v/orker
in the country, as compared with barely o-ne horsepov/er for
the workers of our industrial neighbors, is largely re-
sponsible for the prosperity of American industry and
American v/orker s, increasing v»ages, and lov/ering the
real cost of living. In this connection great stress
was laid on electrical development as providing this
vast amount of cheap pov/er. It is mass production made
possible by labor-saving machinery and the hearty cooper-
ation of organized labor that enables our great manu-
facturing enterprises to accomplish that seeming paradox
—
increased wages and reduced cost to the consumer. At
the same time, the increased v/ages mean increased buying
power, which, in turn, malces possible the absorption
of this increased production; a circle around which
travels an army of kilowatts, organized and drilled,
and furnished with transportation by means of intercon-
nection. There is a close relationship between labor
lo -ledfliJLfn ellriv ineo rieq 8S beessionl aBil ^Secfsnl
;tua .^neo *ieq 8 baexjsiOQb asrf beili/pei ei9^iort
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5©03lq «i9T<oqea'iod snirCGOioni arfT .laoiidosl© di Ic IIs
8£j) sXcfsXxsvs Ti^i:lssa ^x^iealtio Lstidzubnl luo bnirfscf
-viup© &£id 70 ^*Iowoq^^10f^ 'ixro'l; (’^^£>od ©IdaXisva si 9i3fid
lo^irtow Ifilileu-bni \;*i9V9 lol nowcxi-naffi ^d'lo'l lo dnsiB
lol levyoqesTorf 9no xLeisd rfdlw bs'iBqnoo 86
-91 ‘cIsgiBl ai ^siocfrisien rsiidEL'-bil luo lo 8i9?[iow orfd
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bns "{idaybnl oBoiiOLiA io ’’^dlisqaoiq 9rid lol elcflenoqa
srid sniisvol bna ^eoaBw ^nxBGSionl ^sisirfiow rLSolieoiA
88^118 dssi§ noidoennoo sicfd nl .srtivll lo daoo Issi
alrid gnlblx'oiq bb dueiirqoleveb iBslidoel© no bxBl aaw
9b.-f!i noidouboiq Bssot 8l dl .ibwck? q39rio lo dmJOmB daav
-loqooo ^diB9f{ edd bna xienlrfoBia gnlvss-iocfBl "^cf aldlaeoq
-nnsfi! dB9ig 1JJ0 aeXcfBns diaid lodal boslxiBgio “lo nolds
—xofeaiBq §nliC£?9e dedd riatXqKOOos od eeeliqiodne gnlii/dosl
dA .iSKii.ran'^D 9ffd od dsoo bsotrboi bfts aegBw beeseionl
Snl^fjcf baaBQionl nasni sogsw bsassionl 9rid ^erald amae orfd
noxdqipads arid eldlaaoq aadBin <niLrd nl ^rio Irtw ,iewoq
riolriv bniroiB oloilo & {noLdouboiq baaBeionl aliid lo
^belllib bns boxinasio
^
8 dd 6v'oIl2[ lo v,iai6 xib 8l9vsid
-nooiednl lo anasm xd ncldBdioqenBid ddlw bedelmwl bna
lodsL noov/dod qlffanoidBisi esolo 6 ax oianT ,no±d09n
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and the light and power industry which furnishes the
power to operate these labor-saving devices. It is a
relationship v/hich affects v/ages, productivity, and ef-
ficiency, The lives and welfare of the working people
associated with industry have been vitally affected
through the introduction and use of electricity in in-
dustry. It has proved that the v/ages of wage-earners
can be substantially increased while the cost of manu-
factured articles is materially reduced. The effect
of this economic development has been so far-reaching
that it has made an appreciable difference in the real
wage received by the workers, V/hile the dollar v/age today
is more than double that of 1913, the general cost of
living has advanced only about 75 per cent. In other
v/ords, the margin between earnings and expenditures is
constantly v/idening. This is due in part at least to
the introduction of electrically driven labor-saving
machinery and to the skill with which the American
worker gets the most out of it. Electrical and me-
chanical development will continue to raise the standard
of living and at the same time continue to eliminate
drudgery and hazards of work. We have seen hov/ elec-
tric pov/er tends to stimulate the expansion of industry
in rural territory. ¥/hen every section of the country
orit Eerfsxiriyl doiriw aiJbnl nowoq bae
s cl .eooiveb gnlv^-'iocfeX essril elaieqo lewoq
-l9 bnB ^'^:tlvl;toL'bo'iq <S8 3.'5y cIogI'Ib riolcfw qlriaaol^^Iai
aXqpaq T^nl^^iow lo e^isllew bfia asvH eriT .xonslcll
bs^oells fi89cf 9vsrx ^ci^Ejjbnl xlilw ba^Blooaas
-ai nl '^ioli^osXe lo 9a jj bos nolJ-ouboi^J-nl 9rf;t riatfonxid’
a*i9mi'>9-9 3Bw..lo as^sw eril bevotq ecrf II -vi^sx/b
-jjnsai lo ^Eoo sril 9lirfw beaasionl
loslls 9dT .beoi/bei '^IXa.t'ioctsci el zqIoI^ib beiLs^osJ.
3ninoB9‘i-'i3l os need asrf ^rranqolaveb olxscnooa elrtt lo
1391 9 f£d- nl eons'xalllb sIcfBloeTQqB na abam asrf d£ dniLi
Xaboo 936W 'isLlob 9iil elltlA' .aiediow edit bevisoei egaw
Ic it 200 latLenas erUt ,bl€l lo it edit eldnob nsrtt eioftt al
ledlo fli .itnso isq SV itiroda ^J^no beoosvbs eari ^nlvlX
ai eeiuit ibnsqx9 bns a^lnias noswled nlaiain 9dd ^abnow
oi ia39l da d-iaq nl snb al eldT .gnlneblw ^tlit^isdenoo
anlvsa-iodal navlib ’^IXsolidoela lo noldoubo-idnl odd
mt •
n30l*i9fiiA edit doldw ddlw XIl:(a arid od bno '^anldpan
-am bus iBOxiddaXS .di lo doo daoci add adog ladiowr
bijibnsda arid sals'! od os'nldnoo II1'.7 dnamqoXevab Xsolnsrio
sdsnlmila od aun2Jaoo said ansa add da 'bna gnl’/lX lo
-ooXe vYod neea evsd eW ,7liom lo ab-iasari bna x'lsgbu'ib
X'idai/bnx lo noiansqxo arid adsXnralda od abnsd lawoq olid
’^idnx/oo 9iid lo rtoidoea \i9V9 nari^ .^lodxiisd laiui nl
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is supplied with this electric power—and that time is
rapidly approaching—industry can be carried on in al-
most any location. Manufacturing plants are already
showing a tendency to move into localities v/here they
can be closer to supplies of raw material, v/here there
is plenty of room, and where rents are comparatively
cheap. The tide which has been flov/ing cityward is
changing, and people who have been crowding more closely
together are spreading out into the suburbs and the
country, where electricity brings them the same recrea-
tional and educational advantages and the same ease of
housekeeping as in the cities.
Lord Rothermere, an eminent British pub-
lisher of nevrspapers, alarmed at industrial conditions
I •
in England, came over to the United States to learn the
reason why our country was prospering at a time when the
nation which was once known as ’’the workshop of the
world” struggled v/ith the problem of finding employment
for millions of idle workers. The results of iiis in-
vestigation may be summed up in his own words as follows:
”Tlie economic welfare of the United States is
based more than anything else upon the fact that she has
29,000,000 horsepower of electric power established in
her factories— a force that is estimated as the eQ.uivcL—
31: 9.ntJ bfL3 --‘ie?rcxi oi'xJ^oela 8irf;t bollqqua si
-Xg rx no bsIiiBO yc nco ^{,n^3jjbnx-- 3nld3flonqqH
vbGa'iIs oiG dXriBlq OiTli/nsU ^.noWaooX xn& ^zota
Xori'X anodv; asi^fiJLiooI o^nl 9voa a sniworis
sisriJ- eiodw
^
Csinoiaa van lo asllqqna o^ nsaolo 9 cf nso
»{:IsviXB*ii3qnioo ais 2 ^nen 9*i9£l»v bets ^raooi lo '^jctnelq al
3 ± f)iawyX*io af^v/oll nsacf a^d rfoJtriw ebX^ adT .qsarlc
(
XiaaoXo anofli snx&v/oio naad Qv&ti orfw eXqoaq bns eS^l^oBrfo
9ri^ br^ sdni/cfua arli? od-nl :frxo snJtbaoTqe ana loddasoct
-senoaT ocbz odd icadd a^niicf 's^lol'idosXe snadw ^vId^I^;oo
lo 98^9 efraa odd bns aa^drtiivbB XanoXdsoi/bs bne lanoid
oXdio arid ni as gnlqaaTlasx'ori
-dijq rialdlna dnenXais tvi ^9*i9ijn9ddoH bnoj
anoXdlbnoo iGi'idaubnl. da bsrn.ela ^S'laqaqa'.van lo larieXI
9fld mael od aodsdS badinU odd od novo ercso ,bnGl§na n±
9dd nsdw Bifild b ds snlisqaonq asw xT^dnuoD luo nozssi
©dd lo qodail'ioTr 9rid” 2b moro’. eono asw riaidw noldsn
dnefli\oIqci9 snibnll lo asldonq arid ddiw bols^unda ”bI*iow
-r j aid lo adXL'ae*! adT .a’lajfnow aXbX ‘io anoXXXXa lol
: - yoIIjI; aa abnoW iwro aid g± qu bafontija ad vam noldssidaav
at aadBdS oadliiU add lo ‘:''iBH9Kf oiarorvoe atiT"
aaiT 9da dsdd doai add noqxr aala 3nifld''cna nadd anon baasd
ni badaildBdaa -le-Toq oindoeXa lo nawoqaanod 000^000^62
- ivijjpa 9dd 3B b'^'darTtldas ai dsiit aonol s--30i'ioda>5l lari
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lent of 290,000,000 workers. Each center of population
in the United States receives its power from a single
producing organization, which is generally linked, in its
turn, with similar enterprises in the same range of terri-
tory for the elimination of wasteful duplication and the
reduction of overhead charges.”
This impartial investigator discovered, first:
that electric pov/er is the secret of the general prosperity
of the American people— that to it, more than to anything
else, they owe the fact that they have no overpov/ering un-
employment problem and possess the largest measure of the
comforts and luxuries that give enjoyment to life; second,
that a great contributing factor to the present v;ide dis-
tribution and low cost of electric service in the United
States is the unification and interconnection of electric
generating and distributing systems. Lord Rothermere was
not the first to use kilowatt-hours as the index of the
state of a people. Repetition in the last ten years has
made it trite to say nov/ that electric power is the measure
of civilization. A better way to express the same thought
is to say that the test of any civiliza.tion lies in its
contribution to the social and economic welfare of all
its people, and that its ability to lift and maintain
.‘5XLro<xj 1o rl0fi3 ,8‘i©jfTOW 000^000^063 “lo ^rtoX
el'Oitxs c 31011: lewoq acti a^vlsoyi fie^JtnU edS nX
sii nX xLL^'toas^ ai rfoXdw , no £10310 gnlouboiq
-iircoct lo 93fiB'i ©Kea sdi nl asaliaioixia laXiiajta rW’iw ^nixxt
Oi-Ii bfifi fio1^30 ilqjjb Iirl^^aBvr lo ao±.:t3n±fli±l0 ©rfi lol
’*,a9siorfo oaeriiovo lo nol^ojjbei
,b9':9voo2i:l) 'lod-sald-asvnJb £3x^*i5qffijt aifiT
X^lioqeoiq loienes 9rl:t lo i^iasa stl^ al T9Woq oii^toelo Soci^
oS nort:^ aiora J-.«5riJ---9lqoeq naoJtienA edi 10
-rm grfliowoqievo on evsd ^ool driJ ©wo ^aeXo
edl lo oin3B9£3 133S13I 3x1;^ 329320^ bns flisldoiq ;tn9nrYoXq£E»
,5noo9a jqIXX ol ^neffi'v:o(;rtD 9Vi? ctsrid- selijjxtrl bno aJ-iolmoo
-alb ebJtw J’xioa^'rq ed& o-J locfoal snlludli^noD tsais s
ballnU 9fll ftl ao tviea dxiIosIs lo laoo wol bos nolludlid”
DlidoDlo lo nolloQonooied'fLl; bos nollsoxllri!/ o/ll el aslslS
EBVf eionarfdofl bioj .ensdaxe snlludli^alb bixs snl^tsienss
sril lo :c9bril ©fid ea aijjori-ddswoXljI sen od daill srid don
asfl aiBox 09d danX 9dd nl nold Id9 qefi .sXqooq a lo adad a
siocaanr odd ai lawoq oiidasls dadd won \b2 od sdlid dl ebsja
drlgnoiid saisa ©fid eaortqx© od leddsd A .noldaslXlYlo lo
add nl 29ll noldaslXlvdo vna lo daad arid darid XJSS ol sX
XXjs lo aiolXaw oinorroos bna Xalooa arid od noidudlidnoo
nladnXBn :me dill od x^XIlda adl darid bna ^sXqooq adl
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the general prosperity and level of living of its people
depends upon its supply of kilov/att-hours of electric
energy. In the United States as a whole the per capita
usage of electricity is at present approximately 523
kilov/att-hours
. As for England, latest available reports
include only areas supplied v/ith electricity in some form
and, therefore, do not cover the entire country. Yet
only six ner cent of the area reported had a per capita
consumption in excess of 200 >ilov;att-hours and 79 per cent
of the area reported had a consumption per capita of only
100 kilowatt-hours.
The American business man is unremitting in
his efforts to reduce costs in order to make his goods
available to more and more people and to increase con-
sumotion by existing users of his goods. The electric
i
power industry has been a great leader in this outstanding
and distinguishing theory of American business. The mo-
tives behind the drive for unification and interconnection
have been lov:ered costs to increase the use and availa-
bility of electricity for every one and to serve the
cause of American industry which is the cause of the
v/hole American people. The results attained now stcind
as another wonder of the world: production increased
9l^0Liq ajti lo gnivtl lo Isys-T bciz x^lisqaoiq iBianea 9 fi^
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with more goods for every one; the burden of human toil
reduced but the opportunities for v/age-earners increased;
production costs lowered but high wages continued. The
fundamental, underlying factor which has given us these
social and economic advantages which now bring the rest
of the v;orld here to study and to analyze and to marvel
has been the progress and development of the American
power industry -under private management. Unification
v/ithin the limits of regions forming econom.ic units and
interconnections v/ithin and among these regions have been
logical and advance steps in our industry. To make feasible
the location of industrial plants outside cities, the pri-
mary requisite is access to an interconnected network of
electric power lines, so that power may be abundant and
as cheap and as reliable in rural territory as it is in
the larger cities that form our centers of population.
It must also be remembered that economically to justify
such service through interconnection it must be combined
with the cit^^ business, supported by ample steam reserves,
and there must be unified operation of the entire network,
including the cities, to secure all the necessary econ-
omies and keep service rates at a minimum,
VII. SUPERPQV^ MD AGRICULTURAL DEVELQPMMT
Extension of electric light and power company
service to farmers is difficult in many instances because
nBisi/n rieJbujcf 9fi;t jeno xt.qvb *io1 abbos aios:
^besasionr S'ldfl'Tso-oafin lol aeid’Xm/^ioqqo exif iub bsoubei
srlT .beunXJnoo as^s^ iigirf ^ucf baiswol a^taoo noXd-ojjbo^q
aasrfJ' 3u n^'71'% asil dplifw icJ-osl ^nX’^I-iabnu ^la^oeaBboul
^tesi 9fi,t gni-icf wofi rloiiiw as^iicfaiSvbB olmonooa btis IsXooa
l9VT[jsin CKt bits d^xXsxiis oi bna ^bx/d’e ocf 9i9ri bliow odi lo
nsoXisciA sn'^ lo ^a^/nqoisvsb has aao'rsoiq sdJ- nsacT ssri
rtoX^.ioXlinU
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. soldsXi/qoq lo aia^nao luo iinol dsdd aaXdio lagisl add
XlXdairt oX xllsolsionooe dsrid ba'letfoiaaoi ad oals daujE dl
banXdnioo ad dainn il noidoaixnooiadnl dgjuoidd aoXviaa doua
,29v*ioa9i naeda alqHs \i;d bad-roqqiia ^aaenlaud ^jdio add xidlw
^h''IO¥•do^ e'lldrto arid lo rroidsiaqo baXlXnt; ad daixn aiarfd'bns
-itooa 'i'lsaaaoan srid IIs aitroaa od ^aaidlo arid anlbi/lonl
.sKiinlnifii s ds aad aoXv^iaa qaa^i bns aslmp
JAgOTJlX)IHOA dVA fTJUQ^qUS .IIV
't:asqmoo lawoq bns drigiX oi-idoaXa lo noXenedxa
oairr>09d aaodsdani nX dXuoillxb aX s'isettsI od eoXvtaa
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the prospective customers are scattered. In the United
States there are approximately 6,500,0'00 farms, scattered
over 1,490,000 square miles of territory. This means
that there is an average of only four farms per square
mile of area. Vvliile in exceptional instances there are
ten or twelve possible customers per mile of line, in
many districts there is only one, and the average outside
the more thickly populated rural districts is less than
three. Attention should be called to the fact that this
condition is quite in contrast to the situation in the
cities, ?/here thirty customers to the mile of distribution
line is an exceptionally lov/ figure. In fact, in many in-
stajices there are hundreds of customers to the mile. It
might be well to call attention to the fact that even in
the city, company investment in distribution equipment
is comparatively higher. Furthermore, statistics four
years aeo showed that the farm customer was a smaller
consumer than the city residence customer, and, to make
matters even worse, there v/ere—and are today—many far-
mers who have not yet awakened to the possibilities of
electricity’’ on the farm and who are not interested in
taking service, even when a farm line passes the door.
This makes it clear that extension of electric service
ijod'inU nl .baisJ-^soe 2'ieaicKteL'O ftvi^osqzoiq 9 rt>
-boio^d-soe ^aurT^I 0(50t063<8 '^actaaiixoiqqB sifl 9T:9rfd- aac^scfS
3ji«9fii siaT ‘jlO aeliiB eisupe OCXJ^OG^,! 'isvo
^ oisxjpa isq amifil laol x-tno lo sgsievs as el O’lddl lorll
OTiJS p'le^i^' saofiSrtarfi XsnoWqsoxo nl elirWf .39*19 lo slim
nJ:
,
9rJtI lo sIIbi- leq aTiescod-suo aldieeoq ovxBnJ 10 nsd
eblgduo s^jS-isys adJ^ bns
,
9no 2 ± oiodd alolilaib '^nBin
ftisdl eeol al alol'ilatb Xsim bolsljjqoq \:X2fotfit 9*1001 9ild
aXxfd isffl dosl Slid od beXiBO 9cf bluode aollna&lA .eeaiit
edl nJt oollsudla 9ril od Xasilnoo nl 9^ 1up ai aolllbnoo
nol.tucfl'idalb lo ellx arid od aieinolauo x^ilirU oierlw
^
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-nl ^Cfisoi nl nl .s'iubXI woX •^IlBrrellqaoxa ns el eitlX
II .sXxin 9£iJ oj e'zomolzijo lo 2 f)9 *ibniJri 9*ib 9 *i9 ril egonsda
nl neve dsftt’ ctosl erfl oct noilna^^s XIso orf'XXe# ad Irfs-tn
Inatsclupa nolludi'i&ztb ni dnsjrdeevrrl xrtcqnoo ^-^lo arid
*11101 eoldellsde ^9*ioci*r3rld*iu^ .isrislrf ’^XavidS'isqBoo el
*ieIXsrit2 s ear/ *:9ncxt8i;o rf*isl aril ^sril baworfa otib ense'j
92rfiffl 0.1 ^bfiB ^lofliolei/o sofisblas*! 'jllo aril nsrfl *i9oit;enoo
-isl ^ns3i— 9*13 bns—eiew 9*i9iil ^9^*IO?/ nave eTsllsic
lo 39illllcfl220q 9f^l ol bOflQjlBWS l9X lOfI 9VB£i OrfW 2*190
nl b9l3o*i9lai Ion eis orir bns a*isl 9n'l no vllolnlosXa
.*toob 9ffl 2922 sq 9all ia*i3l s n9iiF aovs tSOlviee ^nl^isl
aolvnee 9i*ilo9l9 lo nolanolne Isxil *139X0 11 aeiLsa alril
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to the farm is a problem mainly involving distribution
costs, and only incidentally the cost of generating cur-
rent. Attention may v/ell be called to the fact that
many misinformed individuals talk of water-power develop-
ment of every river and little creek as promising electric
service to the farm; so emphasis should be laid on the
fact that costs of generating electric energy have little
to do with the problem of serving the farm. Indeed, a
v/ell-laiown authority on the subject. Professor E. A.
Stev/art of the University of Minnesota, has said that if
electricity could be generated for nothing at any given
point in the State of Minnesota, it would have practically
no bearing on the problem of extending service to the
farm inasmuch as 9/lOths and often 19/gOths of the total
costs involved are chargeable to distribution expense.
The cost of constructing rural electric lines adequate to
meet the kind of load expected to be built on farms is
imavoidably high. While inadequate lines, which are
bound to be short-lived, can be constructed at reasonably
low figures, they v;ill prove very unsatisfactory and
costly in the end. Emphasis should be laid on the ne-
cessity of proper type of rural line construction. The
cost of constructing adequate lines varies in different
sections of the country, due to the topography of the
celdoiq c s± isns'l stU o^
-ii;o .^^oo 9rft xIlBinebionJt -^Ino bxis ^adsoo
iocl 9fld o^ bellso ocf Ilev rtoiixxd^^A .Jns*!
-qolovab loroq-iddaw lo .'LLsd- "al^ublvibnJ: I>9Bn[9lfiialin -^naai
i.
oli^Joels jarrbBisGiq b.5 :{99io bna lavli lo Arista
srlJ no Dial scf bluoria al2£5xiqci9 oe ;in*Ls‘l 9rli oi solvnoe
Qlddil evTfl oliloeXs lo s^200 ^adX
s .599bnl •mia'i 9rl:f snlvisa 'lo raoldoiq sxld rid±i» o5 od
.A »'d ‘loasolon^ erfd no x^lnoxiduB' nworol-llevi
'll J’ariu 5162 2 firi ^6lo29rtnlif lo JtbwoJS
n9vx3 'cns la gnidlon nol bolBisnsa 9cf blnco '^lioliJosIa
'^Iifiollo.^nq 9vsri bluow 11 ^BlosennlX lo slslS edi nl Inloq
9x11 ol 90lvi92 H^nlbnslxa lo selcfonc orfl no snlnsacf on
Islol oril lo !2-£{10St\6I nolle bne 2f{10X\e 2b rionarssnl mnal
.92n9frx9 nollirdinlelb ol aldsasioilo ana bsvXovnl 2l200
ol elsjjpobs 29nlX oinlooXe Xsinn ^nllotnlanoo lo laoo 9rlT
8l amnal no IXlncf 9d ol b^looqxe bsol lo bnl^ srll laein
9TB doldw ^20nll elsxfpobnnl aXlrf?/ .risld ^jlcfsblovanu
^rlcrnnoaBeT la oeloi-rrlanoo sd nso ^bavlI-lTorfa ed ol bnuod
brts Ynoloelall^aojj x^9v eveno Ilj^ ^aoTugll y/oX
-3n aril no blaX 9d blnoria alasrlqiTja .bno eril nl xXlaoo
sri? .nolloj/Tlanoo onll Istut lo sq'-^l TeqoTq lo t^I lasso
InoTsllib nl aslTSv asnlX slanpsba snlloinrlsnoo lo laoo
oril lo 'criqaTaoqol sril cl otib ^’^Tlnuoo sril lo anolloaa
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district in v;hich they are built and variations in
costs of labor and material. In some instances an
adequate rural line, including transformer and pro-
tective equipment, can be constructed for ^1,200 per
mile, whereas in many other instances the necessary
costs run as high as $1,600, Many farmers have had
experience through cooperative farmer companies in the
construction of telephone lines, and so will expect
that an electric line should cost not much more. These
are entirely different propositions. Many farmer tele-
phone lines have been strung along fence posts, attached
to trees, and propped up by clothes poles. The truth
is that the necessary costs of safe electric line con-
struction are considerably higher even than the best type
of rural telephone line construction. Farmers in many
districts have had experience in maintaining telephone
lines, v/hich is a comparatively simple matter, and some
have an idea that it is just as simple to maintain elec-
tric lines. This type of v/ork requires men of training
and expert knowledge; it is, in fact, a situation where
^'a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.”
The first serious investigation made into the
problem of extending electric service to the farm re-
sulted in the conclusion that low-priced electric service
j
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-91 misl edj od eolriea oliloele '^nlbnalxe lo nraXdo^q
eolviea olilooXs bsoliq-v/oX ojsfil noiauXonoo e.id- nl bed-Iua
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could be obtained only through material increase in the
farmers’ consumption. Obviously, no artificial means
could be employed to increase the possible customers
per mile of line so as to make it more comparable to
urban conditions; so the only alternative was to in-
crease the amount of energy used. It is not satisfac-
tory that the farmer should materially increase his con-
sumption of electrical energy in order to earn a lov/er
average rate per kilowatt-hour. That v/ould not solve the
problem. The solution lies in shovTing the farmer how
he can
.
employ a liberal amount of energy in order to cut
his labor costs, or increase production, or both; or to
improve living conditions on his farm. The city factory
has been electrified. This was accomplished because it
was demonstrated that electrical power and electrically
operated machines constitute a good investment for the
factory ov.Tier. It cut down his production costs and
at the same time increased his output. Statistics now
show that there is an average of about four horsepov/er
of electrical energy, or the equivalent of forty helpers,
available to each American v/orkman. Investigating com-
mittees from foreign countries seeking the reason how
and why the United States has been able to attain the
industrial supremacy of the world, how and v/hy the
orii nt 3Z 'y9'zont iBiieJ-SiU xlao bBnis:^(So ad bLuoo
an$9ia X^ioiULd-'iB on »^Xoi/oi;vdO .noJt^qsncnoo ’aiocriBl
.aT:9ip.o;t sL'O sXciaaoq ariJ saso'ioni oX bXi/oo
V '
od^ 9XdBiaquioo enoin di ©jL^ni od 2/3 ol ©nlX 1o oXXin isq
-ai od 2SW evidsniedla "{Ino arfd oa jartoldlbnco nsd'ii/
-os'iaxd^a don ai dl .boeu ’caisns lo dmxons 9 fld seaoio
-noo aXfi 9a-30*iorLi; \IX3i'i0dBin bli/oris •isfB'iB'l add dadd
lavrol 3 mas od labTo rrX iBOlidsaXe 'lo noidqmi/a
add 9vIo8 don blnoiv dsriT .TnofI-ddawoX±2{. isq sdBi eaaiova
ttOki 'isuna'i add ^Xwoda nl aaiX noidi/Xoa sxfT .EaXcfonq
duo od “lab^o ni T^g'sano *to dni/ooia XfliodiX s xoXqfoa nfio 9d
od no iddocf no ^noidoubonq saaenoni no ^adaob nocfal aid
Xnodoai Y.dio aaT .ronsl aid no anoidibAoo anivxX svonqax
dl oax'Boed bariailqaooos asw alxIT .beilindoals nssd asd
'»cXXBoind 09 le bos n9v.oq XBOindosXo dsdd bedfindanoiaab esw
9xid no! dneadaovnl boos s odLrdldanoo aafiiriOBiH bodsneqo
bn 3 adaoo noidoubonq aid ctuob duo dl «n9nwo xnodoal
won aotdaidsda .duqduo aid beansnoni acild otasa arid ds
newocsanod nucl duods lo osnnovs ns ai enadd dsdd woda
^aneqXod '^nol lo dasXsviupa odd no ^xsnons Isoindools lo
-niop snidosidcovnl .iismjviorr nsoinaiiiA dose od sXdBlisvs
wod nousen add gnidooe aelndnuoo nsionol monl aeeddim
odd cusdda od elds noed asd aodsdS bedinU odd ^dw bus
odd i|;dw bns woil ^bXnoif odd lo •‘iosaienqua Xsindaubnl
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American manufacturer can pay world top wages to his
T/orkman and still compete in the world markets, have re-
ported that this is due principally to the large-scale
production of electric power in this country, its dis-
tribution at moderate cost, and its employment as the
motive power of industry. So must it be employed on
the farm to make possible the solution of this problem.
In this connection there are some uses the value of which
cannot well be reckoned in dollars and cents, such as the
vacuum cleaner, electric lights in the home, the electric
iron and washing machine, and some other household equip-
ment. If considered at all in the final reckoning, these
must go in as an intangible element under the classifica-
tion of a higher standard of living and a longer and hap-
pier life for all members of the farm family. It has been
found that even in non-irrigated farming regions an elec-
tric load can be built on the farm. In the Bulletin of
the Committee on the Relation of Electricity to Agricul-
ture. Volume III, Number 3, are listed two hundred uses
for electricity on the farm. Data on m.any uses gathered
from state projects and other sources will be found in
Volume IV, Num^ber 1, of this Bulletin. Electric house-
hold refrigeration opens an entirely new field. Gener-
eifi o*f 2933W qoi bliow \sq oso •laiijJofi'lLfiica: fisoiismA
-S'! evfsri ,2;t9:Ii3ni follow eri;l n± aioq^ioo Ill^a bns rts'ToI'iow
oIbo 2-0315.1: 9r{^ oct itsrU’ foactioq
-aJtfo 2J-± sidJ- ni lowoq olid'oala lo nol:toufooiq
9rl^ as d-ootiTXOIqras aJl bns ^d-aco 9 :tsi0 boin nol^udlicf
no fo9Y.oIqrn9 ed" dl o3 ^xi^sufoni lo iswoq svldom
.malcToiq aldd lo noxdnloa srid oldlaaoci e^Ism od inisl arid
doiri*'. lo 9nl£v arid aaai/ siaoa 9ib siorid noldoannoo slild nl
9rid aB doua ^ 20/190 fons Eiellofo. at foeno^iooi ad Haw donxiso
oiidoola add ^aaiori srid n± edilsll olidoale ,i9 na9lo rsui/OBV
-q±0t;9 foXoriaojjod leddo 9eo8 fofiB ^enldoBin 3n±d83-.v fons noil
aaedd ^sninosioai lanll add nl IIs da foaiofolsnoo II .dnsm
-BOxllasalD arid lobau dnauiala aldlariBdnl ns as nl 03 damn
-qsri bf£3 la^noX s fons ^nlviX lo bisfonsds leri^Jtfl s *10 nold
naad asd dl .x:£1eb1 kigI arid lo aiadaara XIs 10I aliX lalq
-09 la ns 3.101391 snlEisl bsdBsliii-rfton nl nsvs dsrid bnnol
lo nldeXXua add nl .aiisl arid no dllnd ad nso bsoX olid
-XBoiigA od xdlolid^9 l3 "io noldsIaH arid no seddiininoO arid
it
39sn bsibruiri owd badalX sis ^5 ladwri! ^III afsi/XoV ^eirid
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bsiaridss aaan sdaQ .eibI arid no ’'^dlolidoaXa 10I
nl bnuol ad IXiw adorujoz isrido brrs ados (,0*11 sdsde noil
-oaifori olidooXS .nldgXIxra aliid lo ^X ladainH ^VI emi/XoV
-lansO .bisll wan xXaitdns ne aneqo noidsi93lilai foXorf
.\tA\ ,--33;.'^—
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ally speaking, the coimtry home does not enjoy the ad-
vantages of any kind of refrigeration. The development
in equipment for cooling and storage of milk and cream
already is proving a boon to many dairy farmers. An in-
sulated concrete tank well adapted to the handling of
milk in cans is used; v/hile an insulated room is used
for bottling milk. There are possibilities in farm re-
frigeration which may materially change the present system
of handling dairy products. An electric pumping system
to furnish water to house and bams does av/ay with one of
the hardest tasks on the average farm. It also provides
fire protection, which at present is almost entirely
lacking. Adequate electric lighting reduces v/ork, de-
creases fire hazards, and makes farm life more pleasant.
Vacuum cleaners and other household labor-saving appli-
ances are as useful on the farm as in the city. Elec-
trically heated v/ater, while costly, helps to solve the
problem of sanitary production on the dairy farm. Silo
filling has not escaped the progress which generally
accompanies thorough investigation v/ork. The results
obtained in the past tv/o years indicate that silos v/ith
30-foot elevation can be successfully filled v/ith a five
horsepower motor. Irrigation is spreading from the arid
regions eastv/ard. It is already established in our semi-
arid belts. Now it is not uncommon to find it used for
-F)5 'ioTaJ :ton aoob .,’i^niJoo Qd:f ^^aJL.'issqs xIIb
;;a3:;iqolDV5u lo bni:^ vas lo
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vegetable gardening east of the Mississippi River. It
is probable that this practice will be greatly extended
during the next ten years. The use of the stationary
spray plant is spreading rapidly among orchardists on
the west coast, and interest in its use is becoming
manifest in the East. Designs of electric brooders have
been materially modified. This piece of equipment is now
used extensively by California poultry raisers. When a
project director puts a motor to work at a silo-filling
job, he obtains beforehand definite information as to
what it has cost the farmer to perform this task by what-
ever previous means he employed. The director then keeps
accurate figures on what it costs to do it the electrical
way. When the operation is over, there is a direct basis
for comparison. Y/hen the farmer’s flock of chickens is
given the artificial aid of electric lights, comparative
before and after records are obtained in the same manner.
This is true also v/hen the violet ray is employed v;ith
the chickens. It is true of every application of elec-
tricity to agriculture, even to the electric range in
the kitchen. The investigator determines first the cost
of cutting and sawing standing timber on the farm, cost
of haulage, splitting and carrying into the home. He
takes into consideration the market price available at
.•jev±H l:fiql33 iacliT sfiT ^nlttsbis^ sIcfB^sssv
bo&aD^xa -C-t-tv ooiJ-OBiq airi^ d-Bdl aldsdoiq 2 ±
\7i3noi^Bde ydd lo oew erlT rdizQ\ nod dxsn sriJ 3nlnf&
no sdaibtf'iiiono gnons xXbiqs'i srlbsonqs zx dnslq xBiqz
Srftcfoood aX 92i/ adi ni dasn^dni: bnB ^dasoo daaw arid
jvfiri BTsboond oiadoaXa lo angiasa .das3 arid ni daalxrtsin
won ai dnojtqXnpa lo ao&lq alrlT . bomrion x^XfilTcadam naod
iS ffarfw .aiaaiBi ^cidlnoq jS±mo‘li.[GO \dl xJ^avXanadxa . baau
SnlIXX‘t“OXie s ds ilion od nodofl: £ adnq lodasilb doalionq
od as noXuScnolnX ©dinXlob bnarianolsd anlsddo ail ^do(;
-dBriw 3(2 :%d alrid isriolnaq od naimal arid daoo aari di dariw
zq9o:< aorid lodoa'iXb oriT .bavoXqics ari ansair anoXvaiq lava
XsolidoaXa arid di ob od adaoo d± dariti n6 aanirsil adanucoB
alasd d09i±b s a± aiarid ^Ta^o al noXdanaqo arid nariW
aX 3rsa:(o±rio lo riooXl a’n&nnBl arid narfw .noeinsq^noo lol
avxdsnBvinoo ^ad;X^lX olncJoaXa 1o bis XaXoX'ixd'is arid navla
.'lannnra 0*1^3 arid rrX bonxBdcfo ana abiooa^ ned'lB bnB anolad
ridxrf bayolqiae ai v&'i daXoxv erfd nerfw oalB aind aX aXriT
-oaXa 'io noxdscxXqqs ax/id aX^dl .aneifoXrio arid
J
nl 63051 oXidoaXa odd od rs&va ^oiudXxoiiga od '^dioXid
j.:oo arid daill aanXmiadab lodBstdeavnX arfT . 3©riodX'>( arid
daco arid no ladaxd anXbnEda gnXwBa b/ts snXddxio lo
3 H .j-nori arid odnX .3ax\;iisD 5ns snLddXXqa ^agslnarf lo
da olriBiXiiVis. aodiq dari'Tssu arid noXdsiabXaiTOO odnX aa^isd
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the nearest urban comraunity for this firev/ood, and then
determines the cost of operation of the range, taking
into consideration in each instance fixed charges on the
investment and equipment.
The building of large pov/er systems serving
many communities by means of transmission lines running
from one urban center to another constitutes a founda-
tion for service to the farm.. There is scarcely a center
of 1,000 inhabitants in the United States which has not
electric light and power service. This has been made
possible largely through the building of these larger
systems as a substitute for individual plant service,
which often was utilized only in the larger communities.
While many transmission lines are of such high voltage
as to make it impracticable to tap them for service to
the farm, others are available for farm service en route.
In addition to this, the fact that the pov/er company has
extended service to a small neighboring community brings
electricity just that much nearer to the farmer.
A survey conducted by the Rural Electric Ser-
vice Committee of the National Electric Light Association
shov/s that on January 1, 1927, there were 227,442 farms in
27 states served by power companies. This is an increase
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of 86 per cent over January 1, 1924. On this basis it
is estimated that between 300,000 and 350,000 farms in
the United States were receiving electric service from
distribution lines on January 1, 1927, and the number
has materially increased since this date. In every
state today rural electric lines are serving farmers,
and more are being constructed each year. The rural
electrification idea is planted; in fact, it has germi-
nated, and the sturdy plant is growing rapidly. The
primary question is how substantially it will grov/.
One of the large benefits of pov;er on the
farm is in helping along the decentralization of industry
into more local enterprises which will tend to mitigate
the seasonal unemployment of farming. The function of
power and modern improvements is to release a portion
of our time for other profitable employment, not for
loafing. Home industries reached by good roads and
motor cars, pov/er-driven farms, modern appliances in the
home, and a busy contented family unit would mean the
American rural home has been re-established on a modem
basis. It has been said that the trouble with the
farmer is that he is not efficient, that he over-produces,
that he has not deflated his land speculations in the
boom war period, and, anyway, if he is, and does not.
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and has, nothing can be done about it because his
prices are fixed in Liverpool, v/hich is beyond the
three-mile limit of our jurisdiction. From an in-
vestigation of the farming situation made by the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board it would appear
that the above criticisms have not been found to be
true.
We may have reached a point in our industrial
development where its future course will naturally be
in a direction that will help the present unsatisfac-
tory balance betv/een industry and agriculture and the
extensive development of superpower systems v/111 be
the most important factor in the movement. Agricultux*e
v/as at the height of its prosperity some two generations
ago when the country was dotted v/ith rural districts
v/hich v/ere to a considerable extent self-contained in
the matter of home industries, but they went dov.n under
the pressure of modern industrial development. But nov;
we have reached a point where v.i.th good roads, motor
vehicle transportation, and electric power available at
any point it is possible to re-establish the old-time
rural district, but on a different and larger scale.
A district having 25 to 100 times the area could function
as easily as those of two generations ago, and the in-
.36
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dustries v/iii be specialized plants fitted into and
made a part of our present efficient industrial system
—
not the little inefficient local v/orkshops of fifty or
sixty years af^o. Conditions are indeed now favorable
to a distribution of industries throughout the country,
and electric superpov/er development makes it possible,
and there is already in evidence a considerable move-
ment in this direction. If this goes on, it will be
beneficial to the farming industry in that it will fur-
nish employment to the rural population, which will tend
to make the farmer’s family part Indus trialistic, and
thus in some degree overcome his unfavorable position
as a competitor with the industrial worker who v/orks
full time while the farmer’s efficient work is inter-
mittent due to the seasonal nature of his industry.
Going along with this there would naturally be an in-
crease in the application of power to the farm industry
itself, v/hich would release some of the time of the
farmer’s family unit and thus further increase the op-
portunities of employment in these local industries.
It is unnecessary to demonstrate that superpower systems
are, in fact, developing at a very rapid rate, and to
analyze the reasons for the development; and it is un-
necessary to enumerate the various advantages to the
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public to be derived from these systems. Superpov/er
development and its desirability from the standpoint
of national welfare is well Imown. Take, for example,
a large industrial city v/hich contains scores of fac-
tories and employs thousands of people. As these fac-
tories grov/, congestion increases until a point is fi-
nally reached when newcomers find it impossible to ob-
tain satisfactory homes in the city itself except at
prohibitive prices, and the transportation facilities
from outlying points become Intolerably overcrowded.
Wages, therefore, begin to increase but v/ithout bene-
fitting the v/age-earners because their expenses like-
v/ise increase. Under these circumstances considerable
economies for both industry and wage-earner can be se-
cured by establishing relatively small unit plants in
the small towns of the rural districts. Not only are
new sources of labor thus opened up but production costs
can be reduced, certain managerial difficulties can be
minimized, and the v/orkers can live comfortably and more
inexpensively within easy reach of the plant. V^hiile
labor conditions form the most important factor favoring
decentralization, others are also influential, such as
the reduction in rent and taxes, nearness to sources
of raw material, and so on. The outstanding example
of the operation of these forces is the building up
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of cotton manufacturing in the rural districts of the
South, but equally instructive is the dispersal of the
printing industry from its stronghold in New York into
tovms as far west as Ohio,
Under present conditions the farmer’s family
usually has no alternative betv/een working on the farm
and going to the city, which means that either the family
as a unit will be uneconomically employed for the greater
part of the year (and, therefore, poorer than it should
be), or else it must be broken up. But, if industrial
decentralization takes place on a wide scale, condi-
tions resembling those in New England of the old days
will obtain throughout vast areas nov/ solely dependent
upon agriculture—with this difference, that because of
motor cars and good roads, the radius of accessibility
of each industrial center will be increased from 5 to
10 times, which means an increase in the area of from
25 to 100 times. Countless farmers' families will then
have the choice of a variety of occupations and v/ill
be able to realize the full measure of their earning
capacity without disrupting home life. Furthermore,
decentralization of industry v/ill help the farmer in
another and quite different v/ay. Electric superpov/er
systems are vital to Industrial decentralization.
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Without these systems, industries wil3. not spread out
into the country, regardless of advantages to be se-
cured by doing so, but will remain in congested centers.
But wherever superpower systems are well developed power
can be secured almost anywhere, and decentralization is
then free to take place. Hence, as superpower systems
grow, small factories will multiply in the rural dis-
tricts. Now, the chief obstacle to the electrification
of our farms is the high cost of bringing electric ser-
vice to them. It usually does not pay to tap a high-
tension line and build a lov/-tension line to take care
of the relatively small demand of a few scattered farms,
but it frequently does pay to do these things to serve
an industry; and, when once a service connection is made and
a line is built, neighboring farms can then be supplied
with electric power at reasonable cost. To cite a spe-
cific case, a group of southern farmers applied to their
electric power company for service, but were told, after
investigation, that this could not be supplied unless a
near-by cotton-gin could also be included. The farmers
called on the ovaier of the gin, with the result that they
got what they wanted. Hence, as small factories multiply
in the rural districts, more and more farms vn.ll be elec-
trified. No one questions the great value of electric
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power to the farmer. Give the farmer electric power at a
reasonable cost and he can immediately relieve himself
and his family of a large portion of their burden of labor,
reduce his costs, make his profits more certain, and, v/hat
is of equal importance, raise his standard of living to a
level corresponding to that of the city dweller, which
will improve the morale of his family, help to keep his
children at home, and malie it more easy for him to se-
cure efficient labor when he needs it.
To sum up, the decentralization of industry
will enable the farmer to broaden the earning capacity
of his family, increase the busines value of his farm,
and make his home more attractive. It appears, indeed,
to be the most promising, if not the only practical in-
fluence that will bring agriculture back into step with
other American industries and restore prosperity to it.
If this can be done, it will mean the elimination of
discontent and radicalism from a large and influential
proportion of our population, thereby greatly strengthening
the political and economic structure of the country. But
all this is dependent upon electric development, and elec-
tric development is dependent upon the v/isdom of the
leaders of the electric power industry. These leaders.
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therefore, bear a heavy responsibility. To them the
country must look for a development v/hich will bring
about a social and economic readjustment. So much is involved
in the electrification of the rural districts--it means so
much to industry, to the farmer, and to the Nation as a
whole— that this undertaking may be regarded as the pri-
mary duty of the electric pov/er industry. Here, indeed,
lies the present frontier of electric progress. But, if
the people expect these things of the leaders of the elec-
tric industry, they must also realize that no one else is so
competent to accomplish them. Only men of the widest knowl-
edge and experience in electric matters, skilled in cre-
ative work, and guided at every step by economic consid-
erations, can succeed. The recent power development of
importance is that knov/n as "superpov/er’’ . Technically,
superpower is merely an extension of well-established
practices, but socially it is a new factor. The first
electric light and pov/er plants v/ere naturally located
in congested districts where a ready market for their
services was assured. Very quickly each system spread
to the extreme limits of its community, but until recent
years power lines rarely passed outside these limits be-
cause the relatively small demands of thinly populated
districts made the construction of lines through them
unprofitable. Thus, the full benefits of electricity
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were for the most part bestowed upon populous centers,
thereby intensifying the centralizing tendencies of
steam power. Today, however, the United States is be-
coming covered with a great network of electric po-ver
lines. There are now in existence in the United States
over 100,000 miles of high-voltage transmission lines,
and this mileage is increasing rapidly. V7e are, in fact,
Justified in believing that in the not too distant fu-
ture, practically every habitable part of the country
will be in reach of electric power service. Power is,
of course, essential to industry, and in the past, manu-
facturing enterprises have tended to concentrate at
points which offered, a,long with other advantages, op-
portunities for securing abundant supplies of either
fuel or reliable electric power. Unuer extensive supsr-
po»ver development, however, power will be widely dis-
tributed, and industries will be free, as far as pov/er
considerations are ccncerned, to locate, roughly speaking,
aImo s t anywhe r e
,
VIII. supbrp0j;:er and hydroelectric developicijts
There exists in the United Sts.tes today a
problem of great interest and im.poxtance. It has to do
with Niagara. Palls, and the problem is simply how to
keep tiiat great waterfall from destroying itself. There
v/as presented before a recent annual meeting of the Em-
pire Gas & Electric Association in Niagara Palis, Nev/
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York, wriat is said to be a very practical and feasiole
plan for preventing this threatened international calaiiiity,
and it attracted much attention and coTrjiient from the msm-
bers; v.^no were mostly engineers. The total flow of the
iliagara River over the falls is about 210,000 cubic feet
per second. By a treaty betv/een Great Britain and the
United States the total amount permitted for diversion
is 56,000 cubic feet per second j from the Canadian side
36,000 and from the American side 20,000. This tremen-
dous amount of water booming and roaring over the great
lip of the Niagara cataract is internationally known as
a natural wonder of the world, and yet in the words of
the late John L. Harper, "Positive action, taken with
courage, intelligence, and as soon as possible is neces-
sary sc that the greatest scenic spectacle of the United
States shall not commit suicide." Scientists have esti-
ii,ated that 30,000 years ago the cataract v/as probably
eight miles further down the gorge toward Lake Ontario.
The terrific force of tons and tons of water dashing
every instant over the crest of that rocky hump which
nature has provided in this rushing canal betv/een the
great lakes causes a recession of from five to six feet
a year at the center of the Horseshoe Palls. Could
one have seen the falls with the eyes of the first
white man to gaze upon its magnificence he v/ould have
discerned no "Horseshoe Palls" but only a majestic cur-
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tain cf agitated torrents stretching in practically a
straight line from Hew York to Canada. The first gov-
ernment survey ty Great Britain in 1764 revealed a slight
"bend in this line. Subsequent surveys in 1842, 1875,
1906, and 1925 show the evolution from a graceful span
to a deep crescent until at present one sees the "Horse-
shoe I’alls" all caused by a natural concentration of
the flow upon the center of the cataract. Each year
rocks at either end of the horseshoe are becoming more
bare, a.nd imless remedial mea^sures are soon taken, the
two ends will be damp, depressive cliffs of rocks discharg
ing puny trickles of stray streams vdiile the dynamic
force of the falls will go tearing away deeper and ever
narrower at the throat of the "horseshoe", gradually
hiding its own beauty behind an increasing veil cf mist
and spray. Numerous scnemes have been presented to
counteract this destructive erosion. The Associati on'«-
was given quotations from. Government reports commending
with those of Major (now General) Charles Kellar in 1903,
The International Waterworks Commission, the late John
L. Harper, Colonel J. G. V/arren, and the board of engi-
neers for the rivers and harbors.
The Niagara Balls Power Company has built a
scale model of Niagara Balls and tne upper rapids. This
ingenious little construction was made possible by Gov-
Empire Gas & Electric Association
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ernment and other surveys supplemented by airplane
photographs. It is controlled as to water in pre-
cisely the same proportion as the supply at the Falls
crest> making all allov;ances for diversions now in
force. There are numerous regulating features for
varying the discharge over the Horseshoe and Aiiierican
Falls with facilities for com.puting quantities! force,
and other elements. The purpose of the model is more
than that of a toy for the edification of visitors.
Serious scientific investigation and experiments have
been conducted by this means. Many plans for pre-
ventirig the "suicide of the Falls" have been tried
and put into actual practice on the model. It is at
the disposad of government commissions or other serious
investigators of falls phenomena. As a result of ex-
periments with this model a plan has been formulated
for preserving the falls and at the same time increasing
the amount of water- flow available for public service.
This is only one of the plans for preserving America’s
most v/onderful scenic marvel. The general idea is to
regulate the flov/ so that it will be uniformly dis-
tributed over all points of the cataract’s crest, both
of the Horseshoe and the American Falls. This is done
by a series of artificial islands built at certedn des-
ignated places Just above the faxls, by which the cur-
rent to the Americari Falls is deflected in proper pro-
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portion "by invisible weirs. This, it is said, will insure
even erosion, v.h,ich, of course, cannot be entirely stopped.
In accordance with this plan, a diversion of 100,000 in-
stead of the present 56,000 cubic feet per second has
been officially recommended. This reduced flo’w will be
so evenly distributed that the scenic effect vrill be sub-
stantially the same to the observer as the present con-
ditions. It is even claimed that it will be clearer;
that the tremendous plunge and resulting spray will be
reduced to a graceful mist which will permit full view
of the entire length of the falls; that the eating away
of rock will be cut down to a matter of inches each year
and 44,000 additional cubic feet of water each second re-
leased for public service throu^ hydroelectric generation.
The present amount of power being generated on the Amer-
ican side does not nearly meet the power demand ever, in
the vicinity of the falls. In spite of the fact that
the power houses on the American side are working at
full capacity, ever^’^ minute of the day and night, using
every cubic foot of water allowed, all surplus power
available is purchased from the Canadian plants across
the river and still the demand is so great that current
must be generated by fuel a.t Buffalo, v/i thin the very
shadow of the falls. The cost of this remedial v/ork
has been estimated as a small item for the huge benefit
involved and probably about one-half of the cost of one
of the giant generating units now in operation.
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The general tendency of the states v;i th regard
to maintaining and preserving natural scenic wonders is
well illustrated by the situation nov; obtaining in the
State of Wisconsin. The Wisconsin Legislature has be-
fore it a bill declaring natural scenic beauty to be a
public right and giving the Railroad Commission authority
to withhold a water-pov/er permit where it finds the con-
struction. operation, or niaintenaiice of the proposed
project contrary to such public right.
At first thought it might seem that only a
small proportion of the water-povt^er resources of the
country would fall within the jurisdiction of the Fed-
eral Pov/er Commission, which embraces the control of
public lands, national forests, and navigable v/aterwa5''s
.
Such is not the case. In twenty of the forty- eight
states of the Union, the United States retains title to
national forests, national parks, Indian reservations,
unappropriated domain, etc. The percentage of the area
owned by the government varies from one-half of 1 per
cent to 90 per cent of the gross area of particular states
and aggregates nearly 40 per cent of the combined area
of the tv/enty states. Most of these reservations and
public lands lie in the mountain area, of the West, and
they contain, within their boundaries, many of the prin-
cipal water-power resources of the country. The v/ater-
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v;ays that are actually navigable contribute, to be sure,
a relatively small proportion of the total power resources.
The consent of the govemment is, however, required for
operations conducted on a tributari'- of a navigable v/aterv;ay
if such operations affect the navigable capacity of the main
stream. Federal jurisdiction may extend, on this ground
alone, to the principal storage reservoirs on important
rivers and to many projects on smaller streams as v;ell.
The importance of boundary w'aters in power development
is sufficiently indicated by mention of the St. Lav/rence
river, the best power river on the continent. At the
time the Commission was organized, in July, 1920, the
total installation in hydro pla-nts in the United States
amounted to about 7,300,000 horsepower, of which some
2,250,000 was subject to Federal jurisdiction and existed
under grants of authority: From Congress directly by
siBcia.! acts, or from the War Department under the General
Dam Act, where navigable waiters were involved; from the
Interior Department, where Indian lands or the open public
domain were used; from, the Department of Agriculture, where
national forests were materially affected; or, in a not
inconsiderable number of trespass cases, without any
authority at all.
The preceding decade, from 1910 to 1920, had
witnessed a reiaarkable growth in the demand for electrical
power, which was accompanied, or perhaps induced, by great
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development in the arts of production, transmission, and
distribution of electrical energy. These developments
permitted the economical utilisation of large hydro powers
that had hitherto been considered too distant from centers
of use to be attractive. During the same period, contro-
versy 7/aged over the terras of appropriate Federal legis-
lation to allow these developments to proceed, and it was
finally concluded in the passage of the Federal Water Pov/er
Act. But during the two or three years just preceding that
event, it had become apparent that legislation of some kind
would result; and in recognition of this fact the officials
empov/ered to authorize the use of governmient land for water-
power purposes were loath to exercise their authority and,
instead, suspended action in many important cases to await
the action of Congress. As a result the Commission v/as
flooded by applications under the nev/ law for v/ater- pov/er
developments that h*ad been delayed for several years.
Some of them were developments that could not have been
financed under the older laws but that were attractive
to financial interests under the more definite terms of
the new act, ajnd
,
some, it must be admitted, v/ere of a
speculative nature and had little prospect of success
under any circumstances. Fifteen applications for de-
velopments, with an aggregate installation capacity of
2,100,000 horsepov/er, were filed in the first three weeks
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after the passage of the water power acti before the Com-
nibsion was organized for business; and during the ensuing
year the number was increased to 229, with a total capacity
of 15,000,000 horsepower. The potential water-power re-
sources of the country were estimated at about 55,000,000
horsepower. It was believed that about 85 per cent of this
tota.l was subject to Federal jurisdiction. The total e.c-
tually developed at that time amounted to slightly less
than 8,000,000 horsepov/er, of which a little more than
2,000,000 were subject to Federal authority. Applications
under the Federal Water Power Act for 15,000,000 horsepower
had been received and about 1,250,000 horsepower had been
definitely authorized by the Commission at the end of the
first year. The balance, nearly 14,000,000 horsepower,
was under investigation or consideration by the Commission,
or suspended for various reasons. The majority of the sus-
pended cases were those involving the Colorado, Columbia,
and St. Lawrence rivers. The appearance of the present
situation differs materially from, that of seven 3’^ears ago,
but not so greatly as might be desired. Some of the dif-
ference is due to more accurate inforiiiation than was avail-
able earlier. Fifty- five million horsepov/er still appears
to be a reasonable estimate of the aggregate capacity (on
the basis of power available 50 per cent of the time) of
the water-power resources of the country, and the corre-
sponding figure on the basis of installation capacity is
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probably about 75,000,000 horsepov;er. The portion subject
to i’ederal jurisdiction, while not determinable with ax-
curacy, is doubtless less than 35 per cent of the total.
Probably 75 per cent would be more nearly correct. The
total development has increased from 3,000,000 to 12,000,000
horsepower, that is, at the compounded rate of abouTi 7 per
cent per annum. About 4,500,000 of the developed horse-
power is under or subject to Federal jurisdiction.
Applications under the water power act have
been received, since the first rash, at a fairly uni-
form rate of about 100 per annum, and they now total 875.
These applications have been disposed of at a slightly
greater rate than 100 per annum, and 150 remain yet to
be acted upon, as compared to 172 at the end of the
fiscal year 1921. Construction has been definitely
authorized for 6,000,000 horsepower, of which 2,000,000
is completed and in operation; 5,500,000 more is under
investigation by preliminary permittees; and 15,000,000
horsepower is covered by the 150 applications not yet
acted upon. The relation between this 15,000,000 ana
the 14,000,000 awaiting action six ^/ears age is signif-
icant as the bulk of each figure is made up by the sa,me
cases, which V7ere already in suspense at tnat time; the
most important additions to the siispended list being
cases on the Tennessee river and its tributaries, while
the Columbia river cases have been released and, vrith
two exceptions, disposed of. As tu physical conditions,
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therefore, we have at present approximately 16 per cent
of our potential water-power resources developed, at
least 5 per cent in process of development, and about 3
per cent more under investigation with a view to early de-
velojjment. The completed hydro projects of all kinds ap-
pear to be supplying in the neighborhood of one- third of
the total quantity of electrical energy generated in
this country.
By a joint resolution passed by Congress, the
Commission is directed to approve no applications that
affect the waters of the Colorado river until March 5,
1929, unless the Colorado river compact is ratified be-
fore that date. Thirty-four applications, representing
nearly 6,000,000 horsepower, are suspended in accordsjn.ee
with this resolution. At the request of the Congressional
joint comjnittee on Muscle Shoals, the Commission has in-
formally suspended action on certain cases in the water-
shed of the Tennessee river on account of their relation
to the Muscle Shoals plant. The largest project affected
by this action involves a. total installation capacity of
850,000 horsepower. Five applications for development in-
volving 2,500,000 horsepower, on the St. Lawrence river,
are necessarily suspended pending the adoption of a gen-
eral scheme of development acceptable to the United States
and Canada. The situation on the St. Lawrence is, of
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course, unavoidable in viev/ of the international rela-
tionships involved, and does not, necessarily, exhibit
an intention to depart from the principles of the Fed-
eral water power act.
There appears to be little reason to antici-
pate radical change in the status of hydroelectric de-
velopment in the near future. l\lo evidence is observed
that there is any general falling off in the rate of
growth in the demand for electrice.! energy. On the
contrary, the higher standards of living in this
country, the educational campaigns that have taught
potential consumers the benefits of electrical service,
the development of new types of electrical equipment,
both household and industrial, and the growing tendency
to substitute electrical power for mechanical power and
human labor, all point towards a healthy growth in the
entire electrical industry.
IX. SUEERPOWSR Ai^D THE ELECTRIFIGATIOIj OF RAILRO.^S
It may v;ell be asked why has electricity today
been so sparingly used in the field of heavy traction?
The more may this question be asked when it is realized
that, physically speaking, the electric switch, freight,
and passenger locomotive can do everything which the
steam locomotive of those types can do, and do it better.
However, in saying this, emphasis is placed on the word
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"physical". How often has it been said that some day
the steam locomotive will be as unfamiliar a sight as
the automobile has made the horse. It would be most
interesting if this might be so, but physical and economic
accomplishment must go hand in hand. Advance in the art
of transportation must be by economic justification.
Though an electric switch, freight, or passenger engine
roay require but a third of the coal tc operate and the
cost of maintenance be but one-half that of steam loco-
motives, and though the electric engine of e.ny one of
these classes may accomplish double the day's work, yet
their use might not be justified. Why? Because the
electric engine may cost twice as much to purchase and
have associated with it the annual costs incident to
the power-house, transmission, and distributing lines
furnishing electricity to it. But if the savings in
coal, motive power repairs, and other items, such as
that attained in the consolidation of trains, all add
up to a sum in excess of the annual costs associated
with the fixed and operating expenses of the whole elec-
tric system, then under these conditions railroad elec-
trification is economically justified. There are many
places in this country where such conditions obtain,
but there are m.any more where they do not. It must
be seen at a glance that the v/hole answer to economic
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t ra.nsportation lies in v/hether a sufficient density of
traffic exists upon the lines contemplating a change
from steam to electric propulsion. The density of traffic
measures the coal consumption and is also a function of
the annual motive power repairs. Therefore, the greater
the traffic, the larger must he the sa.vings in coal con-
sumption and motive power repairs, since in these two
respects the electric engine is the more economical
unit. Further, due to the far greater opportunity
for higher power ratings in the use of electrical
rather than steain locomotives, far greater train v/eights
can he handled hy a single engine crew. Because of
this fact, trains can he consolidated and, therefore,
tradn-miles saved--an item of expense on the operating
sheets of a railroad of very considerable importance.
On the Worthea.st Atlantic Seaboard within
the territory between Boston and Washington, and inland
from the coast about 150 miles, there are some 36,000
miles of heavy- traction railroads, of which 19,000 miles
are susceptible of economic electrification. That is
to say, for every dollar spent for this purpose there
would be an average annual, return upon it of 14 per
cent. Since such is the condition today--and it has
been so for a number of years-- the question might well
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be asked, “Why has there not been more electrification?"
There are some good answers to this inquiry: In the
first place, it requires very considerable sums of money
to electrify railroads. For example, the costs may be
from $25,000 to $50,000 a mile, depending on the tra.ffic
to be handled and whether the railroad builds its own
electric power stations or purchases its power from the
electric utility comT)anies. The credit of the railroads
in the past has been hard hit by the rate regulation of
the Interstate Commerce Commission. The sums required
for electrification, running into millions of dollars,
have made it no easy task for them to raise the money.
In the second place, railroad management, long trained
in the art of steam operation, is loath to substitute
a new method of train propulsion, about which they have
but little appreciation, and which, in their estimation,
is the substitution of a less sure method of operation
for the one in vogue. It is proverbial that, while the
electrical engineer has been required to know the eco-
nomics of steam operation, a steam operator usually knows
little of, and trusts less, the economics associated with
electrical, operation. The burden of proof, and rightly,
is upon the electrical engineer to prove his case, but
he has had far more than the mere economics of steam
operation to conquer. The prejudice and habit of thought
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of the steam operator have constituted a far higher
barrier which the electrical engineer has had to climb.
As soon as the steam man becomes a believer in electricity
>
and this applies to the president, the manager, the master
mechanic, and the yard master, then he is electrical for-
ever. But prior to this, the steam man is constantly
arguing that great economies of operation have been ef-
fected in the steam locomotive. Is this so? The steam
locomotive of today, as compared to its past record,
is, indeed, a marvel of economy in the matter of coal
burning while making a revenue run. The coal it burns
per hors epower-hour today is but half that of yesterday.
But remember that the measure of value of this accom-
plishment must be applied only when that engine is per-
forming in revenue service. The steam locom.otive en-
gineer is right in being justly proud of this great re-
duction in coal consumption, but he seemingly does not
pause to reflect on the fact that still greater econ-
omies in coal consumption than he has accomplished have
also been effected at the central electric pov.er station.
Again, it is a fact that the steam locomotive engineer,
while a.ccoraplishing creditable feats in reducing the
coal consumption, has, in the process of that accomplish-
ment, turnea the earlier simple steam locomotive into a
very complex machine, tlrie effect of which has been greatly
ul
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to increase the annual cost of its maintenance, while,
in the field of electricity, both in the locomotive and
central pov/er station equipment, increased simplicity
and lower maintenarxce costs have been effected. These,
therefore, are reasons why electric locomotives, ton
for ton on drivers, as against steam, and handling
equal traffic, require the consumption of but one-
third the amount of coal and ma^ be maintained at from
one -half to one- third the cost which obtains with
steam locomotive operation.
A point given but scant consideration by
steam operators is the fact that eteadii locomotives, on
the average, are not available for revenue service for
more than 2,500 hours of the year. To be sure, some
of them have attained as great a period of serviceability
as 3,000 hours; but even taking the extreme case of
3,000 hours, this leaves 5,760 hours which must be de-
voted to heavy shop repairs, general inspection, pulling
fires, cleaning grates, v/ashing boilers, etc. Thus,
even before the steam locomotive starts, its service-
ability factor cannot possibly be greater than 34 per
cent. Or, stated in another way: If its full rated
capacity were absorbed during the 3,000 hours of rev-
enue service, then its load factor would be 34 per cent,
but this load factor, of course, can never be attained.
TV
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Though ready for service during this period of 3,000
hours, there are times when it is idle on account of
waiting for crews, and in an actual revenue run it
cannot be used at its 100 per cent capacity continuously.
Indeed, 50 per cent of it vrould be a high rating to as-
sign. Thus the combined result of these three classi-
fications of periods in the yearly life of a steam lo-
comotive is to lower its annual load factor, and the
best that can be obtained for it is not more than 15
per cent. The load factor of the average locomotive
is thus less than 10 per cent, liow, consider the load
factor of the electric locomotive. Instead of being
available for revenue service for only 3,000 hours,
this figure becomes 6,000 hours, and tne serviceability
factor of 34 per cent that is assignable to the steam
locomotive becomes 63 per cent for the electric engine.
This load factor, however, as with the steam locomotive,
is subject to reduction, due to the idle hours incident
to the calling of its crews and use of a lesser power
than its normal capacity developed uring its revenue
runs, though the load factor of the electric engine,
because of the flexibility of its dispatching, may be
higlier. But granting it the same, it is thus seen that
the yearly load factor of the electric engine is tv/ice
tiiat of the steam locomotive, and this is a most im-
portant point-- one usually not thoroughly appreciated
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Dy the man confirmed in the practice and habits of
steam operation. The New York Central Railroad began
its studies in 1902 and not only designed its system but
was far along va th its installation, and long before
the New Haven, in 1907, began the electrical operation
of its trains, the New York Central Railroad had estab-
lished out of the Grand Central Station multiple-unit
and locomotive operation, the standard of reliability
of which for that period--now 27 years agc--has nowhere
else been bettered. In 1905 the financial standing of
the New Haven was second to none, as is best evidenced
by its then existing bond interest rate, some of the
bonds bearing as low as 3.5 per cent. The problem was
to electrify the road from New York to New Haven, and
to select a system susceptible of economic extension
to Boston, thus involving a total route mileage of 232
miles, this route mileage being divided almost equal Ij^
betv/een four and two tracks, while branching from its
main line at New Rochelle and extending to the Harlem
River there existed the heaviest piece of road-bed con-
i
I
struction in the world, carrying six tracks abreast.
I Recognizing alternating current as the economic
agency necessary to the transfer of large blocks of pov/er
over great distances, and believing that the proolem as-
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signed was a case in point* after a most careful and ex-
haustive study* William S. Mur ra^;*^ arrived at the helief
tiiat if the same degree of reliability could be attained
in train propulsion by the use of alternating-current
motors as that attained by the direct-current, 600-volt
motors, then from an economic standpoint the system em-
ploying alternating- current motors should be applied
to the New Haven Railroad electrification. His recom-
mendation was that such a system be adopted, and it
v/as authorized by the Board of Directors of the New
Haven Railroad, with instructions to proceed with its
installation. Many records are extant, and particularly
those in the transactions of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, regarding the early life of this
new system. As is always the case in new ana untried
things, trial and tribulation became its chief associates.
Mr. Murray was liberally criticized for having departed
so radically in recommending for the New Haven service
a new system, especially as the system then being installed
by the New York Central Railroad v/as ready for instant
application to the New Haven service and seemed to be
on the threshold of standardization. At that hour was
fired the first gun in the battle of systems ’.-Thich, even
now, twenty-four years after, has not been fought to a
conclusion.
* Wm. S. Murray of the firm of Murray & Flood, Engineers,
New York.
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In 1905 a beginning had been made in respect
to the possibilities of the iise of high-voltage direct
current for application to overhead systems. Nothing*
however, had been definitely d eveloped to which serious
consideration could be given, and had the New York, New
Haven and Hartford used direct current for the propul-
sion of its trains, it would have been required to use
the 600-volt system. But due to the very heavy density
of traffic on the New Haven the annual costs incident
to the installation and operation of substations sepa-
rated from each other by but a few miles, together with
the extremely heavy copper feeders to supplement the
contact lines, would have been far in excess of those
associated with the less costly power-distributing
^stem of the high-voltage, alternating-current type.
So great was the difference between these systems for
the distribution of power to the trains that it was
estimated, and has since been proved, that the greater
cost of maintenance on the alternating- current motive
power equipment would be sufficiently offset to justify
its use. Beginning at that period--now twenty-four
years ago-- two groups were established, the direct- current
and the alterna ting- current . The direct-current group,
realizing the impossibility of low- voltage, direct- cur rent
!
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econosiic competition with high-voltage alternating cur-
rent, proceeded to devote its attention to the lifting
of the direct-current voltage, and in this regard a re-
markable and v/orthy progress was made. '4uite a number of
inteirurban lines had been electrified, using high-voltage
alternating current on the trolley v/ires betv/een cities,
with cars equipped with motors capable of using alter-
nating current in transit betv/een cities and 600- volt
direct current when operating within the city limits.
This scheme of operation was doomed to a short life, and
it was found that the direct- current voltage available
at 1,200 and 1,500 volts was a far better type of current
to place on the overhead system between cities, and
there passed the era of discarding the high-voltage
alternating current for interurban work in favor of the
higher- voltage direct current. The principal reason
for this was the far higher cost of maintenance of the
motive power equipment, designed for use with both al-
ternating and direct current, as compared with equip-
ment designed for direct-current service only. En-
couraged by this progress, the direct- current group
proceeded to raise further the direct- cur rent voltage;
2, 400- volt direct- current apparatus was developed and
applied with excellent results upon the Butte and Ana-
conda Railroad. Then followed the electrification
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of the Chicago > Milwaukee and St. Paul with 3 » 000- volt
direct current applied to its overhead system, the re-
sults from which are deserving of high praise. Shortly
after the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul had made the
decision to use direct current of 3,000 volts, it be-
came necessary for the Pennsylvania Railroad to decide
upon the system it should select for its Chestnut Hill
branch and its Paoli Division, this latter division
forming a part of the main line between hew York and
Philadelphia. Notwithstanding the fact trjat the 11,000
volt, alternating-current system of the New Haven Rail-
road had been placed in operation, the Pennsylvania
Railroad decided against this and applied the direct-
current, 600- volt third- rail system betv/een its ter-
minal in New York and Harrison, New Jersey. It decided
however, in favor of the alternating- current , 11,000-
volt system as the one which should be, and has since
been, applied to its electrification of a part of the
main line betv/een New York and Philadelphia, and from
recent remarks inade by the Pennsylvania engineers it
is evident that this system is the one which will be
utilized as the future standard for that system’s lines
This, therefore, describes the situation as v/e find it
today
.
There are many instances when railroad manage
ments have realized that it would be to trie ir physical
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or economic ad.vantage to electrify, and have placed
their operating records in the ha^nds of engineers, to
the end that they be analyzed to determine the bene-
ficial results, if any, that v/ould accrue to- them
through a ciiange from steam to electric propulsion.
Many able analyses have been made, in wlriich it h^s been
shown that a very considerable advantage would result
thereby, but almost at the very moment of decision to
proceed with electrification, the perennial difference
of opinion between the electrical manufacturing com-
panies as to the best system has put in its appearance
and has caused railway executives to decide that if the
engineers and manufacturers of electrical apparatus were
unable to compose their differences, they certainly v/ere
not in a position to decide for them. They, therefore,
concluded to continue steam operation. The point,
therefore, is this: twenty- four years is not a long
period in tiic field of electric traction in comparison
with the past one hundred years, during which time steam
transportation has been developed, but in that twenty-four
years we have developed electrically propelled engines of
the switch, freight, and passenger types which, physically
speaking, can do everything steam locomotives can do anu
do it tetter. Furthermore, it can be said that this ac-
complish^/ient ma^ b e secured by the use of either alter-
nating- or di rect- cur rent power. Moreover, tixC re are

many places where railroad management can, "by the use
of either system, greatly reduce the annua^x ex^^enos of
operation, irclv.siTS of tne fixed charges necessary to
electric traction. If this is so, anu it surely is, it
certainly is unfortunate that this perennial dissension
on system should enter into the Txind of railroad manage-
ments to unseat their confidence and dissuade them from
electrification, the "benefits of which accrue not only
to the companies but to the vhole American public. This
lack of confidence, a product of the development period,
must nov/ be removed from the mind of American ra.ilroad
manageiiient . The electrical manufacturer can eliminate
it. 'i/hen a dollar can be invested with the certain re-
sult that the structure or apparatus it erects v:ill be
operated, maintained, and fully amortized during its life,
and at the same time yield 10 per cent on its cost, should
we not bless ourselves v/i th its creation, especially if
ic brings added comfort in travel and grea.ter reliability
of train movement, to say nothing of the fact that
healthy employr/ient will be brought about during and after
the period of its creation. There is absolutely no
question as to the soundness of inves toient in many cases
of suspended electrification in this country, but it has
been a difficult thing for the railroads to raise the
necessary money. Railroad manageiffint has alsu been
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prejudiceci» and a ccntiiaerable portion of this condition
may be assigned to the electrical man who has made too
many glittering promises, while the electrical manufac-
turers have added, tc a considerable extent, to the delay
by the continuance of their battle of systems.
Today we have five major electrifications in
this country, and in no case can an electric locomotive
operating on the one be used on any one of the other four.
Contemporary with the development of this situation has
been the antithetical growth of our great electric utility
business. Witii agreement on the part of electrical en-
gineers and manufacturers that a standard form of elec-
tric power should be generated ana distributed, we find
ourselves in this country possessors of the widely
adopted three-phase, 60-cycie system. A generator pro-
ducing this class of current operates in perfect syn-
chronism with another generator, whether across the street
or 200 miles away. England is in a far less advantageous
position. Take the City of London--here , instead of
having only sixty cycles, there are some eleven frequen-
cies scattered throughout that great city, and thus it
is impossible to interconnect various pov/er stations con-
structed within its limits. V/e in this country, though
in the past suffering from the use of a few different
frequencies, have so greatly reduced the number that today
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there are really only two left: sixty and twenty- five
cycles* with sixty cycles greatly predominant.
N’cw* returning to our railroads, it is of
paramount importance that a leaf he takeii out of the
hook of electric utility policy and he applied to the
railroads, 'in/hy should there he five major systems in
this country where an engine of one system is unahle to
operate on any of the other four? There is ever^- reason
why this should he so at the present day, hut there is
no possible reason why a policj'- of tinis character should
he perpetuated. Twenty- four years, as previously stated,
is no great period during which to develop tc perfection
the features of the electric traction system, when 100
years has heen the time required tc bring us to the
present art of steam transportation, hut when it is knov-m
that the electric engine of today, physicadly speaking,
can do anything that can he accomplished by the steam
locomotive, and do it better, c ertainly we should do
everything to help rather than hinder its introduction.
In an analysis recently made by William S.
*
Murray, the objective sought was a determination of
the annual relative expense between three electric trac-
tion systems, any one of which, physically speaking,
coulo. provide a better switch, freight, and passenger
* V/m. S. Murray of the firm of Murra^y & Flood, Engi-
neers, Kew York.
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service than that supplied hy steam. Some very inter-
esting and convincing results were made clear, which
confirm the belief that further dissension and discus-
sion as to the type of system that should be used is a
waste of time and money. To review briefly the procedure
which brought about this conclusion, the following was
the economic set-up:
What would be the relative annual costs in-
volved betv/een three systems of electrification with an
equal duty of railroad performance assigned to ea.ch of
the three!* Incidentally, in making this analysis it can
be said that the field of application contemplated op-
eration upon a four- tenths of 1 per cent grade, a 1 per
cent grade, and a 2 per cent grade. A trailing load of
3,000 tons (freight service) with normal operating speeds
not exceeding thirty miles o.n hour was used as a train
unit and applied to headways of 4, 8, 12, 16, and 32 per
day per track. The three systems of electrification
Considered the use of the 3, 000- volt, direct-current
locom.otive; the high-voltage, alt erna ting- current, series-
motor locomotive; and the high-voltage, alternating-
current, motor-generator locomotive. It v/as found that,
irrespective of the duties assigned, i.e., whether
trains were operated on heav;;,’' or light grade, or on
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greater or lesser headway schedules, there was not
a difference of 5 per cent in annual cost between
any one of the systems applied, the annual expense in-
cluding fixed and operating charges. The reason for
this highly interesting result is simple, namely: so
great has been the ingenuity of the electrical engi-
neer-designers of the large manufacturing companies
selling generator, transmission, and traction appa-
ratus that they have been able to utilize to the
highest efficiency the active materials, iron and
copper, associated in the transfonnati on of mechan-
ical to electrical energy. It may be definitely
stated here that the electrical motive power units
of the direct-current system’ are less costly to con-
struct and maintain than those of the series-al tema ting-
current type, while the higher voltages attained in
apparatus of the alternating- current type have, in con-
sequence, reduced the amount of current to be trans-
mitted and thus brought about a less costly system of
distributing energy to the motive pov;er. Thus, one bal-
ances the other, and the final economic result for
either system is about equal. Since any one of these
three si'-s terns accomplishes an actual economic result
not differing more than 5 per cent the one from the
other, there is not sufficient ground for the contin-
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uance of dissension, the effect of which serves only to
delay in many places the change to a more efficient system
of transportation. So, as in the standardization of the
type of power used in the transmission and distributing
systems of the electric utility companies exchanging
power, it would seem that facts of such a conclusive
order should similarly lead to the recognition on the
part of engineers, railroad management, and electrica,!
manufacturers that a standard type of power be applied
to the contact lines of electrified railroads.
The millenium wi th respect to efficiency in
electric locomotive design has not yet been reached,
but it is certain that the lack of interchangeability of
heavy electric motive power equipment should cease. Wor
yet could we have ever arrived at this high pinnacle of
electric locomotive design which is ours today had there
not been permitted in the past twenty years the free ex-
ercise of initiative on the part of the manufacturing
comi^anies in the choice of the different kinds of loco-
motives v/hich they have developed. Since any one of
these types of engines can perform more adequately, more
reliably, and more efficiently than the steam locomotives
they replace, electric motive power has the opportunity
of being designed so that it will not be confined to use
upon only one road to which it has been assigned. How
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can this be accomplished? Simply by an agreement on
the part of engineers, railroad raanagenent, and elec~
trical manufacturers that there be a common type of
power applied to the overhead contact system of elec-
trified railroads. The instant an agreement of this
character is reached, three things will happen; first,
there will be the establishment of complete confidence
on the part of railroad management in the electric lo-
comotives; second, railroad management vail be encouraged
to purchase electric power equipment, since it v/ill be
operative upon other railroads and, therefore, will
carry a much higher mortgage value; and, third, an
accelerated application of railv/ay electrification in
this country will lead to mass production, tending
toward standardiiiation and consequent reduced unit
costs. At this point it may be said that in the earlier
days of e lectrificati on-- those , for instance, v/hich ap-
plied to the New York, New Haven and Hartford, the Nev;
York Central, and the Pennsylvania roads-- the capital
investment necessary' to its a.duption was a 100 per cent
charge against the railroad. That is to say, the rail-
road was required to raise the money necessary for the
construction of its power facilities, its electrical
motive po’wer equipment, and its contact and distributing
systems. Today, however, this 100 per cent investment
1
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can "be reduced to 25 per cent because the electric utility
compaiiies wiiich are adjacent to the lines Contemplated
for electrification are in a position to furnisii all the
power necessary, of a type applicable for nse on all
electrified lines. This will lift the burden of fi-
nancing the motive pov;er equipment from the shoulders
of the railroads, as it can then be done through equip-
ment trust bonds. There will then remain only the fi-
nanoing of the contact lines with their supplemental
feeders, the capital expenditure for v.hich, as stated,
will be not more than 25 per cent of the total costs
required in the earlier days mentioned. Many people
associate v/iUi railroad electrification the requirement
of a large amount of pov;er. The heaviest piece of steam
railroad electrification in the United States, from a
density standpoint, is that of the Hew York Division of
the Hew York, Hew Haven and Hartford Railroad, ^lich
consists of a four- track system be tween.Hew York and
Hev/ Haven, a route distance of 73 miles. There are
over 113 electric locomotives and 37 motor cars for
multi pie-unit service on this division. Yet it v/ill
doubtless surprise many to knov/ that some of the elec-
tric utility companies have generating units in their
po'vver stations, a single one of which has sufficient
capacity to furnish all the pov/er necessary to operate
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this division at peak> and. besides the locomotives
operating upon the niain lines, this v/culd include all
the sv'itch units that are operating within the yards
of this division, some of them containing as maiiy as
35 railes of tracl; . As a matter of fact, it ''.vould only
be necessary to increase by a very small percentage
the usual yearly additions to the generating capacity
of our central electric generating stations, to take
care of the yearly pov/er increment required for the
heavier railway divisions of this country. So small
would this be that this statement might be supplemented
by saying that the increase of capacity would not be
of particular consequence, even during the period when
the railv/ay properties are being changed from steam to
electric operation.
In connection with red Iroad electrification,
the railroads should confine themselves to the trans-
portation business and the electric utilities to the
power business. Money expended by eacn in their respective
lines v/ould be the mere economically invested and, in so
doing, insure to the public better service in each class.
Because of the far larger power units placed in the cen-
tral stations of the electric utility companies than
the capacities that would be assigned in pov/er stations
designed for the sole supply of pow'er to railroads, anu
because of the higher load factors that obtain for the
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larger statione, the resulting annual unit operating
and fixed charges of the electric utility ccmr-tanies’
produced power are sufficiently less to perr;iit theiu,
while mking a profit to themselTes, to furnish pov/er
to the railroads at less cost than it v/oula he possible
for them to produce the power in their ovm stations.
Thus, it is patent that the whole foundation for the
supply of electric power to the railroads has been laid.
There are few» if any» zones in this country with rail-
roads having a density of traffic sufficient to v/arrant
electrification, that are not within economic reach of
transmission and distribution circuits of existing
electric utility companies, and each day this economic
radius is increasing, due to the increasing potentials
placed on transmission and interconnecting lines. As
electric utility power will be so intimately related to
railroad electrification, it is necessary here to advert
again to the three-phase, 60-C3’-cle system, which is the
power system that has been adopted "oy them. This system
is and, unquestionably, will be standard in this country
for application to industr;> and lighting. If ail the
steam railroads in this country, economical of electri-
fication, were so operated, the annual demand for elec-
tric energy would not increase the electric utility output
over 5 per cent. No one v/ho has seen a passing train
traveling at 60 miles an hour and headed by one of our
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present maimuoth steam locomotives but has associated v/ith
it an immense power. As many trains of* this character
are operating over our many railroad lines, to say that
it requires but an increase of 5 per cent in normal ca-
pacity of the electric utilities to take care of such
train movement is strong evidence of the enormous power
demands now being made on electric utility ccmpai,ies. Ad-
equate power plants lie adjacent to and are ready to
furnish the necessary power for purposes of railroad
electrification. Doss this, therefore, not lead tc a
serious consideration of the relation between the 60-
cycle, three-phase electric utility system and the fu-
ture electrification system to be adopted for our rail-
roads? Also the position that superpower v;ill occupy
in that future procedure? The great electric utility
stations that are driven by steam are located both in
large cities and outside of them. They may be near coal
mines, on tidewater, or on the hanks of rivers. The
future will see an ever-increasing coupling up of these
plants by great trunk transmission lines, which, in turn,
may be connected with near or distant v;ater- power-driven
stations. Thus, within a superpower zone all will be
operating in unison, creating a great reservoir of power,
distributing electric energy in three-phase, 60-cycle
form, and, unchanged in form except as to voltage, this
power will be delivered to c enters v;hich, in turn, will
dispense current for industrial and lighting purposes.
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In v/hat form will tliis energy find itself v/hen
applied to train propulsion? Altiiough electricity has
"been delivered for train propulsion in many forms, there
are probably no railroads v/hich receive it on board lo-
comotives in three-phase, 60- cycle form. For example, the
Ifew Haven receives it cn its overhead contact lines at
11.000 volts, single-phase, 25 cycles; the Nev/ York
Central distributes energy to its locomotives from a
third rail at 600 volts direct current; the Butte and
Anaconda has an overhead 2, 400- volt, direct- current
system; the Milwaukee and St. Paul increases this to
3.000 volts. The Great Northern uses three phases but
it is of 25 cycles, which requires the use of two over-
head contact lines, while the Norfolk and Western, using
11.000 volts, single-phase, 25 cycles on its overhead
contact system, converts, it on board the locomotive
to three-phase before applying it to the motors geared
to the engine's driving axles. This summary of the
types of power used by six of the railroads of this
country, v/hich have had their heavier traction divisions
electrified, explains at once why a locomotive of one
system is not operative upon any of the other four.
Prom a distribution standpoint, it would be very ad-
vantageous if the overhead contact systems of electri-
fied railroads could be supplied through lowering trans-
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formers direct from the transmission and distributing
circuits of the 60 - cycle, three-phase superpower system
and thus eliminate the substations which are now used
to convert three-phase pov/er into either direct or al-
ternating current of a lov/er frequency. Unfortunately,
however, as the application of the three-phase to the
contact systems of railroads requires that there be two
contact lines overhead, this becomes a very impractical
mechanical arrangement. If only one of the three phases
of the electric utility lines be supplied to a single
overhead contact line, since the auxiliary apparatus
necessary to keep this and the other two phases in bal-
ance is sc costly, both from the investment and operating
point of viev/, any advantage from this form of pov/er
distribution from the three-phase lines of the electric
utility companies is seriously offset. It should be
added that when alternating current, single-phase is
applied to the contact systems of the railroads, the
electro-magnetic disturbances to adjacent telegraph
and telephone lines increase directly in proportion to
the cycles used. It is not to be inferred by this, how-
ever, that such distrubances cannot be compensated, but
the amount and the cost of corrective apparatus necessary
are in direct proportion to the cycles used. Again, it
may be said that, as the self-induction of any circuit
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increases in direct proportion to the cycles, it follov/s
that with the use of higher frequencies it is more dif-
ficult to maintain normal transmission and distribution
voltages. Therefore, the natiural conclusion to draw is
that 60 cycles on the overhead contact systems of elec-
trified railroads will not he used. What will it he"?
'Khen this question is asked the '•will'* should carry just
as far into the future as possible bece-use there are sit-
uations in this country where, from an economic stand-
point, it is a crime to continue steam operation, yet
when electricity is substituted, the system used should
be not only right now, but susceptible to any improve-
ments in the art which the future may develop. It
seems, therefore, that, for the reasons given, 60 cycles
can be eliminated as applied to the overhead contact
systeiiis of electrified railroads. We must, naturally,
turn to what has been accomplished to date and find
ourselves possessors of tv/o systems, namely, the high-
voltage, 25-cycle, single-phase system and the high-
voltage, direct- current system. In the former, poten-
tials of 11,000 volts are used, ana in the latter, 3000
Volts. Either one of these two systems may be selected
for heavy- traction operation v/i th a negligible differ-
ence in annual operating cost, ana may be uoed for the
purpose of propelling trains in freight, passenger, or
switching service. Either one of them can be counted
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upon to propel its train* v/i tL more reliability than
were they propelled by steam. It surely caiinot be de-
nied by engineers, railroad managements, or electrical
maiiuf acturers, that, if the future electric locomotive-
-
like the steam locomotive-- can. be mads to operate upon
any electrified railroad, a great economic and valuable
victory will have been won. The advantages of this ac-
complishment are so many and so important that they
fairly bristle and vie with each other to proclaim them-
selves; yet standing out among the number is the most
important one of all, naiuely, the establishment of a
real mortgage value for the electric locomotive, in
that it then becomes an engine operative upon any elec-
trified property.
There are two types of electric locomotives
which have served with notable economical results. One
may be typified by that used on the ifew Haven Railroad,
receiving from the overhead trolley 11,000 volts of
25- cycle, single-phase current. The other may be typi-
fied by an engine of the class used on the Milwaukee
and St. Paul, receiving from the overhead trolley 3,000
volts of direct current. It would seem that the fol-
lowing question should be asked: 'lYhich one of these
engines is the more truly and logically associated with
future railroad electrification in this country? It
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will certainly “be that engine which will follovv the
true economic law of application. There have heen
differences of opinion in the past, and it is very
7;ell that there have been. These very differences
of opinion must serve to set us on the right track to
reach a fintii conclusion and accomplishment. We are
both blessed and cursed--blessed because both direct
and alternating current can do what steam can do and
do it better; and cursed because both alternating cur-
rent and direct current do it equally v;ell. But here
is the crucial point: V/e knov; what the future system
of power generation, transmission, and distribution
will be. It is 60-cjcLe, three-phase, and our confidence
in it has been shown by investing about ten billions
of dollars in such a system and by the spending of over
a billion a year in annual extensions. '<7hat shall be
the future standard of electric power supply to our
railroads? As superpov/sr, railroad electrification,
and industry are so inalienably associated, the thought
arises, why are we the greatest industrial nation in
the world? The answer is because the American v;age-
earner has more than twice the horsepower behind his
elbow that his closest foreign competitor enjoys, 'i/here
does it come from? Eighty per cent of the purchased
power originates from the three-phase, 60- cycle system
.51
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Ox the electric utility companies, and that percentage
will, in the future, more nearly approach the 100 per
cent mark. In other y/ords, we are, as a public, satis-
fied with a standard of power to apply to industry, and,
as the great superpower interconnecting trunk trans-
missions unify our great industrial territories, this
fact will increase the amount a,nd the reliability of the
poYi?er behind the arm of the American wage- earner, bringing
about not only an increase in annua,! production but, as
history shows is always the result, also a lowering of
the general cost of living. Now, we must have an
equally reliable, adequate, and economic system of
transportation to take care of the growing industry of
this country. Oar products, raw and finished, must not
be subject to the terminal and road delays from vi^hich
we are nov/ suffering. The electric movement of freight
and passenger trains on heavy- traffic trunk lines and
within terminal limits ’.vill be the means of eliminating
these delays. The greater capacity of electric loco-
motives under the control of one engine crew will permit
the reduction of train units through the consolidation
of trains, and the more rapid acceleration incident to
the use of multiple-unit electric cars requiring no
turning will permit the speedy movement into, and out
of, terminal territory, thus reducing congestion therein,
liultiple-unit trains require no turning at terminals.
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What has come to he known as the split- phase engine is
not one to he considered in the general field of rail-
road electrification. It is true that it may he de-
signed to receive the high-voltage, single-phase cur-
rent from a single overhead contact line, hut, as pre-
viously explained, this current is changed on hoard the
locomotive to polyphase current and then applied to the
motors geared to the driving axles of the engine. With
the phase remaining single and applied to the series
type of motor, the speed- torque characteristics of the
locomotive are of the variable- speed type, which is
prohahly the correct type to apply for general train
movement. However, the conversion of it into polyphase
requires that the characteristics of the engine he those
of constant speed, meaning that, though the engine starts
the train from rest, the nature of the motor character-
istics are such as to require that the train he acceler-
ated promptly to a set speed and maintained at that
speed for the major portion of its run. The Norfolk and
Western and the proposed Virginian road electrifica-
tions employ locomotives of this type hut, being de-
signed for exceedingly heavy duty and dealing with
heavy grades, these electrifications are special. The
Norfolk and 'Western is nov/ giving, and the Virginian
road will undoubtedly give, excellent service with the
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type of locomotiYe as described, but, as said before*
these are special conditions and there are grave doubts
as to the desirability of requiring a railroad to recog-
nize constant speed as a ruling characteristic of oper-
ation. Engines of the Iforfolk and V/estern ajid Vir-
ginian type will certainly not co-ordinate with the
requirements of general trunk-line haul and terminal
operations
.
We are prepared now, not forgetting the ele-
ments and characteristics that go to make up high-
voltage, alternating- current, single-phase locomotives,
and high-voltage, direct- current locomotives, to take
a long look ahead tov;ard the possible standard that may,
and must, apply finally to all railroad electrifications.
Up to very recently, in order to convert three-phase
alternating current into direct current, motor genera-
tors or rotary transformers have been used. In the
Butte and Anaconda and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul electrifications, motor-generator sets were in-
stalled in substations along the rights- of- v/ay of those
roads, the motors of these sets receiving three-phase
alternating current through lowering transformers con-
nected to high-tension transmission lines, the gen-
erators converting it into direct current of 1,200 or
1,500 volts-- two of these generators being connected and
operated in series. In the Butte and Anaconda, the voltage
t
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so produced and applied to the trolley is 2 >400, y/hile
that of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, as before
stated, is 3>000 volts. During the last few years, and
especially abroad, excellent advance has been made toward
producing direct current from three-phase alternating-
current pov/er through the use of the mercury arc rec-
tifier. The principles of operation and the appearance
of this apparatus are markedly different from the motor
generator or rotary transformer. Like the motor gen-
erator or rotary transformier , it accepts the three-phase
alternating current, and, while all the time maintaining
a balanced voltage between the three phases received,
it converts these three phases into a single direct cur-
rent through the agency of a revolving arc, and, de-
pending upon the incoming voltage of the three alternating
current phases, the direct-current voltage takes its po-
tential. However, unlike the motor generator and ro-
tary transformer, the mercury arc rectifier is a static
rather than a rotative piece of apparatus. Also, it
possesses a considerably higher efficiency throughout
its entire range of operation. Further, being a static
piece of e.pparatus, fewer attendants and inspections
are required. Only a few of these mercury arc recti-
fiers are in operation in this country, but in Europe
many have been placed in service and are giving ex-
Iv.J-
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cellent results. Does the mercury arc rectifier today
portend, in its simplicity of construction and opera-
tion, the future clearing house hety/een economic
alternating- current transmission of power and the
economic utilization of it in the form of direct dur-
rent for electric traction? Short as has been the
history of utilitarian electricity, each year has em-
phasized the renuirement that, v;here power in bulk
is transmitted over long distances, high-voltage
alternating current must be used. The rails of our
roads extend over long distances, and power in siz-
able blocks must be fed to the trains operating upon
them. V/e cannot, therefore, disassociate the possible
application of the above-stated principle with railroad
transportation. Alternating current is inalienably
associated with heavy- traction electrification. Direct-
current potentials are not sufficiently high or wieldy
to carry current of this type out of the power stations
to the railroad’s overhead contact system. Even in
the case of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, where
direct current at 3,000 volts is used on. the overhead contact
system, the substa.tions along the right-of-v;ay of that
property are supplied by high-voltage, alternating,
three-phase current v/hich, in turn, is there converted
into 3, 000- volt direct current. Again, we must advert
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to the type of conversion apparatus in these suostatiens
.
It is made up of motor-generator sets. Will the future
see mercury arc rectifiers substituted for these motor
generators'^* Already we see such a substitution being
made for motor generators and rotary transformers by
street railways or interurtan lines in this country.
In France, on the Paris railways and on the Midi Rail-
road, it has already entered the traction field in lieu
of motor generators. In the former case the recti-
fiers deliver 600-volt direct current, tu the street cars,
while the di rect- cur ren t potential delivered tc the
Midi’s heavier trains from the rectifiers is 1,500 volts.
With so marked a trend in this direction v;e must not
fail to reckon with the possibility of the rectifier
being used for heavy traction electrification, as there
certainly could be no object in using motor-generator
sets if rectifiers will provide an equally reliable
supply of power at higher efficiencies and less oper-
ating cost. ’While the advances in the arts indicate
that they may be possible of attainment, it is doubtful
whether the rectifier has reached a stage of development
today to warraiic its use on a railroad contemplating
electrification, v/here 3,000 volts is to be the over-
head contact potential. Alternating- cur ren t distribu-
tion and direct- current motive pov;er shoula be com-
bined, to the end that each may mal:e its economic con-
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tribution, and., while doing sc > iuake sure that the
system installed will permit of such changes in the fu-
ture as v/’ill insure further economies of operation.
To siJiggest the consideration of the rectifier
in the possible future system, combining, as it does,
the economies of high-voltage alternating- current trans-
mission and direct- current motive-pov.'er utilization, is
not to recommend its use today. Such a system would
permit, hov^ever, the pov.'er to be supplied from the elec-
tric utility companies to be in conformity with the
standard they have elected for themselves, and to tnese
three valuable characteristics may be added a fourth,
namely, this plan of electrification would offer minimum
electro-magnetic interference to telephone and tele-
graph wires adjacent to railroad property.
If the 3, 000- Volt rectifier of high voltage
and kilowatt capacity arrives, will it be the pivute.l
point in effecting a standard of power to the overhead
contact systeius of electrified railroads? A 3, 000- volt
rectifier has 'been constantly referred to. It is possible
that a rectifier of so high a voltage may not be neces-
sary. The future may endorse rectifiers of half that
voltage, v/hich may be of such automatic character and
so reliable in operation that they will not require
attendance other than periodic inspection. With this
lower voltage a very considerably larger number would
have to be installed along the rights-of-way of the
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railroads than v/ould he required of the higher voltage.
On the ocher hand, the lov/er voltage would have applica-
tion to terminal electrification, and thus require no
break of voltage hetY/een trunk line and terminal ter-
ritory. The result, then, i& that no fear need oe
entertained by railroad Tnaiiageiuent in selecting the
one or the other system, for today the efficiencies of
both are high up in the scale of operation, a.nd whatever
later changes to the system selected may be required,
it can be made to ccnforxji to any new standard to be
developed, and will not jeopardize investments made,
or be a controlling agent in matters of net income re-
turn on the investment involved,
X. INTERGOhHBCTIOiii MD THE ELECTRIC APPLI.^^GE IId)IJSTRY
Domestic consumers are by far the largest group
of users of electric light and power. Their numbers have
been so augmented in the last few years that there are
now more txian 13,000,000 homes in the United States en-
j oy’'ing the conveniences of electricity. So fast has
this development taken place that only about 2,000,000
urban households within reach of electric light and
power companies have yet to be connected for service,
and this number is rapidly dwindling. In the early’- days
of its development electricity did more for home life
tijan it was able to do for industry, because the work
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cf Thomas Edison in perfecting the electric lamp pre-
ceded the development of motors capable of large-scale
production. Now» however i much more current is con-
sumed in factories than is employed in Ainericaii house-
holds. The electric motor has increased proaucticn in
factories and in all industry enormously. Electricity
has helped to make tnis the wealthiest nation in the
world, with the most generally diffused prosperity.
It has made our vrork easier, our hours shorter, and
our earnings larger. We can use more because we have
more time av/ay from our vrork; v/e can buy more because
we have more money. Gone forever is the tv/elve- and
fourteen-hour working day> and we are nov/, so many
people tell us, on the verge of a five-day y;eek. All
this has happened within the past tv/enty-five years.
But v/hat about the home? That leads into
broad generalisations which may be characterized best
as social aspects of present-day civilization. As
civilizations have developed, men ana v.’omen have been
able to get further away from v/hat we may call the
more annoying things of life. The Rom.ajtis had their
slaves to take care of many industrial ana domestic
tasks. The Greeks had personal slaves alv/ays at their
elbov/s to act as bumpers betv/een them and the incon-
venient and more ugly obstacles in their existence.
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No one ever enjoyed drudgery; so, as people made more
use of their m.inds, they tried to hanish many of the
ordinaiy' work-a-day jobs. Men have always wanted to
reach out for higher and better things. They do not
want to give all their attention to the routine of
living. Since that time there have been ether m-ethods.
Servants have done rnuch in many different countries to
assist their masters and employers in getting away
from aiinoying details. Man, with his vision of the
ideal, has been waiting and struggling and searching
for the ideal servant. This servant was diFjcovered
about forty years ago. '*Dis cove red*' is hardly the
right word in this particular case because the ex-
istence of the servant had been known for some time,
but it was about forty years ago that iu w'as domesti-
cated auid given some jobs. These jobs have been mul-
tiplying, for the name of that servant is Electricity,
*JVhat that servant has been able to accomplish in the
industrial life of this nation v/e have already referred
to. 'JlHiat it has dene in the home maiiy of us know. A
few of us realize what it could do in all our homes if
given more of a chance, and there is a still smaller
group able to visualize what it will be able to do
in the hom.es of this coLintry sometime when v/e have
become even more informed as to its capabilities.
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This servant* ho;vever, has the power of a nultitude,
ana the things it is able to do in the household al-
ready are legion. Its jots are now everywhere in the
house, from the laundry and furnace- room in the basement,
through the kitchen (where it performs many tasks), into
the dining room and living room, ana on up the stairs
into the bed chambers, batnrooms, and, finally, the
attic. The wire that enters the home brings from the
power house unlimited abilities for cooking, house-
cleaning, washing and ironing, providing communication
v'ith the outside world, bringing the market to the door,
turning the furnace cn in the morning and off again at
night, providing light anyv/here a,nd everywhere at any
time, and bringing education and amusement through the
radio receiver. Also, it is electricity that starts
the family flivver, announces the presence of visitors,
and provides comforts for the sick and the v/ell . It
does a multitude of things each and every day, without
fatigue, complaint, or interruption. The cost for this
servant is but a small fraction of the family budget.
The average American household spends less for its elec-
tric light and power than it does for tobacco or candy,
necessarily, domestic consum.ers pay more per unit for
the current they consume than do the industrial plants
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and manufacturing industries, since they buy in smaller
quantities and do not consume it during the hours when
the poTOr and light companies are capable of producing
more current than is being used. But the price for this
household electric current is steadily b eing reduced.
The average cost per kilowatt-hour for domestic con-
sumers in the United States in 1927 dropped from. 6,99 to
6.30 cents. During that time the average household bill
increased only 3 per cent, while the amount of electricity
employed in the average household increased by 6 per cent.
A year’s charge for electric light siid power in an av-
erage American home is ;j^29.20. This is conclusive evi-
dence that American homes are using more electricity
at a cheaper price.
Many electrical devices now being used in the
American household are so commonplace that the mistress
forgets they are actually the products of the last few
years. She does not think, as she gees through her
routine tasks without the old effort and resulting acning
muscles, that at some place, everywhere from one mile
to one hundred miles distant, there is a great v;ater-power
station or a gigantic steam turbine running ceaselessly
to provide service at her beck and call. The power dis-
patcher is supplying her electric iron, her toaster, her
w’ashing machine, or her percolator v/ith the v/herev/i thal
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for operation at the same time that he is directing
electric service to the wheels of industry, to trans-
portation, and to thousands of other activities. The
kilowatt-hours generated in that great station and sent
over the .v;ire by the power dispatcher have done a re-
markable job in cleaning up the basem*ent. Into the
electric washing machine go the clothes, click goes the
switch, and when the clothes come out they have merely
to be dried and are ready for the electric iron, ’with
an ironing machine for the heavier pieces, lio mere
hot fire and heavy flatirons to be lifted back and
forth from stove to board and board to stove. In the
furnace room this ideal servant has dissipated more
arduous toil and done awa.y with the ceaseless atten-
tion given to the old-time furnace. The modern home
uses oil for fuel. The oil is sprayed into the fire-box
by an electrically driven motor. If the temperature
of the house drops, an electrically operated thermo-
stat speeds up the motor and the fire grows hotter.
Conversely, as the temperature rises, the motor slc'/.'s
down, the fire is not fed as much oil, and the process
is continued. Automatic oil- heating has done away wix-h
the coal pile, ash cans, shovel, and other tools, the
troublesGm.e stoves, and wai,er-heaters . The revolution
that the kilowatt has accomplished in the kitchen is
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more common knov;led£;e
. To liot a few of the conven-
iences that leap into operation at the turn of the
S7;itcn there may he included the percolator, toaster,
fan, waffle iron, grills, hot plates, and many others.
The electric refrigerator is a Icon no'w appreciated in
more than one million homes in the country, and the
electric dishv/asher is finain^ itis v/ay into an in-
creasing number of up-to-date kitchens.
ailthoiigh the majority of the electrified homes
in the country have seme appliances, this field offers
tremendous possihilioics to the uianufacturers, dealers,
electric light anu power companies, and ail others
concerned with this distribution. This Vi/as emphati-
cally pointed out in the survey under talven two years
ago hy the General Federation of Women’s Clubs in its
activities for home betterment. This survey, made in
more than half the cities having populations of 100,000
and over, revealed the following facts: ’‘Forty per
cent of the housekeepers are still sv/eeping vdth the
back-breaking broom. Not only is this surprising from
the standpoint of inefficient labor, but dust and germs,
spread by sweeping, are known to have a decided influ-
ence on health. House dust is knovvi by medical in-
vestigation (Dr, Simon S. Leopold in Journal of Amer-
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lean Medical Association) to produce bronchial asthma and
sinus infection. Yet some v/omen, living in Y/ired
homes and with electric service at their command,
are still using brooms. Only 30 per cent of our
families are using electric v/ashing machines, not-
Y/ithstanding the toil of v;ash-day over the scrub board.
An interesting sidelight on the electric washing sit-
uation is the extensive survey conducted by the stu-
dents in the Home Economics Department of an Eastern
college. Investigation was among three groups, to-
taling six hundred families, so termed luxury, comfort,
and necessity, in accordance v-dth income. Each group
was asked to name the five household appliances, in
the order that they most desired them. In each group
the v/ashing machine held first place, shovdng that the
weekly washing is the outstanding laborious effort in
the home. Again, nearly one-fifth of our electric con-
sumers are ‘without electric irons, and that greatest
conserver of energy in the ironing process, the elec-
tric ironer (sometimes referred to as a mangle) , is en-
joyed by less than 2 per cent of the homes. Not much
greater is the conservation of mother energy through
the use of electric cooking eliminati‘ng the grind of
’keeping the fire’> and incidentallv conserving food
in the cooking process. And so, we might enumerate
many other home tasks in which electricity should serve.”
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Our modern home is a much different place from the
household of twenty-five years ago. The home of the
future will he even better. Electricity belongs in
the household as well as in industry. Wherever the
wires lead, electricity does a good job.
Witn the expansion of superpower more and more
communities and more and more homes will be served with
electricity through the advancement of interconnecting
systems. Interconnection, then, will create an in-
creased demand for electric appliances and will stimu-
late the manufacture of new labor-saving and time-saving
electric devices. With a ready market waiting to ab-
sorb the electric products of the manufacturers, de-
velopment of new appliances will proceed with rapid
strides, and mass prouuction of all electric appliances
v;ill quickly follow. Mass production means decreased
prices to the purchaser and wider diffusion of products.
Thus, great social and economic changes will be obtained
through the expansion of superpower systems, and the
country at large will greatly b enefit by improvements
and developments in the electric appliance industry.
XI . y\DVAhTAGES Aid) LIMITATIONS QE SUPERPOWER
As previously stated in the thesis, superpov/er
does not mean, as has sometimes been contended, a vast
monopoly of power resources for the primary purpose of
imposing excessive rates upon pov/er users, but, rather,
C f
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a coordination of power resources by utility organiza-
tions to bring about a more complete utilization of
permanent resources* such a s water power, and the con-
servation of exhaustible resources such as coal and oil.
These purposes are accomplished in several ways. The
first is by the construction of hydroelectric plants
ana their operation through transmission lines in con-
nection with steam plants, usually located near power
markets. Hydroelectric installations without such
steam auxiliaiy are not ordinarily practicable because
of wide fluctuations in stream flow. The minimum flov;
of many streams is less than 10 per cent of the sustained
maximum flov/. If the plant capacity were lim.ited to the
minimum flov;, the investm.ent (largely in dams and storage
facilities), v;ould be very large in proportion to annual
output. On the other h-and, if the capacity corresponded
v/ith maximum flow, a large part of it, with its invest-
ment, v;ould be idle the greater part of the time, and,
therefore, unprofitable. By combining hydroelectric
and steam plants a hyaro developm.ent may be carried to
a point where m*aximum economic use of vra,ter is secured
consistent with a reasonable supplemen tar;,'- expenditure
for fuel. Because of the comparatively high cost of hydro
plants and transm.ission lines to market, usually two or
three times that of steam plants, the determination of
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the most economical hydro development involves refined
en^^ineering ca,lculati ons . A second means of ocnserving
natural resources is the interconnection of steam plants
unassociated with hydro developments. Such interconnec-
tion is economical for two reasons. It reduces the
a.mount of reserve capacity necessary to insure continuous
service^ and it permits the operation of the most effi-
cient units of the interconnected system for continuous
load, calling upon the least efficient units only for
limited periods or emergencies. In the long run the
saving in investment through reduction in reserve ca-
pacity, permissible because simultaneous failures of
equipment are not to be anticipated in several sta-
tions, will amount to m.any millions of dollars. The
total present investment in electric service companies
in the United States is approximately $10,000,000,000.
If one- third of this investment is in power ste.tions and
5 per cent of it could be saved through interconnections,
the total saving would be over $150,000,000. Electric
service companies are now using annually about 40,000,000
tons of coal, or its equive.lent. In 1920 the average
coal consum.ption per kilowatt-hour of output was three
pounds. In 1925 this average had been reduced to
sjiightly more th.an two pounds, and several of the largest
and most modern stations are nov; operating with a con-
sum-ption of about one pound. If interconnection could
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ultimately bring about a saving of 25 per cent in fuel
consumption, the expenditure for coal would be reduced
by something like #50,000,000 a year. A third means of
conserving natural resources is the construction of so-
called superpov/er steam pla.nts at tidewater v/here con-
densing v/ater is available in suitable quantities and
fuel transportation costs are comparatively low. The
output of these stations is transmitted inland and is
usually combined m th that of older inland stations
which are operated only during times of heavy loads.
These tidewater stations not only have advantage in
strategic location but in the lov/er cost and higher ef-
ficiency of large modern units. In practice these sev-
eral means of conserving natural resources are combined.
Hydroelectric plants are connected through transmission
lines v/i th several steam plants, included among which
may be a large tidewater station. These stations are
so operated as to utilize v/ater-power capacity to the
maximum possible extent, calling upon the most efficient
steam plants for extended operation, with smaller, inef-
ficient, and scattered stations held in reserve for oc-
casional use-- all unaer a load dispatcher who keeps in
Constant touch with pov/er demands and resources.
There are definite economic and physical lim-
itations to the extension of interconnected transiaission
lines. Transmission lines are expensive, aiiu tne co&t

increases rapidly witli increase in amount of pov/er trans-
mitted and the voltage tiiereby required. The present
limitations of ahout ^50 .miles in diatance ana 250,000
volts, are not necessarily ultir.nate limitations, ax-
tiiough present difficulties will multiply as these limits
are raised. 'Nhc^re the povver to he transmitted is gen-
erated hy fuex there is always the possihilitj txiut long-
distance transmission may cost more than the alternative
transporter tion of fuel to the point of utilization. This
situation is illustrated hy computations made in connec-
tion wiUi the Pennsylvaiiia study of so-called "giant”
power, v/hich shov/ed that the cost of trans.mi tting elec-
tric power in large quantities from mine-moutn plants
in western Pennsylvania to Philadexphia was greater tnan
the cost of power generated in Philadelphia after the
necessary fuel had been transported there from the same
mines. Students of power economics sometimes overlook
the fact tiiat efficient steam plants require enormous
quantities of condensing water, amounting to 600 tons
or more for each ton of coal burned, and that such quan-
tities of water are rarely found in the vicinity of coal
mines. Non-condensing operation at the mine-moutn with
modern equipment would require such large increases in
quantities of fuel that the advantages v/ould entirely
disappear. Mine-mouth superpower plants are, therefore,
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tc bs considered as ideax rather than practical. The
advantages derived from interconnection of existing or
prospective steain plants are still further limited.
Where such plants are of similar efficiencies the pri-
iuta.ry advantage lies in the saving in investiiBnt in re-
serve capacity which must, therefore, compare favor-
ably with the cost of the alternative transmission
lines. V/here there are material differences in the ef-
ficiencies of the interconnected stations, there is the
added advantage of fuel saving from combined operation,
offset in part by the cost and losses incident to power
transmission. In estimating the advantages of projected
hyuroelsctric developments the mistake is sometimes made
of comparing the cost of power delivered to inarket with
that obtainable from existing steam plants. Such basis
of comparison fails to recognize the radical recent and
prospective improvements in pov^er- station economies
which will be available in the field of projected hydro
development during its useful life and tend to uring
about a continued reduction in the value of its output.
Estimates of future saving from hydro developments
snould be based upon a fuel consumption in alternative
steam plants not exceeding one pound of coal or its
equivalent per kilov/att-hour . A further v/ord of cau-
tion is advisable witli respect to the advantages arising
from hydroelectric developments. Promises are some-
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tinics niade of radicax reductions in the cost of electric
service resulting froM such projects. As a iTiatter of
fact, the cost of generating electric pov/er is a com-
paratively siraul percentage of the total cost of retail
electric service. The normal maximum rate for such ser-
vice is not far from 10 cents per kilov/att-hour . The
bare cost of producing a kilov;att-hour in efficient steam
plants is less than one cent, and in very large, favorably
located plants i t is far below one cent. If a 10- cent
charge for retail service is reasonable-- ana it has been
approved by maiiy public service cormnissions throughout
the countiy^--it is obvious that the major cost of retail
service is not for the electricity itself but for inter-
est, diviaends, taxes, upkeep cf property, administra-
tion, and the personal attention necessary to sustained,
convenient service. The :rn,ximum possible reauction in
cost by substituting hydroelec trio service for steam ser-
vice is ordinarily a s.mali fraction cf one ceni, per kilowatt-
hour, which is obviously an insignificant part of the
total cost of retail service. The real gain from hydro-
electric service, therefore, lies in the industrial
field where a fraction of a cent reduction in cost of
pov/er is a substantial part of the total cost. Altxiough
the primary advantage of hydro service is thus limited
to the industrial field, a.n indirect advejitage accrues
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to retail purchasers cf service through the lower cost
of industrial products or the increase in purchasing
power of the community through the sale of these products
in 7/or Id markets.
These limitations upon economical development
and interconnection of power projects are not intenaed
to reflect upon the wisdom of the vast expansion now in
progress in this direction. V/e have vast undeveloped
water resources which can he coordinated anu. utilised
to advantage, but in ma^iy cases the sources of water
power and fuel are too far removed from the pov/er markets
to permit economical electrical transmission from plants
located at these sources. The development of hydro and
interconnection projects should, therefore, be based on
sound engineering and economic rather than political or
other considerations. It has oeen said that economic
boundaries and political boundaries rarely if ever co-
incide. \yhere territorial restrictions are imposed, the
sale of surplus production is prevented and the revenue
therefrom is lost. Such restrictions further ^end to
artificial channels of distribution, unaeveloped power
resources, and the eiiCouragement of industrial develop-
ments in unsuitable location.*-- arl resulting in aii in-
crease in the cost of commodities v/iUiout compensating
advantages. President Hoover has referred to state
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"barriers upon power transmission as of ’’doubtful con-
stitutionality.” As already stated, fear has been ex-
pressed tnat Superpower 'nay bring about monopolistic
conaitions vfhich would permit extortionate charges for
povi/er. Under our existing system of regulation suci*
fears have little foundation. A superpower corporation
mi^ht undertake to impose unreasonable charges for pov/er
upon a distributing utility or other customers, but in
either event regulation provides a remedy. Regulation
may limit the amount which a distributing utility will
include in its cost of service (on which rates are based),
to a reasonable amount regardless of the actual price
which may be paid, 8.nd direct sales by any utility,
superpower or local, to its customers are subject to
direct regulation. There is, therefore, little oppor-
tunity for extortion on the part of superpower orgeiiiza-
tions even if there were a disposition to that end.
It will be pertinent to consider a situation where local
regulation is not effective and adequate interstate
regulation has not been developed. We then have an un-
restrained monopoly which, under conventional econo?nic
theory, ’^ll seek the maximum possible return from its
business. This theory of maximum return, which pre-
vails in most of the economic textbooks, may be applic-
able to enterprises of uncertain duration but should
not be applied to permanent, continuously growing prop-
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erties such as puulic utilities. In tne finax analysis
a monopolist, of the latter class at least, does not
seek an adjusted output which v/ili give the .ijaxiinum
current income hut, rather, adopts that business policy
v/hich v/ill result in maximum ultimate increase in his
total v/ealth. Such increase may he brought about by
low present rates which encourage large output in order
that future income and the capitax vaxue of the property
may be enhanced, rather than by a policy of restricted
output and high rates which would discourage further
expansion and increase in value. The alleged menace
of superpower and other steps toward consolidation ana
cooperation in the utility field may, therefore, fairly
be c liarac terized as visionary ratner than reax. It is
largely though the efforts of public utility executives
and their aggressiveness and vision that we now have in
this country vastly greater pov/er resources per v/orker
than in any other country in the v.'oild. Such resources
have brought about our unparalleled prosperity, and
their utmost development should not be hampered by re-
strictions based upon prejudice or misunderstanding of
economic lav/s.
Some of the advantages of interconnecting the
electrical systems of neighboring utilities are presented.
There may be otner advantages v/hich are not brought out
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here, but the principal advantages, denonstrated by ex-
perience, are set forth. The term '’interconnection”
is loosely applied to connections ranging from the
linking together of the ends of relatively small ca-
pacity transmission lines already in service in neigh-
boring territories to the very high capacity ties es-
pecially built between separate high-voltage networks
a hundred miles or more apart. Some advantages are
gained by even the small interconnec ti ons , but to se-
cure all the advantages m-sntioned it is necessary that
the interconnection be of sufficient capacity to handle
some appreciable portion of the system capacity. Would
it not be deemed foolish were the s team r ailroads of
this country not to interconnect their systems and not
permit interchange of cars, but rather unload aiid reload
at each terminus similar to the methods followed by the
State Railv/ays of Australia where the provinces have
many different gauges? While electrcial interconnection
between the electrical systems of today is not quite
analagous in adl its terms to interconnecting the rail-
roci-ds, yet the general principles are in maiiy respects
the same. Electrical, interconnection b etv.^een plants
under the saii,o management ana between others totally
independent Iras a number of the same general benefits
and others peculiar to it not ordinarily obtained by
the railroad companies.

In order of importance the merits of physical
int erconnection of electrical systems are:
Protection of Service . The protection of the
ccnaumcrs’ service by the opportunit;y of the supplying
company securing service from an interconnected system,
v.'hereby shortage or failure due to trouble in any one
generating plant or transmission line is quickly and
in meiiy cases instantaneously relieved.
Release of Transmission Linea for Repairs . Inter-
connection of traiiemission lines makes it possible, without
suspending custercers’ service, to take a section of line
out of service for repairs, especially during v.-eek-ends,
thus removing the danger of working on live lines and en-
suring the highest degree of maintena.nce . Service can
be maintained from the interconnected system a.na fed
back as far as the sectionaliz ing switch.
Maintenance of Frequency . The operation of a
large interconnected system in ^viiich the control of fre-
quency is regulated by precision clocks of necessity
provides precision of frequency unattainable with inde-
pendent small systems, especially whtn tl'j.e small systems
have heavy fluctuating loads, this precision of fre-
quency providing the consumers with speed regulation of
motors which is quickly evidenced in large and superior
output
.
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Maximum Utili zation of Water Power . Many of our
water po7*rers have little storage capacity v;ith a large
run-off, and others have large storage capacity and a
limited aiuount of v/ater, especially during a dry season.
In case of the large run-off and little storage capacity,
the maximum output of the water-wheels can he obtained
hy having the system interconnections absorb all water-
pov/er output in excess of its own requirements, this re-
sulting in a large increase in output for a. given quan-
tity of water. In the case of the hydro station having
a large storage capacity and shortage of v/ater, the
v/ater can be conserved and then drawn down to generate
for the short peak periods, with the energy for other
than peak periods supplied by the steam plants or other
v/ater powers having surplus water. Many times one water
shed has rain Vihile a.nother is short. The interconnection
of one with the other makes available the surplus of one
to supply the other, which condition m.a^ be reversed the
following year; and where ail are interconnected v/i th a
chain of steam plants, the maximum use of the investment
is obtainable. In cases of interconnection of steam with
large water-pov/er plants, the short-time peaks can be
economically handled by the water-power plant then having
storage (and the drav/-dov/n for short periods is negli-
gible), thus saving the necessity of starting up gener-
ators and keeping in commission batteries of boilers
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for triis service. The 'vater-pov/er generators can also
be used to drain the interconnected systein of wattless
current when not operated at full load for pov/er gener-
ati on
,
Economy of Operation . Each unit of generating
equipment has a definite load at which the greatest economy
is secured. Many instances arise where the short-hour
peak load v/ould necessitate starting up a large generating
unit and boilers ii^hich v/ould be operated at lov/ capacity
and for short periods v/ith poor relative econom;^’’. By
calling upon the interconnected systeni the additional
load can be spread over a number of stations and can be
more economically served by them, thus removing the nt-
cessity of maintaining batteries of boilers under bank
between peaks and of operating at comparatively poor ef-
ficiency the large generator to carry a small load.
Installation of Generating Capacity . In many
instaiices tv/o neighboring independent systems find an
increase in generating capacity necessary. It is not
feasible economically for any company to install ex-
actly the amount of ca^pacity to meet the load and to
.uest immediate growth, for generating units are usually
30,000, 50,000, or 100,000 kilowatts or more in capacity.
It is obvious then that v/hen an additional generating
unit is installed there will be a periou of time v/hen
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there is a surplus of capacity installed which is unused,
and the carrying charges upon this idle eycess is a pure
loss. If two neighboring companies, as hc3,s frequently
happened, have entered into an expansion at the
same time, they both wind up with excess, whereas if they
curtail their construction programs, the unused capacity
of the one company can be m^de available to the other
until exhausted and the conditions later reversed, re-
sulting in little or no excess unearning capacity.
Reduction in Spare G-eneratino: Capacity . The
interconnected system can be safely operated with a much
lov/er percentage of spare generating capacity tiian v.'ithout
tne interconnection, owing to reliance which can be placed
on the other interconnected plants in case of trouble in
one. Witlc many interconnections the emergency reserve
capacity is spread over the various sytems which a re
interconnected so that any one system v/ill be called
upon to furnish what in many cases represents only the
overload capacity of the machines in usual oi^eration;
all of which results in less ca/pital tied up in the
property and, consequently , a. lower fixed charge to be
absorbed by the output.
Diversity of Load . Wliere an electrical system
covers a large territory peak loads of different classes
of business very rarely occur simultaneously. The elec-
trical companies serve the v/hole community and various
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types of indue Some of the industries, such as
coal mines, by reason of the closing down of the haulage
at 4 P.M., release from 4 P.M. to 7 A.M. a large share
of the capacity devoted to their service. A system serving
a large city may have an office lighting and power peak
load which comes from 5 to 6 P.M. on top of the general
power business, thus creating a heavy overlapping peak
common to the large city il^hting loads. It is evident
that if these systems are interconnected the generating
capacity thus released in the coal- mining district can
be utilized to aid the system having the heavier overlap.
Diversity is analogous to the use of v/ashrooms in an
office builaing. A limited capacity can serve a large
number of persons. And it is in a way similar to the
Pullman service v/here the cars are used in the winter
for the heavy Florida traffic, and in the summer the
same cars are used in the service of the ITev: England
points for the hea^v vacation traffic.
Transfer of Ene rgy . There are instaiices v/here
a company is short of capacity in one district and long
in another, the intervening territory being served by
an independent company. The use of this capacity is
easily made available where needed by interconnection,
and the company having the excess capacity picking up
a portion of the near-by load of the intervening com-
1
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pany and that conipany, in turn, repa^^ing frcm one of its
plaiits near the diotrict haring the shortage, thus doing
away with the necessity for duplication of investment
and transmission lines.
Capacity of Transmission Lines . By feeding in
to a transmission line from both directions toward the
load the capacity of the line is increased and the losses
diminished.
Improved Service to "Th.in'* Ter r itory . In many
cases the territory" traversed by a line forming an inter-
connection is one which would not itself immediately
justify high-class transmission facilities to serve it.
'ffhen the line is built to form the interconnection it
becomes possible to tap it for worth-v;hile business.
Besides thus bringing initial or improved service within
reach of existing communities and industries to locate
in such thinly developed territory, and this decentrali-
zation of industry is being commonly recognized as a
movement which promises great good for the nation.
There are many plans for adjustment betv/een
companies for the energy transferred back and forth, the
ideal condition usually being there shall be little or
no interchange of money, or, at least, the debits and.
credits at the end of the year shall be nearly equal.
In many instances the company taking the energy has the
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opportunity of either repaying; the energy in kilov/att-
hours on some "basis or paying for the excess at a nominal
rate, the idea being that the benefits of both are equal,
or the advantage mp.y shift from side to side in the course
of time. Some interconnections which ought to be desir-
able from every standpoint are delayed because this prin-
ciple of mutuality is not fully recognized, and one com-
pany seeks an immediate advantage, resulting in both com-
panies’ installing capacity before it v/ould have been
necessar;>” had an interconnection been made. Happily
the principles are now being more fully understood, and
the interconnection of the electrical systems of the
country is grov/ing rapidly. The plan is a sensible one,
and, except that it is subject to no centralized control
for the whole country, is analogous to the inter-district
credit transfers of our Federal Reserve banking system,
where, in effect, a money or credit pool is created
and tliS supply flows to meet the demand so as to finaxics
the different sections of the country as needed.
XII. HARUSSSIHG THE TIDES
To harness the power that is available from
the ebb and flow of the tides has for many years past
been the object of attention of engineers. The reason
for this is two-fold: first, because of the string
imaginative appear which such an undertalcing has; and.
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second, because of the scientific possibilities involYed.
To those not schooled in science the tides appear some-
what in the nature of a mystery, akin to the sequence of
the seasons of the year. The regular, repeated occurrence
of the tides, timed and measured with mathematical pre-
cision, has long "been recognized as an enormous source
of energy. The great and perplexing question relative
to the energy contained in the tiaes is not whether
such energy can he utilized hut, rather, how tidal
energy can he economically turned to productive use.
It is the economic factor more tiian any other that
today has retarded progress on the gigantic undertaking
to Iriamess the tides in the great Passamaquoddy Bay de-
veiopr^aent, which is worthy of detailed treatment.
The suggested harnessing of the tides at the
Bay of Pundy in northeastern United States, as proposed
in the Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Project, presents a
stupendous undertaking and involves a radical departure
from the usual method of developing power in which the
flow of a fresh-water stream furnishes the necessary
energy. Old charters show that tidal mills were used
in England for grinding corn as far back as the elev-
enth century, vrfriiie some of more recent date are still
in operation. A tidal mill which was built near Dav-
enport, England, in 1790, is even now in operation.
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The head varies from 14 to 9 feet, and the pov/er from
the two turbines may amount to 80 horsepower. This
wheel, however, can only generate power for 4-^ hours
at the most. Again, some of the old English wheels
depend practically on the tidal current driving a wheel
with flat radial paddles and having reversible gears
so as to turn tne machinery always in the same direction
Naturally, these small, inefficient v/heels would not
be considered for a modern plant. About five years ago
a tidal plant was proposed in England which called for
a dam across the river Severn, afforaing a continuous
supply of energy in excess of one4ialf million horsepower
The plans for this project required the pumping of large
volumes of water into a high-level reservoir so as to
make a fall available for those times when the river
and sea were at about tl:ie same level. Other tidal
projects have been proposea for both England and America
out none compared with that being considered for the
waters lying between ttie State of Maine and the Province
of New Brunswick. Several years ago, Dexter P. Cooper,
an electrical engineer, first began his studies of the
possibilities of constructing a huge power development
in which the tides of the Bay of Pundy were to be util-
ized. Mr. Cooper was born in Minnesota, ana had been
associated with pov/er projects at Great Palls, Montana,
in California, at Keokuk on the Mississippi River, and
in many other places.
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The two requisites for a hydroelectric de-
velopment are a dependable flow and a head of water at
the site selected. The former depends, in the Passama-
quoddy Bay Tidal Project, on a proper storing of the
tiaal waters. The head of water is dependent on its
being possible for the water to pass from a high-level
pool, through the turbines where it gives up its energy,
ana thence on into the low-level pool. In this project
the high-level pool is to be Passamaquoddy Bay, vdth
some 106 square miles of area, while the lower pool is
Cobscook Bay, of 46 square miles area. The s tructure
separating the tv/o pools would be the power house, which,
it is proposed, for the present would be 2,500 feet
long, although in time it may be doubled in length.
This building would house the turbines with the con-
trol mechanism, the generators, and the other elec-
trical equipment. As the accompanying map shows,
these two pools are practically enclosed by lana.
Three dams are necessary to close the shore line of
the upper bay, two of them being between islands to
the north of Beer Island, while the third is from
Deer Island to the shore near Eastport. The latter
is the only dam which would be difficult of construc-
tion. Here the water is 175 feet deep, with a rather
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high velocity. Mr. Cooper proposes to dump large
boulders at this site and gradually build the dam up to
the water surface. Smaller stones would be used on the
pool side, and then a mixture of clay and gravel, re-
sulting ultimately in a aarn which woula be water-tight
wi th a 2 3/4 : 1 slope on the upper pool side and a
1-2" : 1 slope on the other. The lower pool would require
two dams between the islands soutli of Eastport. ^ill
these dams would be equipped with huge gates so as to
regulate the level in each pool. These gates, accoraing
to present plans, would be of the mitre leaf type, similar
to those used at Gatun Lock in the Panama Canal. The
width in the clear would be 100 feet, and the gate v/ould
be some 70 feet high, giving an actual water area of
about 6,300 square feet. Twenty of these gates would
be used in the upper pool and ten in tne lower. The
artifical barriers, including the dams ana gates, woula
total about 14,000 feet in length. Since these waters
are all navigable, several locks are proposed. The
largest woula be on the Leer Island end of the immense
dam across to Eastport, and would be 300 feet long, 110
feet wide, and 30 feet deep, v/hile the lock to the north
of Leer Island, as well as the one into Cobscook Bay,
would be 300 by 60 feet by 15 feet. The head will vary,
and Mr. Cooper estimates that this variation will be
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from 24 feet to 10 feet and will average from 14 to
15 feet. In order to fill and empty the upper and
lower pools, respectively, in the brief time available,
a high velocity through the gates is necessary, i'his
velocity would be obtained by delaying the opening of
the gates long enough to create a difference in the
levels of the water on both sides, this difference rep-
resenting the velocity head. The details involved in
filling and emptying the two pools require careful cal-
culations, since it is imperative that the upper pool
should be completely filled Just as the tide begins
to ebb following high water, while the lower pool
should be at low-water level just as the tide begins
to flow following low tide. To develop the pov/er, hy-
draulic turbines are to be installed, and Mr. Cooper
is planning to use wheels of the propeller or suction
type, 't/hila this type is only about fifteen years old,
already 100 have been built and installed in the United
States. The heads on the plants which have been built
have a range from 22 inches to 35 feet, and the spe-
cific speeds are from 90 to 250 r.p.m. iiYom past ex-
perience with this type of wheel it is anticipated
that this plant will operate with little difficulty.
Other plants are operating now under a varying head.
One of the latest installations is that of the 7/ynau
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Electricity V/orks on the Aare River in Switzerlana.
There are two units in this ins taJLlati on, each of 2,700
horsepower ana operating under a head varying from 3.2
feet to 17 feet at 107 r.p.m. 'rfhen operating under
the former head the efficiency is 85 per cent; while
under the 17-foot head the maximum efficiency is 39 per
cent. The propeller type unit has a steep load-efficiency
curve so that operation at part gate is accompanied by
a marked drop in efficiency. At this plant it is in-
tended to run a number of the wheels at the gate for
maximum efficiency ana adjust the plant output to the
plant load by regulating as small a number of wheels
as possible. It is, therefore, proposed that about
70 per cent of tlrie units have no gates and that these
be always operated at full load,
Eor the initial installation Mr. Cooper is
planning for 35 turbines, each with the output varying
from 14,000 to 20,000 horsepower, according as to
whether the head is low or high. This gives a plant ca-
pacity of from 500,000 to 700,000 horsepower and a
yearly estimated output of 3,270,000,000 kilowatt-hours
of primary power. It is of interest to note that v/hen
the plant is developing 500,000 horsepower under a 15-
foot head, the flow through the wheels will be about
360,000 cubic feet second, or about 1 3/4 times
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the flow of the Niagara River at Buffalo. If we assume
that this is an average draft, and that it continues
for the twelve hours from low tide to lov/ tide, v/e have
about 15,500,000,000 cubic feet of water to be passed
throu^ ten gates each of 6,300 square feet cross-section.
Mr. Cooper estimates the time for emptying the pool
flower) as 220 minutes. The average velocity of the
water through the gates will then be about ISf- feet
per second, or 12-^ miles per hour. The energy gener-
ated at this plant is to be brought to the oonsumer
over a transmission line which, it is estimated, will
cost $17,000,000. Markets will be sought as far south
as Boston, Massachusetts, and north into Ganaaa. Several
important details must be successfully attended to be-
fore this work should oe begun. Already, engineers are
keeping a record of the variation in the tides to that all
hydraulic computations v/ill be correct. If the velocity
of water through the gates approaches the high velocity
of 13^ feet per second, as computea from Mr. Cooper’s
figures, it is obvious that serious problems are to be
faced in the design and construction of the gates and
•waterways as well as the power house itself. In the
past many proposals for tidal-power developments have
been abandoned because of the excessive estimated cost
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per horse-power of tne installation. This cost must be
carefully estimated and must be sufficiently low to
bring the cost of the electricity to the consumer as low
as that now produced by hydroelectric or steam plants
in the vicinity of the regions to be served. These es-
timates should provide a reasonable return on the
$100»000»000 of capital invested. Just the collecting
of this sum and its wise expenditure during the five
years of construction would be quite a task. Since
there are no tidal projects, at least of any size, which
are developing continuous power at present, the many new
problems which will arise on this type of project should
be anticipated in so far as possible and satisfactorily
answered before work is begun. If all the above con-
ditions are fulfilled and the project appears to be
feasible, work may be coinmenced, and, in turn, this im-
mense store of energy will be made ready to serve mankind
It is understood that Mr. Cooper and his associates have
recently been denied a delay of two years before starting
the development of the tidal project at Passamaquoddy Bay
What will be the ultimate fate of this project remains
to be seen.
XIII. SUPERPOWER li^ iU,iBRICA
Some day, if the people of the United States
and Canada desire it, a single superpower system will
furnish electric energy to the greater part of the North
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American continent. There is nothing visionary about
this system. Its construction is entirely feasible
with modern electrical apparatus; ana if the matter
lay v/holly in the hands of the electrical industry,
its eventual completion would be almost a certainty.
So colossal a project directly concerns the public,
ana unless proper legislative action is taken as a result
of popular demand, the system cannot come into existence.
Consequently, the question, Shall we or shall we not
have a single superpower system?, is sooner or later
bound to become an important national issue; and since
the future of America will be profoundly influenced by
the answer, the salient facts should be of general
interest. Water power is the foundation on v^hich the
single superpower system rests. More than 65,000,000
horsepower of water power is available in uorth America.
Of this total only about 10,000,000 horsepower is being
utilized, whereas more tlian 50,000,000 horsepower is
being generated by means of steam. As is nov/ gener-
ally recognized, this proportion of steam power to
water power is altogether too high. ]?or several very
excellent reasons water power should be utilized
wherever possible. In the first place, the use of
water power saves fuel and conserves our never- to-be-
replaced resources of coal and oil. It also conserves
human labor. A steam plant not only requires a larger
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operating staff than a water-power plant of the saine
capacity, b ut it must also have the services of many
men to mine and transport to it the necessary coal. It
is estimated that to proauce a given amount of power
by steam twenty times as many men are requirea as to
produce it by water, and that upv/ard of a half million
men would be released for other duties if it were possible
entirely to replace steam power with water power. A
properly built hydroelectric plant is, moreover, a per-
manent asset. Its chief construction v/ork (the dam,
power-house, etc.), can be made as enduring as the hills,
and its machinery, being able to transform into power more
than 90 per cent of the available energy of the water, is
in little danger of being superseded by improved types.
Steam machinery, on the other hand, has had an almost
continuous history of replacer/ient through improvement;
and since the best of our modern steam apparatus has
a working efficiency of hardly more than 16 per cent,
there is no reason to believe that the end of this re-
placement process has been reached.
iNiational economy, therefore, de-i.-ands the
general development of our water power. But water
power, unlike steam power, is not fully under human
control. One of the characteristics of the majority
of our rivers is that the flow varies greatly from
season to season. Many a river that can generate
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5 00 >000 horsepower in the spring is unable to produce
20 >000 horsepower in seasons of extreme drought; and
if such river forms the sole source of power for an
electric system> only its "all-year-round" pov/er> or
rniniraum> can be utilized advantageously/ and most of
the excess must be wasted. The individual development
of the majority of our water powers is > therefore/ out
of the question. How/ then/ can rivers be utilized?
By connecting several water pov/ers together into a
single system/ and by feeding into this system power
from one or more supplementary steam plants. The vari-
ations in the flow of the water povirers tend to counteract
each other/ especially if the water powers belorig to aif-
ferent drainage systems; while the steam plants/ which
are operated only when needed to make good deficiencies
in the water power > assure a definite maximum amount of
pov/er at ail times with the minimum consumption of fuel.
Such a composite system/ which must necessarily be of
large dimensions/ is known as a superpower system. It
not only forms the most efficient method of utilizing
water power/ but also possesses certain additional ad-
vantages. Obviously/ the transmission lines of a super-
pov/er system must form a network covering a considerable
area/ and thus electric service is made available to
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many people, especially in rural districts, who other-
wise could not get it. Itir thermore
. as with other com-
modities. the large-scale production and distribution
of pov/er by a single system makes possible many economies
that are unobtainable v/i th a number of small indepenaent
systems of equal output. Of growing importance is the
fact that a superpower system can advantageously use power
from any economical source generated within the area
covered by it. Take the case of a steel plant, for ex-
ample. The gases ariven off from the coke ovens ana the
blast furnaces form an excellent fuel, ij ut a large pro-
portion of them is orainarily wasted. If. however, the
xines of a superpower system pass near the plant, pov/er
can be produced by the gases and fed into the system,
thereby reducing the amount of pov/er that must be sup-
plied by the system’s supplementary steam plants. It is
evident, therefore, that a superpov/er system can proauce
power at a lov/er cost and aistribute it to a larger number
of people tnan can an equivalent of small independent
systems. By means of a single superpower system, ex-
tending from ocean to ocean and receiving pov/er from
every waterfall, from the waste products of industry,
and from all other economical sources, including huge
steam plants of the most efficient type placed in favor-
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able locations, we shall be able to distrioute the
mxiraum amount of pov/er obtainable from our resources
to the largest number of people at the lowest possible
cost. It is not too much to say that this v/ould bring
about a new era of progress in America. The prosperity
of any country, though based upon its natural resources
and the character of its people, is dependent upon the
availaole power supply. The pioneers on our shores,
though surrounded by abundance, endured countless hard-
ships because they lacked the pov/er to convert raw m-
terials into utilities; and it was not until more than
two centuries later, after a number of our rivers had been
harnessed and the steam engine was introduced, that America
began to be transformed from a land of poverty into one
of plenty. Since then, our achievements have been un-
precedented, but each step of our advancement was made
possible by power. Today, as pointed out, our wages and
standards of living are the highest in the world largely
because our workmen use more power than those of other
countries. If, therefore, by means of the single super-
power system, our capacity for doing useful work is
multiplied to the greatest possible extent, we should
be able to realize the greatest measure of prosperity.
Specifically, the vast amount of widely dis-
tributed, inexpensive electric power provided by the
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single superpower system will do the following things
for us: It will enalDle us to make full use of labor-
saving machinery in every industry, tnereby increasing
the incomes of the workers ana decreasing the cost of
the products of labor for the consumers. It will permit
the electrification of many of our railroads and will
also reduce to a minimum the tonnage of fuel to be
haulea. For both these reasons the efficiency of our
transportation system will be greatly improved. It will,
by maacing industry and comfortable living conditions
possible almost anywhere, tend to draw people out of
congested cities and distribute them throughout the
country. It will provide the farmer with an ideal means
of doing a large part of his work, and give him welcome
relief from rls labor difficulties. It will also serve
him by greatly reducing the price of fertilizer, for with
ample supplies of cheap power, fertilizer can oe manu-
factured at an exceedingly low cost, k'ot the least of
its benefits will be the lightening of the tasks of
the housekeeper by making possible the universal use
of electric labor-saving devices. It will also aid our
national defense. One of the greatest difficulties
experienced during the late war v/as to secure suffi-
cient power to produce essential materials in the vast
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quantities requirea. Almost all our power plants were
small and scattered, and there was no way of combining
tneir outputs so as to make large-scale production
possible. With a single superpower system in operation,
however, any proportion of its capacity can be allotted
to war work in emergencies. Ample power thus being ob-
tainable, war industries of any size can be brought into
being with maximum speed and operated with minimum amount
of labor. They can, moreover, be located wherever ae-
sired, thus making it possible to avoid a repetition of
that cardinal military error, the production of the
major portion of our war supplies in the most vulner-
able parts of the country.
We shall, it is true, survive and thrive
without the single superpower system, but until it is
completed we shall not be able to utilize our resources
to the utmost aavantage. In the meantime, the system
is being developed more rapidly than most people are
aware. Because of the economic and technical advantages
of large ^sterns, the present tendency in the electric
light and pov/er industry is to consolidate or inter-
connect adjacent systems, and, SbS a result, superpower
systems of considerable size have already been forraea
along the Pacific Coast, in the Southeastern states, in
ilew England, and in the itorthwest. Others are in the
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process of formation in western Pennsylvania, the iiliddle
V/est, and elsewhere. Continued development along these
same lines, including high-tension interconnections be-
tween adjacent superpower systems, will bring into being
two large superpower systems, one covering the country
east of the Mississippi and the other west of the Great
Plains. Then, if sometime in the future, transcontinental
lines Join these two together, the single- sys tern v/ill be
consummated. At the same time, the development of our
water pov/ers is going aheaa as rapidly as possible.
Little coula be done along this line until certain pro-
hibitive restrictions were v/itharav/n by the present fed-
eral vVater Pov/er Act passed in 1920. Even complete and
detailed plans for the final system have been prepared.
These plans are tne v/ork of Mr. Prank G. Baum, a hydro-
electric engineer of long experience. Guided by these
plans, or by some standardized modification of them,
electric light and power companies in the remotest parts
of the country can carry on new construction and extensions
v/ith the assurance that, when the time comes, their sys-
tems will be able to take their proper places in the
single system. The single superpower system must be
under private control, and it must also be under govern-
ment regulation in order to prevent the exploitation of
the public in ariy manner whatsoever. This regulation.
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hov;ever, must be constructive ana stimulating, and not
restrictive. We have so regulated the railroads that
few improvements and extensions have been made in the
last decade, and the chief loss under this policy falxs,
not on the railroads, but on the public. This mistake
must not be repeated in the case of the nation’s power
system. Among the important provisions of the regulatory
laws must be those tlriat wilx enable the system to secure
money at the lowest rates of interest. Ij’ixed charges form
as high as 30 per cent of the cost of producing power
by means of water pov/er, ana they are also an important
element in the cost of steam power. If, because of un-
suitable legislation, the superpower system l:jias to pay
high rates of interest for the money borrowed for con-
struction work and other purposes, this cost must be
passed on to the consumer in the rates charged for power,
but the great value of the superpower system depends on
its ability to supply pov/er at a low cost, and anything
that v/ould cause an increase in the rates above the es-
sential minimum would be contrary to public interest.
Low interest on borrowed capital being the result of
sound credit, there must be no legislation that will
tend to injure the credit of the superpower system. In
this question of regulation lies the most difficult
problem that has to be solved in connection with super-
power development. Fortunately, it is not necessary to
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solve it all at once. There is ample time to study
the subject and gain experience with the regulation
of the smaller superpower systems as they develop.
The one essential is to remember that the aim in
viev/ is the maximum prosi^erity of the nation and of
every inhabitant of it. If this is acne> tne proper
solution of the problem will be found, and it will
only be a question of time before America comes into
the full enjoyment of her magnificent pov/er resources.
In the waters of our rivers there is promise
of great prosperity for all American people. Over
50,000,000 horsepower can be obtained from them, and
if this power v/ere properly generated and distributed,
it v/ould furnish an abundant supply of electricity
to practically all the people of North America. En-
gineers know how useful this electricity wilo. be, but
most people do not realize what a grea.t difference it
would make in their aaily lives. Let us see v/hat it
will mes^n to the avera,ge American family if electricity
can be generated on a vast scale, supplied to every
home and farm, and used freely for every purpose for
which power is needed. Ear too much of the house-
v/ife’s time is now spent in drudgery; but when elec-
tricity is abundantly available, it will do the
greater part of her v/ork for her and give her ample
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opportunity for recreation and culture, and, if she wishes,
lousiness ana politics as v/eli. With electric cooking,
for example, she will not have to spena long hours in
the hot kitchen. Instead, she will simply prepare
her meats, vegetables, and other edibles at any con-
venient time, place them in the oven of the electric
range, set a time- contro lied sv/itch, a.nd then forget
all about cooking until it is time for the meal. Tnen
she will go to the oven and find everything cooked and
ready to serve. She will also use electricity for
sweeping, washing aishes, washing ana ironing clothes,
sewing, and for the rest of her housev/ork. Thus she
will escape from much of her present toil. An hour or
two a day will suffice for her home duties, and she
can spend the rest of the time as she pleases, kot
only can electricity give her more leisure but more
comfort too. iiliectric fans cool tne air in summer;
electric heaters give warmth on cool nights and chilly
days; the radio telephone affords entertainment and
educational advantages that millionaires could not
purchase a few years a.go; and such special devices
as electric warming pads, curling irons, hair dryers,
bottle warmers, and many others are useful for those
who need them.
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"Buti“ it will be asked, "is not all this
apparatus expensive? Will people without large incomes
he able to buy them?" Today, perhaps, some of these
things must be regarded as luxuries, but we are speaking
of a time when electricity will be supplied in vast
amounts. Electrical devices of all kinds will then
be manufactured in such great quantities that all
well-to-do people will be able to use them, just as
they nov/ use gas stoves, sev/ing machines, and carpet
sweepers. But abundant electricity v/ill do more tnan
give the housewife leisure and comfort-- it vdll help
her pocketbook. A large part of her income goes for
food; and food will be cheaper when America’s v/ater
pov/er is put to v/ork. Eor which things does the
farmer pay the most in order to grow his crops? Labor
and fertilizer. When every farmer can obtain elec-
tricity, he will Iriave at his disposal an ideal form
of pov/er that will do a very large part of his v/ork
for a few cents a day. He will then need fewer hands
than at present, fertilizer is now so expensive that
it cannot be used in sufficient quantities to secure
the best results. There is, however, a process by
which the essential element, nitrogen, v/hich has al-
ways been the most expensive ingredient to obtain
in a useful form, can be extracted from the air. With
abundant electric pov/er this process can be carried
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out very cheaply and fertilizer produced at an ex-
ceedingly low cost. V/ith electrically operatea pumps,
the farmer will be independent of droughts. His radio
will give him v/arning of storms, frosts, and floods;
and his family, benefiting even more than the city
family from electric household aevices, v/ill be less
liKely to leave the farm. These things will make
farming more profitable and more attractive, and the
farm more proauctive. The result will be larger crops
at less expense, which will benefit every one. I'arm
products are not the only things that will be cheaper
wrien America is electrified. Hany manufactured ar-
ticles will be also reduced in price. Tne modern auto-
mtic electrically operated machine enables a man to
turn out many more articles in a given time than he
can v/ithout such machinery; ana, as everybody knov/s,
the greater the output of a thing per woruman per day,
the lower the cost. Some people may still remember when
calico cost over 50 cents a yard, in the days of crude
machinery and slow production. Modern machinery has
greatly reduced this cost; and when all industry is
completely electrified, corresponding reauctions in
the cost of articles of every description v/ill be
realized. But no matter how cheaply and abundantly
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things can he produced, they are useless unless they
can he conveyed to those who want them. Adequate trans-
portation facilities are, therefore, an important eie-
riBnt in the cost of living for all of us. After many
years of experience with such electrified railroads as
the hew Haven, the horfolk & V/estern, and tne St. Paul,
practically all railroad men now agree that electric
operation is the best possible method of increasing
the carrying capacity of a railroad system. The steam
locomotive has about reached its maximum size and power.
It cannot be made much larger than it now is and go
through our present tunnels. Hence, v/hen a railroad
is dispatching over its lines the maximum number of
freight trains at the maximum speed, it can carry no
more traffic under steam operation without under taicing
construction v/ork of the must costly character, \7hen
a railroad is electrified, almost unlimited power can
be applied to each train. An excellent example of an
electrified railroad is the hew York Subway. V/atch
the long expresses roll smoothly into the station,
discharge, and receive passengers, and then, getting
up full speed in less than a minute, attain a speed
of over 40 miles an hour. Then, noting that these
trains follow each other at intervals of only 90 seconds,
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think of the immense capacity of the system. Elec-
tricity alone can make such transportation possible.
Of course, no such capacity vrill ever be needed on
most of our present steam railroads, but. congestion is
threatening many of our more important lines, and un-
less they are electrified, the proaucers and consuirjers
of all products are going to suffer. Through the d.ec-
trification of our railroads, v/hich v/ili be possible
when our water power is developed, the housekeeper
will be served with the best in the land at a lower
tra.nspor tati on cost, iind , in quite another way, our
transportation facilities vdll be improved by the
harnessing of our rivers. ’<Vhen a river is dammed for
power purposes, the addition of locks makes it navi-
gable. Thus, when the St. Lawrence, the Mississippi,
the Ohio, and many of our other large streams are
doing our work for us, they will be also carrying to
us in the cheapest possible manner the products of
all the world, besides still further lightening the
burden which our railroads are nov/ compelled to carry.
The prosperity of a country as a whole ae-
pends on its productiveness. If it proauces necessary
tnings abundantly and they can be transportea freely
from point to point, its inhabitants live in comfort.
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Under conditions of restricted production, a fortunate
fev/ may prosper, but the people as a v/hole will suffer.
By the general application of electricity to all fields
of activity, America's productiveness v/ill be greatly
increased in every direction, to the benefit of all
Americans. Hot only will opportunities for employment
be increased, but average incomes will tend to rise,
and the relative prices of necessities vail be reduced.
The chief reason for this is that electricity conserves
human labor. That is, it enables one man to do what
previously required anywhere from tv;o to twenty men.
The use of labor-saving machinery by the American
workman, and the skill with v/hich he gets the most out
of it, have kept him constajitly in adva.nce of the Euro-
pean laborer. The proper utilisation of our natural
resources will enable him still further to improve his
standards of living, and at tne same time will elim-
inate much of the drudgery and hazard of his work.
Industries tend to locate in places v/here pov.’er and
good transportation are available. These attract
workers who, in turn, attract other businesses, and
thus such places tend to become densely populated
cities. But when every section of the country is
supplied with electric power, industry can be carried
on in almost any location, and gooa transportation in
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all directions vdll ‘become possible. Manufacturing-
plants will, therefore, tend to move into localities
where they can be closer to supplies of raw materials
ana where there is plenty of room and rents are cheap.
In consequence, the tide v/hich now flows cityward will
change. Our people, who now are crowding more closely
together, wall spread out into the country, and elec-
tricity will bring to them there fne same recreational
and educational advantages and the same ease of house-
xceeping that they find in the cities. Electricity as
it is today saved our cities from the unspeakable
slums that are still found in the backward European
and Asiatic cities; electricity as it will be in the
future will save the children of the next generations
from the tenement and the hot, dusty street, and will
give them grass, trees, flowers, fresh air, and health.
"An attractive picture," many will say, "but,
of course, it will never become a reality." It must
become a reality. Civilization in America has reached
a critical point. Heretofore, aAmost every year has
witnessed an increase in comfort for the average American
family, but today there are unmistaka'ble signs of a
slackening in this progress. More and more effort is
being required to get the things we want; our standard
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of living is being actmlly menaced. The reason for
this is plain; we are gradually outgrowing our present
means of doing things. Our railroads are not able to
transport promptly everything that should be carriea;
our farmers are exhausting the soil and are having
great difficulty in getting sufficient laoor, especially
at Iriarvest time; our mxanufacturers are pressed by rising
costs and are threatened by the competition of cheap
foreign labor; and the cost of living has risen, and our
cities are becoming overcrowded, fortunately, an ade-
quate remedy for all these aifficulties lies ready to
our hands in America’s vast resources of water power.
But v/e must utilize these resources properly if v/e are
to get the proper results out of them. Engineers have
studied this question for many years, and are now in
general agreement as to how it must be aone . V/e must
develop all the v/ater powers in liorth ibmerica, including
especially the millions of horsepower w'hich can be ob-
tained from Canada and which that country v/ill not be
able fully to employ for its uses for many years to
come. We must connect all these water powers together
into great unified systems. But we cannot aepend on
water power alone. Eost rivers vary too greatly in
their flow from high to lov/ water. Some o trier source
of pov/er must be added to the system to supplement the
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water power and compensate for variations in the water
supply. Consequently, we must "build huge steam plants
which v/ili prouuce the maximum amount of power for the
coal consumed ana can be started up or shut dovm in ac-
cordance witn the demana for power; ana since these plants
can be placed almost anyv/here within the limits of the
system, we will put them in the coal regions and along
the seacoast where fuel can be furnished them at the
lowest cost for transportation. V/hen this is done, the
people of the United States and Canada will be able to
enjoy to the full extent the resources of water power
and coal that hature has given them. It will raise the
standard of their living and permit then to lead riappier
and healthier lives.
The immense demand for supplies of every de-
scription that arose during the Great 7/ar actea as a
gigantic test of our productive facilities. It was just
such a test as an engineer applies to a newly designed
machine; our industrial and transportation mechanism
was overloaded almost to the brealcing point, thereby
aisclosing many merits and many serious defects. Ordi-
narily, tne chief benefits of this test would have "been
lost to us because of the aifficulty in compiling and
interpreting so vast a mass of facts. But, fortunately,
the V/ar Industries Board was in a position to follow
every step of this unusual experiment, and has left
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records of the utmost value for our future guidance.
One of the weaknesses thus brought to light was the
inadequacy of our usual methods of generating ana trans-
mitting electric power. Very shortly after war produc-
tion got well under way i power shortages developed in
the industrial districts of hev/ England, hew Jersey,
eastern and western Pennsylvania, ana Niagara Palis.
Studies were made by army engineers serving the War
Industries Board, and it v/as soon apparent that the
difficulty was one of distribution ratner tlian of gen-
erating capacity. Thus, though northern l>iev/ Jersey was
sorely in need of more power, hew York City, a few miles
away, had an ample surplus. In hew England a parallel
situation existed. Boston had a surplus, but the sur-
rounding industrial regions demanded more than the
stations supplying them could provide. In the coal re-
gions of v/estem Pennsylvania and Ohio, there was a real
shortage of power, but this could have been greatly al-
leviated if the available power could have been applied
where it was most neeaed. The remedy for this condition
of affairs was obvious. If the various indiviaual elec-
tric systems could have been connected together into
large unified systems, thus making it possible to draw
on surpluses at any points for deficiencies elsev/here,
most of the districts would have had sufficient power
to meet their requirements without additional generating
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units. Steps were taken to effect some of these inter-
connections, but the Armistice made government action
in this direction unnecessary. Another problem of a
somewnat different order arose in connection v/i th the
large-scale production of nitrates, poison gas, powder,
phosphorous, and other electro-chemical products needing
large blocks of power for their manufacture. .Although
the total generating cax^acity of the country exceeded
30,000,000 horsepower, nowhere could the War Industries
Board find an adequate supply that could be concentrated
where needed. Here again the ability to draw upon an
extensive electric system would have solved the problem.
Finally, an even more serious defect in our system of
power distribution v/as ail too well known by our mili-
tary authorities. This was the fact that a very large
part of our essential war materials was being made in
the northeastern states and especially in the vicinity
of Boston, Hew York, and Philadelphia.
"This region," declares General H. L. Bullard,
"is the vital region of our vmole country. It is vital
because it contains all that is essential to keep the
country alive, agriculture, industries, wealth, popula-
tion, lines of conmiunication . It is the region, there-
fore, which must be the final objective of any power
*
—
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that should ever rnaice war against us. It is also our
must vulnerable region. Any good strong enemy would
find it comparatively easy to get in because there are
lots of landing places here, and once lanaed, he'd
find it easy to cut lines of communication that .Lead
from iiew York everywhere.'*
Ho military education is needed to understand
tJriat the bulk of our war supplies for the next war should
be produced behind our natural defense lines, the Alle-
gheny and Rocky Mountains. This cannot be done, how-
ever, unless industry is well developed within this
area; and this, in turn, depends upon the existence
of an ample supply of pov/er, which must necessarily be
supplied by large electric systems. These lessons
taught by the war confirm the conclusions that had been
reached by electrical engineers before the war, namely,
that isolated ana relatively small electric power sys-
tems no longer suffice to meet the power demands of
the nation, and that large unified systems, covering
wide areas and receiving pov/er from steam ana water-
pov/er plants of maximum capacity and highest efficiency,
are essential if American progress is to continue at
its present rate. The power supplied by a superpower
system would be fairly safe from interruption from
strikes, violence, or enemy activities because water-
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power plants are independent of fuel supplies, can be
operated by small forces, and are easily guarded; dam-
aged transmission lines can be readily repaired; and
the destruction of several of the generating plants of
the superpower system, together wi tn consiaerable sec-
tions of transmission network, v/ould not necessarily
put the entire system out of commission. It is impossible
to overestimate the military value of these factors. In
fact, a nation-wide superpower system, together with our
natural resources and topographical advantages, would
render the United States well-nigh unconquerable. Thus,
tne electric power system that best suits the needs of
peaceful progress is also one of the strongest elements
of our national defense. Army engineers have more than
an academic interest in the superpower plan. They are
playing an important part in its execution. i)ue to
their work in improving river navigation and controlling
floods, they are constantly concerned with hydraulic
undertakings. If they are familiar with the superpower
plan and accept its military importance, they will nat-
urally coordinate their own work with water-pov/er de-
velopment ana will consider each development in its re-
lation to the nation-wide plan and not to local condi-
tions only. They can also assist in another way; Though
the superpower plan is practical and desirable, both
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technically and economically > and is already in the
process of development, it v/ill not he realized in its
entirety until public opinion is fully in favor of it.
i’or very excellent reasons, both our people and our
lawmakers hold the opinions of army engineers in the
highest respect. If. therefore, the army engineers ad-
vocate the superpower plan, its general acceptance mil
be measurably expedited.
XIV. THE FUTURB OF SUgERPOT/BR
.
The electric art still stands out beyond all
others in problems yet to be solved; it is now. as it
nas been for a generation, a fertile field for the sci-
entific imagination. The widest known electrical ap-
pliance is perhaps the incandescent lamp, but it is a
most wasteful and extravagant form of the conversion of
electricity into light. Only about 5 per cent of the
force which is expended in an incandescent lamp is
converted into light. Therefore, there is practically
a clear field for research in this service alone, concern-
ing which J. B. S. Haldane, the great English scientist
at the University of Cambridge, says, "To light a lamp
as a source of light is about as v/asteful of energy as
to burn down one’s house to roast one’s pork. It is
a fairly safe prophecy that in fifty years light v/ili
cost about a fiftieth of its present price, and there
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will be no roore night in our cities. The alternation
of day ana night is a check on the freedom of human ac-
tivity which must go the way of other spatial and tem-
poral checks." The most moaern and efficient steam
turbine engine turns out about 16 per cent of the the-
oretical power contained in the heat units of coal.
Here is 34 per cent of a field in v/hich science may work,
and who can say that some time, even in the near future,
electricity may not be produced direct from heat, thus
doing away v/ith the use of the steam engine for that
purpose. Sven tomorrov/ there may be discovered a cheap
foolproof and durable storage battery which would revolu-
tionize the electric light and power industry by enabling
it to store electricity as gas is now stored in a gas-
holder or oil in a barrel. Concerning this, Mr. Haldane
says that he thinks the power question in England may
be ultimately served somewhat as follows: "The country
will be covered with rows of metal-tic windmills working
electric motors which in their turn supply current at
a very high voltage to great electric mains. At suit-
able distances there will be great power stations where
curing windy weather the surplus power will be used
for the electrolytic decomposition of water into oxygen
and hydrogen. These gases will be liquefied, and stored
in vats, vacuum jacketed reservoirs, probably sunk in
the ground. If these reservoirs are sufficiently large.
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the loss of liquid due to leakage inwards of heat will
not he great; thus the proportion evaporating daily
from a reservoir 100 yards square hy 60 feet deep would
not only he l/lOOO of that lost from a tank measuring
tv/o feet each way. In times of calm, the gases will he
recombined in explosion motors, working dynamos which
produce electrical energy once more, or more prohahly
in oxidation cells."
Up to this point only the possibilities which
are now being hopefully sought by researchers and sci-
entists have been considered, but tlriese possibilities
are by no means the ultimate. The imagination can con-
ceive a cold light obtained by activating certain sub-
stances by electric influence; as, for example, acti-
vating the paint on the walls of a room by radio waves.
Possibly the air may be so treated that it might take
the place of the present conductors of electricity and
magnetism. As the population increases and presses
upon the means of subsistence, electrical processes
of producing food from the nitrogen in the air or from
other substance may rescue future civilization from
sinking to the economic level of Asiatic countries.
The production of electricity direct from the heat of
the sun or the interior of the earth may, by the elira-
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ination of v/asteful steam engines, solve the heating
problem of the future. Light, heat, and energy may, in
the distant future, be storea in some form and electricity
not used at all. Phosphorescence, the glow worm, and
raaium are indications of these possibilities. There is,
in fact, only one electrical process v^ich is fairly sure
to survive indefinitely, and that is the production of
electric energy from falling water--hydroelec trie power--
the efficiency of v/hich is high at the present time;
about 90 per cent of the theoretical energy of falling
water can be converted into electric force, which leaves
little room for improvement, iillectric science has, there-
fore, almost unlimited possibilities for future aiscov-
eries, ana it is quite beyond the povver of any one to
foresee what electric development will be like a gener-
ation, or even a decade, from now. We know, however,
that the tendency in the past has always been in the di-
rection of more power and greater v/elfare for all, and
we have every reason to expect a continuation of this
progress in the future. This means the sustained grov/th
and expansion of superpower until the v/hoie of Lorth
America is covered by a netv/ork of interconnecting trans-
mission and distribution lines.
The attitude of the government toward the
growth of superpower is that of a watchful guardian.
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As superpower principles have been developed into prac-
tical results, with an ever-increasing concentration of
capital and control in the form of public utility holding
companies, tne governtnent has become investigative. Pur-
*
suant to a resolution of the United States Senate, the
Federal Trade Commission is at the present writing con-
ducting an inquiry of electric power and gas utility
companies. This inquiry has been undertalcen with a view
to determining whether any special legislation is needed
in order to insure protection for the people against
exploitation by the electric power and gas industries,
which enjoy the benefits of legal monopolies. Our own
great Commonwealth of LOassachusetts has recently been
stirred to action because of the purchase of a con-
trolling stock interest in The Boston Publishing Com-
pany (owner of two daily newspapers, the Boston Heralu
ana the Boston Traveler ) , by the International Paper
Company, a subsidiary of International Paper and Power
Company. The International Paper and Pov/er Company is
a $600,000,000 superpower combine, tne activities of
v/hich are centered in the northeastern part of the
United States and in Canada.
In keeping v/^ith the progress and development
of business, particularly the tendency to consolidate
U. S. Senate Resolution Bo. 33, 70th Congress, First
Session
.
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into larger and larger units, a movement has been
initiated to change the anti- trust laws so as to allow
greater latitude in the consolidation of economic
forces. V/riile this movement has not as yet hecome
sufficiently powerful to he formally recognized, never-
theless, it does indicate the policy which is likely
to be adopted ana pursued in the future in respect to
what are now regarded as illegal combinations. I’he
outlook for superpower is decidedly favorable to grov/th
and expansion. Supplementing the statistical data
which have already oeen given, it is of interest to
note the extent to which interconnections have been
brought about. V/i th negligible breaks in transmission
lines, there are now continuous connections along
the Pacific Coast from Canada to Mexico and extending
inland not less than 1,000 miles in the northern sec-
tion; from Boston to Chicago; from the Great Lakes to
Chesapeake Bay; and from Liaine to Florida. The amount
of pov/er which can be transmitted over some of these
lines or some sections of them is limited, but it is
not rash to preaict that within a few years that por-
tion of the United States east of the Mississippi River,
the entire Pacific Coast section, and a substantial part
of the intermediate territory will be covered with
networks of transmission lines permitting a wide inter-
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change of large quantities of power. Such interchange
will take full advantage of diversities in load due to
differences in longitude ana industrial conditions and
in stream flow in different interconnected watersheds.
In the not too distant future all the more densely popu-
lated portions of the United States will be covered
v/ith networks of transmission lines. Since superpower
is based on sound economic principles v/hich make for the
increased welfare of the people with a raising of the
standards of living, its growth and expansion will be
checked onlyvirhen the needs of all the people of the
United States for electric service have been completely
satisfied. The aim of the leaders of the electric
utility industry in this country is to stand ready to
serve unlimited amounts of pov/er at low rates to all
who may have need for the same. This aim and ideal
can be realized only through the extensive use of
superpower systems.
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